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INQUIRIES AND NOTES.

A Smal l F a r m — H o w to M a k e i t Profitable*

EDS. BOTUX. NJBW-TORKBB:—Will you confer a favor on
me, and others, in like circumstances, who depend on the
cultivation of a few acres fpr ijhe support of themselves and
families,'by giving theJtest course to pursue to make the
most of the small farcer of land we possess? That you may
understand my circumstances, I give the following particulars:

Location.—Fifty-six miles Northwest pf Milwaukee, on the
Lacrosse and Milwaukee Railroad; one mile from Boiling,
Prairie Depot; five miles each way to a village; one contains
1,500 inhabitants, and the other 3,000.

Sail, <6c.—I have five acres of rich, black prairie, capable
of raising good cabbage or onions without manure.

Average Markets.—Wheat, 75 cents; corn, 37; barley, 37;
oats, 18; potatoes, 18; butter, 13; cheese, 10; eggs, 8; hay,
$6; pork, $5; cabbage, onions,' &c,, very little sale, except
very early for Milwaukee and Chicago markets.

Now, how shall a man go to work to support a family of
ftve persons, and lay by something for a rainy day, off of this
five acres of land, in condition as specified? Please give
particulars, and oblige an old subscriber.—L. L. F.

OUR'Wisconsin friend will have need for all the
Bkill and energy he possesses to V make a living for
five persons and save a little' for a rainy day," from a
farm of five acres, situated as it is among the cheap
and rich prairie lands, and abundant produce of the
West. Did our correspondent live within a few
miles of a large city affording a good market, we
would Bay grow small fruits,— strawberries, raspber-
ries, currants, and blackberries,—for market, as well
as early and choice vegetables, the production of
which would afford a large amount of profitable
labor. Land is the farmers' capital, and our friend
Will find it somewhat difficult to manage things
profitably "with the small interest he has in-the soil.
Well-directed labor is the producer of wealth. Iron,
by labor, ia made much more valuable than the same
weight of gold. A great amount of labor must be
laid out upon this .piece of land to produce support
for a family. A laborer with no interest in the soil,
whose only capital is ten shillings invested in a
shovel, can produce by his labor a dollar a day.
The small farmer with five acres, and therefore with
several hundred •' dollars invested in land, and with
the necessary skill to labor wisely and efficiently,
should dp as well as this, and better; but to do BO, a
system must be pursued that) will afford much more
work than ordinary farming, or the owner will be
doing nothing and earning nothing a great portion
of the year.

For the sake of making this matter plain, we will
suppose the whole lot put down to grass and cut and
sold for hay, as this will afford the least labor. If
the product is two tuns per acre, and sold at the
price stated by onr correspondent, the money
received will be only $60. A crop of corn would
require more work, and we will suppose the whole
put into corn, and the product 80 bushels to the acre.
This, at 37 cents per bushel, would yield $148. It is
evident that some system must be pursued that will
afford more profitable labor, and at the same time
return something to the soil. Suppose, .then, we
procure pigs, and feed out the corn. This will give
plenty of manure and considerable labor in feeding,
killing and marketing. Five pounds of corn,if eco-
nomically fed, will make about one pound of pork, so
that every bushel of corn fed out will return 60-cents,
or $240 for the whole crop. Another way to increase
the labor would be to grow roots, such as carrots,
beets, and especially parsnips, for making pork. In
this way, we think, twice as much feed can be
obtained fromthe same land as in growing corn.

If cows and ether stock are kept, no animal should
be allowed on the land, but everything should be cut
and fed out Corn, clover, and green oats would be
found economical for summer feed, while bay, roots
and a little corn should constitute the winter feed.
Hon. JOSIAH QUINCY, Jr., says, by this system, he is
enabled to keep on 17 acres as many cattle as by the
old system he kept on fifty! Still, the prospect of mak-

ing money in the dairy business on so small a piec<
of land is not, flattering. A good average yield o
butter from? cows, we believe, is, 160 pounds each
This, at 13 centsper pound, would make the produc
o'f each cow about $20". • "It will take unusually goo
management and a good deal of labor to keep a cow
on three-fpurths of an aore of land. But supposi
seven are kept on this five acres, we (have only $14i
as the product of their butter. Of course a bette
plan would be to keep a less number of. cowi
and some pigs, to which the skimmed milk shoul
be fed. We are only endeavoring to show the prob-
able results of different methods if exclusively
followed. N

The onion crop requires a.great amount of labor.
With good clean culture, on. a rich soil,—and
think the black soil of the prairies would be admir
able,—500 bushels would not be an extraordinary crop,
At the East they sell at from 40 to 60 cents a bushel
At the lowest price an acre would produce $200. I
the market is good at the West, we know of no bette:
crop for a five acre farm. Bee Keeping, if properly
managed, CQuld.be found exceedingly profitable, as,
in addition to the honey, the natural increase is so
great that the revenue is not small from the Sale of
swarms. Then, they feed on the product of the land
for miles around. Two hundred swarms, if only
averaging twenty pounds each* at the low price o
twelve cents per pound, would give about $333, and
this estimate we think is far too low..

The first pbje«t of- the farmer should be to provide
for his household. A .well kept garden of one acre
will furnish a famjly many of the luxuries of life
and abonj all the necessaries that can be produced in
our climate, except flour,, ciothesyfuel and meat, and
go a good way towaras furnishing the latter. On
such 0, piece? of land we grow a magnificent supply
"of summer vegetables, as good as grace the tables of
the best hotels in the land, or the finest private estab-
lishment. Our spinach, lettuce,, peas, beans, Hfc
cauliflower, early potatoes, corn, cucumbers, toma-
toes, &c, are unsurpassed, while we have straw-
berries, raspberries, blackberries, early apples and
pears; and plums and melons, in abundance. At the
setting in of winter, we find our cellar well filled
with potatoes, beets, carrots, turnips, celery,
squashes, cabbage, and a score or two of barrels of
Baldwin, Northern Spy,, Greening, Spitzenburgh and
Swaar apples, and fifty or sixty pounds of honey,
bottled fruits, &c. All this, and a great deal more,
we produce from pur small farm of one acre, to say
nothing of the gay flowers that border bur walks, and.
the beautiful boquets that grace our tables every
summer's day.

Splents on Horses.
As the columns of the RURAL NEW-YORKER are open to,

give all the information you can to young and old, and as I
am a beginner'in life, I am in need of information in regard
to splents on horses legs. What is the cause? Is it apt to
produce lameness, or cause the horse to stumble, &c? If
curable, what is the remedy and treatment? Any informa-
tion from you will be thankfully received by—A SUB SORIBER,
Solano Co., California, Dec., 1860.

SPLENT is a very common disease, and is situated
between the large and small metacarpal bones, and
generally on the inside. In the young animal these
bones are connected by ligamentous substances which
becomeinflamed and the excited vessels throw out a
bony deposit. This would seem to be an effort of
nature to strengthen the parts by ossification. The
bony substance being deposited under the periosteum,
or covering of the bone, puts it upon the stretch,
causing pain, and lameness follows. Should the ossi-
fying process be slow, lameness is not usually exhib-
ited. The location of the disease has much to do
with producing lameness. If situated nearly midway
between the knee and fetlock, the gait of the horse
would not be affected, but if near the knee joint they
stiffen and cramp its action, and if low do mi they
interfere with the play of the back sinews.

Causes.— We are not ready to indicate the causes
of this disease. Veterinarians are by no means cer-
tain, and this doubting has led to much speculation.
It may come from a blow, or injury in the form of a
sprain. It may be the result of predisposition in the
breed, and to this constitutional tendency HENEY-
WILLIAM HEKBERT inclined.

Treatment.— English veterinarians claim to have
been most successful in its removal by the operation
of periosteotomy, whieh consists in making a small
incision through the skin at the upper and lower
parts of the splent, passing up a small, narrow knife,
and so cutting down on and dividing the periosteum,
;hus relieving the tension and irritation. A- small
seton from one incision to the other is used for two
or three weeks to keep up a counter irritation. In
very slight cases a bliste.r may be applied with good
results. Iodide of meroury, one drachm, and one
ounce of palm oil, are most suitable for this purpose.

Dr. DADD objects to the manner of treatment just
given. He says :-*" Some surgeons blister for the
cure of splent; others saw off the tumor; and peri-
osteotomy has been .resorted to in view of cure; but,
unfortunately, splent is no more curable than spavin
when once the cartilage is converted into bone; and
as, in the majority of cases, it is but an eyesore, and
detracts but little from the value, and still less on the
score of usefulness of the horse, it may be well to
pause ere we operate for the cure of an incurable
disease." We give Dr. D.'s mode of procedure:—
" In the early stages, supposing some inflammatory
lympipms present, we resort to cooling, evaporating
otions; these are various. The following will prob-

ably answer the purpose; we have used it extensively,
and found it efficient; Acetic' acid, 2 ounces; water.
8 ounces; ^hloric ether, 1 ounce. Mix; take a pad,
CQmppsed of three or four, folds of cotton cloth, im
merse it in the mixture, place it over the seat oi
splent, then confine it so as to produce slight press
ure on the tumor, the outer bandage to be moistene
as often aB convenient. Rest at this stage is highto
important because the .periosteum, or else the inter;
osseous flbpo-cartilage between the splent and cannon,
is inflamed, and all motion; aggravates it. In,acase
of long standing, and even in one having a well
marked tumor, sjiffness and lameness may be relieved
by the occasional application of acetate of cantharides.

Corn Meal and Potatoes.
EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—I wish to inquire, throug!

the columns of the RURAL, how much, Indian meal is equa
to one bushel of potatoes, and if it Will be better for them i:
cooked?—A. B., Caledonia, Li*. Co., &. T., 1861.

FOB the sake, of economy, we should say by al
jneans cook both the meal and potatoes. A greai
portion of the concentrated food given to animals if
wasted, passing away undigested. If grain is fed t
horses without being ground or bruised, a portion
passes through the stomach without being completely
digested, and a flock of fowls need no better fare than
to be allowed the range of the dung heap, and will
grow fat on the wasted grain, A striking illustration
pf this system of feeding is to be seen at the West,
where cows and fatting cattle are fed large quantitie
of corn either in the ear or on the stalk. Their drop-
pings, after heavy rains havewashed awaythe soliible
parts, lo6k like heaps of broken corn—the tendê
germ being digested" while the harder part of th(
kernel remains as sound as when eaten. Bruising o:
grinding wonderfully helps digestion, but cooking so
prepares the food for the' Operations of the stomach
that little or none of the ijntodtive matter is wasted,
hot-i# ftbs«rbsA4^*lM«l$N8pnat!» vessels And assimi-
lated by the various parfe* of the Iwdy. It has been
ascertained by experiments 'in feeding, that fifteen
pounds of Indian meal are/equal to one bushel o
potatoes; or that one pound of meal is as valuable as
fourt of potatoes.

V

Tobacco — G r o w i n g and Curing.
EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—I wish information, through

the columns of your valuable paper, ftth regard to the cul-
ture of tobacco. Hdw treated, what time it" should be eut,
and how managed after cutting? Information in respect to the
above will be thankfully received by a reader of the KTOAL.—
F. JDSNSON, Burton, Feb., 1861.

WE have on hand a number of inquiries of similar
import to the above, some of which have quietly
rested in our pigeon holes for months. But, as the
season is advancing, it becomes necessary to give
the desired information. More Tobacco is probably
grown in Onoadaga than in any other county in this
State, and in me last volume oCTransactions of the
State Agricultural Society, we find" in the Agricul-
tural Survey by Hon. GEO. GEJJDBS, an, interesting
report of the products of tlat county, from which
we make the following extracts showing the method
of growing and curing Tobacpo. This will probably
give all the information sought by our correspondents.
As to the culture and use of tobacco, we are of
opinion that the former is decidedly injurious and
exhausting to the soil, and the latter in most cases
as deleterious to the human system. Still, as people
will consume the weed, thus creating a great demand
for its production and rendering, its culture profit-
able, it may be our duty t« furnish needful informa-
tion on the subject of its cultivation and preparation
for market:

TOBACCO PLANT IN FULL IBLOS3OM.

The cultivation of Tobacco, as a crop, was com-
menced in this county in 1845, by CHESTBB MOSES and
NAHUM GRIMES, both of the town pf Marceljus. By
the census of 1856, it appears that in the preceding
year there were raised, in t ie whole county, 471J
acres, yielding 554,987 pounds; whioh gives, as the
average yield, 1,178 pounds to the acre. It is thought
that this crop pays a better profit, on suitable ground,
when skilfully handled, than any other raised here.
Expensive buildings are first necessary; then high

manuring, careful and laborious cultivation, accom-
panied with skill, and a Sacrifice of manure for othe
crops —unless it can be purchased — are to be take
•into the account by any person who intends to ente:
on its cultivation. In the immediate vicinity of m
nure that can be purchased, this crJop is increasing
perhaps it is in other places, Tmtfwnat the effects ma;
be on the profits of other crops, thSre has not beei
sufficient time to determine si£ce the introduction <
what is now a staple. Mr. BENJA4(1N CLARK, of Ma
cellus, who is perhaps better. a,cguainte(f with
facts in regard to the culture of 'tobacco4 Jhan an
other man here, estimates the production of 185$, ai
of the value of $150,000.

From Mr. CLARK, the following facts and estimate!
in regard to this crop are derived: A w-arm, rich
well drained, and mellow soil should be had, an
then twenty-five loads of rotten • barn-yard, manun
should be put on an acre. The land being in hig]
condition, this amount of manure will be consume
by a crop. The plants should be eet about the fir,
of June, three feet four inches, by two feet to tw.
feet six inches apart, To raise the plants, the fal
before pulverize the bed fine, and mix with the.spi
h'og or sonie other manure that has no foul se^ds ii
it. .Sow seeds on the well raked bed, as soon as th
ground can be properly prepared in the Bpring, aboui
one ounce to a square rod, equally distributed
over the bed. Roll hard with a hand roller,̂  but d

not. cover the seed.
Glass should be kep
over the bed unti
the plants appear
Which will be
two or three weeks
after they are up an
started, the g l a s
will be r e q u i r e
only at night and i:
cold days. The be
should be feept moi
and free from weeds
When the plants an
three" inches hig]
they are ' l a r g

enough to set. To prepare the land, the manur
should be applied as early as the ground is dry
enough to plow. The last of May plow and harrow
again, so as to mix the manure well with the soil
Mark the land one way for rows', three feet four
inches. Make hills by hauling up a few, hoes full o
dirt and press it well with the hoe. In taking th
plantB from the bed take care to keep the roots wet
Unless the ground is quite
damp, put a pint of water
on each hill half an hour
before setting. Make a hole,
put in the root, and press
the dirt close to it, all the
way to the lower end. If
any plant does not live, take
care to set another. Unless PLANT SET IN THE HILL.
the earth is wetj or at least moist, water the plants
soon after setting as may be necessary. In about om
week cultivate and hoe. In ten or fourteen days
repeat the operation, and continue to cultivate so as
to keep the weeds down. The tobacco worms ma;,
appear about the second noeing; kill them as fast as
they show themselves. When the blossoms appear,
break off the stalk, leaving about fifteen leaves,
takingoff about seven leaves.

PLANT AND ROOT AS SET.

PLANT READY TO TOP; PLACE FOR TOPPING, 6.

After topping, break off all the suckers. In about
another week, go over again, breaking off suckers
nd killing worms. In another week repeat the
operation.

PLANT AFTER TOPPING.

By this time the crop is ready to begin the harvest.
his may be known by the suckers which start at

every leaf, and when they have all appeared down to
the lower leaf, the plant is ready to cut, every sucker
having been removed as it appeared. The stalks are
out at the root. In a warm day cut in the morning
and evening. In the middle of a hot day, the leaves

will burn before they are wilted. The best way is to
cut in the afternoon and lay on the ground to wilt.
This wilting forwards the process of curing, and so

PLANT WITH THE PUCKERS GROWING.

tofghens the £lant as to (make it practicable to hang
it/Without much loss in*breakin'g leaves.

j r Jbe conclusion of the above article—including
tk|iWJ»de of^uring, <fcc.,,with illustrations—will be
given in our next.number..

— INFLUENCE OOSr CLIMATE.

THAT a tree should ever need an advocate, is strange
enough. Jt can assert̂ prjojpity of claim,—" the riffat
of possession,"—it was here before the white, man*—
before the Indian even! It -is about as handsome as
any man, full as honest, and sometimes a good deal
more useful. It is the most perfect specimen of
architecture iihat human eyes ever looked upon. If a
tree must be • felled,^-if what no man could create,
,must yield its beautiful form, and its valued life to
man's necessities, let the sacrifice be, made ,with
sorrow and regret,—let the woodman spare the tree
i$h«oan. I adduce valuable testimony to the impor-
tance of -forests,- as follows:

iie &&mt qf,4h&J$ficretairy..
graphical Society for 1850.
It was early remarked by HUMBOLDT, that men' in

every climate, by.felling.the trees that cover the tops
and sides of mountains, prepare at once two calami-'
ties for future generations,—the want, of fuel and a
Bcrfrcity ef water. Trees, by the nature of their •per-
spiration, and the radiation from their leaves in a sky
withwut clouds, surround themselves with an atmos-
phere constantly cold and misty. They affect the
copiousness of springs, not, as was long believed, by
a peculiar attraction* for the vapors diffused through
the air, but because, by sheltering the soil fromthe
direct action of the sun, they diminish the evapora-
tion of the water produced by rain.

When forests are destroyed with an imprudent pre-
cipitation, as they are everywhere in America, the
springs entirely dry up or become less abundant.
The beds of the rivers, remaining dry during a part
of the year, are converted into torrents whenever
great rams fall on the heights. The sward and the
moss disappearing with the brushwood from the
sides of the mountains, the waters falling in rain are
no longer impeded in their course; and, instead of,
slowly augmenting the bed pi the rivers by progres-
sive filtration, they furrow, during heavy showers,
the sides of the hills, bear down the loosened soil,
and form those sudden inundations, that devastate ,
the country. Hence it results that the destruction of
forests, the want of permanent springs, and the exist-
ence of torrents, are three phenomena closely con-
nected! together. '

In India their effects are very appreciable. At
Da,poolie the climate is much more hot and dry than
formerly; streams now dry up in December which
used to flow until April or May. This is attributed
to the destruction of forests which formerly covered
the neighboring hills, now barren and desolate. In
southern Coucan,, within the space of fifteen years,
the climate has been greatly deteriorated by the dim-
inution of vegetation, and consequently of rain. The.
people of Pinang have memorialized government
against the destruction of their forests, feeling sure *
that the result, by its continuance, will be the ruin of
their climate. The dreadful drouths which now so
frequently visit the Cape dd Verd Islands are avow-
edly due to the removal of their forests; and in the
tigh lands of Greece, where trees have been cut down,
iprings have disappeared. In India, a few years

since, a proprietor, in laying down some grounds, well
watered by an excellent spaing, for a coffee garden,
at Genmore, despite the advice of the natives, cleared
the adjacent ground, when the-supply of water van-
shed. Cases are also cited, where the clearing of

jungles was followed in every case by an almost im-
mediate diminution of water; when the jungle was
allowed to grdw again, the water returned; the
springs were opened, and flowed as formerly. The
St. Helena-Almanac for 1848, gives particulars of the
increase of the fall of rain for the last few years
ittribufeble to the increase of wood; within the pres-
snt century the fall has nearly doubled. The planta-
tions seem to have, performed another service to the
island. Formerly, heavy floods,, caused by sudden
iorrenljs ef rain, were almost periodical, and fre-
tuently very destructive; for the last nine years they
lave been unknown.

JOCHIM FajEBBRicf SCHOWW, Professoliif Botany at
3openhag^n, speaks as follows of the; influence* of
forests upon the atmosphej^j-" We find the most
syident signs *>f it in the torpid gone. The forests
increase the' rain and moisture, and produce springs
and running streams; Tracts*- destitute of woods
ecome very strongly heated*%ie air above then,
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ascends perpendicularly, and thus prevent! the cloudB
from sinking, and the constant winds (trade winds or
monsoons,) where they can blow uninterruptedly
over large surfaces, do not allow the transition of
vapors into the form of drops. In the forests, on the
contrary, the clothed soil does not become so, heated,
and, besides, the evaporation from the trees favors
cooling; therefore, when the currents qf air loaded
with vapor reach the forests, they meet with that
which condenses them and, change into rain. Since,
moreover, the evaporation of the earth goes on more
slowly beneath the trees, and since these also evapo-
rate very copiously in a hot climate, the atmosphere
in these forests has a high degree of humidity, this
great humidtiy at the same time producing many
springs and streams."

Testimony of this kind could be accumulated, and
I hope that the reading public will give the matter
serious thought.—H. T. B.

ABOUT CHEESE -MAKING.

EDS. BUBAL NEW-YOBKEB:—In a late number of
the EUBAL, I noticed an inquiry from one of your
Ohio subscribers, asking information relative to the
process of manufacturing cheese. It would be difficult
to give in writing a clear idea of the somewhat com-
plicated method of cheese-making; it would require
at least several long articles to give an intelligent
description of the making, curing and caring for
the cheese dairy. The beet treatise on the subject
that I have seen, was written some years since, by
A. L. FISH, a practical dairyman of Herkimer Co.,
and published in the Transactions of the N. Y. State
Agricultural Society.

The present and prospective price of cheese will
induce many to engage in this branch of agriculture,
and'doubtless many butter dairies will be changed to
cheese; and to all those who intend to commence
cheese-making I would say, while I do not discard
written methods or theories, I would advise them to
avail themselves of the experience of a practical
oheese-maker" for the first season. Young men or
women can be obtained from the cheese dairy dis-
tricts that would be competent to superintend the
manufacture, and subsequent care of the dairy, at a
cost of $2,50 to $3,00 per week for young women,
and $16 to $20 per month for young men; or, if pre-
ferred, good tenents can be obtained, who would rent
farms for a share of the products. The usual rate
here is, the tenant has two-fifths of the cheese and
.butter, and one-half of the grain.

Let me give your readers who are unacquainted
with this branch of farming, something of an idea of
the proceeds and expense attending our dairy busi-
ness. Our dairy farms average about 200 acres,
divided as follows:—woodland, 25 acres; meadows,
50 to 60 acres; plow land, 10 to 20 acres, and balance
pasture. This farm would keep team, 30 cows, and
raise young stock sufficient to replace the old, worn
out cows, and
Produce for market 10,000 lbs Cheese at 10c, $1,000 00

" 200 lbs Butter at 18c, 3600
" 600 lbs Pork at 7c, 42 00
" Calfskins 2000
" Beef (old cows,) 60 00

Total, j $1,168 00

The expenses to carry on the farm, providing the
proprietor and his "better half" are workers, would
be
For hired man, one year, * $150 00

" .girl, " - 10000
For extra help, haying and harvesting, , 75 00

Total, _._.„.-„' $325 00

The profits would depend of course on the amount
«f -capital invested in farm, cows, &c, and this
varies so much that we will not attempt to fix the
valuation.

I would be pleased to have some of your corres-
pondents furnish your paper with a similar estimate
of the produce and expense of wool and grain
farms. F. SMITH.

•Norway, Herkimer Co., N. Y., 1861.

BEBMONS FBOM SHOUT TEXTS.

KOTATION OF CROPS.

" A N annual change of crops upon a field, while under
•tillage, tends very much to economise its fertility, and to
increase the profits of the labor bestowed np'on it."—JUDGE
BUBL.

YET mark, a change or rotation of crops does
not add to the fertility of the soil, but only prevents
the particular elements contained in it from being
exhausted so quickly as they would by a succession
of the same crop. The addition of manure in some
form or other, is absolutely necessary to prevent the
diminution of the vegetative power of the soil. The
exhaustive powers of each grain, or white crops,
taken from the land may be stated to be, wheat 40
per cent., rye 30, barley 26, oats 25, corn about 20,
peas 10.

A well prepared fallow adds about 10 degrees to the
fertility of the soil; clover mown, 12; pasture, 20; 10
tons of ordinary farm yard manure per acre, 62 per
cent.

In carrying out an alternating system of crops, the
profits gained depend much on the manner in which
it is done. Col. B - — , of Norfolk Co., C. W., pur-
sued a three course system for several years, that
maintained the soil (a sandy loam,) in such condition
that his winter wheat averaged 40 to 45 bushels per
acre, every year. He kept 300 acres of his farm
exclusively for the production of wheat. The land
was divided into lots of 100 acres each; each year one
lot was under fallow, one in wheat, and the dther in
clover. Sheep enough were kept on the wheat stub-
ble and the clover, after mowing one crop, to leave
the land pretty well enriched by their droppings.
The clover hay was used to feed the stock on the
farm in winter, and the manure made applied to root
crops on other portions of the farm. The sheep
spent a good deal of their time during.winter herded
on the clover field. The clover was allowed to grow
for some time, I think till June, before being plowed
under for the fallow. Three plowings were given to
the fallow, and the wheat sown as early as possible
in the fall.

This system is similar to the one pursued in Nor-
folk Co., England, except that there white turnips
are grown in place of a naked fallow, the sheep fed
off on the turnips4n the field during the winter as well
as pastured on the clover. This three course system
is not, however, one to be recommended as profitable)
except where wheat and mutton both command a
high price and ready sale.

I think the following rotation, which may be called
a seven course system, is one that will be found most
profitable, regjfpd being had to the adaptability of the
farm and locality for particular crops. First year,
oata or peas; 2d year, roots or eorn, heavily manured;
3d year, barley; 4th year, wheat, seeded down to
grass or clover, Ifhe grass to remain 3 years before
again breaking up the soil,—the last year it is to be
pastured the entire season. It is not by a succession
of heavy manuring, Allowed by heavy cropping, feat

a farm may be made profitable, and kept up in fer-
tility, but rather by a steady and continual persever-
ance in a good and judicious system of cultivation—
and if this is so carried out as to maintain anequi-
librium between the productive powers of the soil
and the exhaustive powers of the crop grown upon it,
we need have no fear of "prospective," or rather
progressive, " Bterility" resulting. J. M.

Hamilton, C. W., 1861.

THAT MACHnSTEBY QUESTION.

EDS. BUBAL NEW-YORKER:—I can't help laughing
in my sleeve to see the conduct of the "angelic
sisterhood " to which, of course, that Cayuga O. M.
belongs, (I hope.) Why, for several years, ever since
machines have been so common, the cry has been
that the men had all the helps on their side, while the
women, poor creatures, must work every bit as hard
as did their grandmothers. You feminines? Every
one of you know that you have said so repeatedly and
groaned beoause no more machines were invented for
your benefit. But now, when H. T. B., in a friendly
way, has taken up your cause, and tried to show that
you were really neglected,—you are ready to knock
him over in a minute. How dare he insinuate that
you hav'nt had as much done for you as the men. It
is just exactly as it is with a man and his wife when
they quarrel. You look on quietly and they will
fight it out, but you take the woman's part and tell
her "that her husband is a bad fellow, and you will
help her whip him o u y and she'll pull your hair
quicker than'a flash,»and tell you " that her husband
is enough sight better than you are." Why, H. T. B.,
I don't see for the life of me how you ever dared to
undertake this, "woman cause." You might know
you would have every "old maid" in creation after
you, and, between you and me, they are the meanest
creatures oh earth. They are a meddling, fault-find-
ng, uneasy set of beings,—they don't know what they

want, but you answered that question fully when you
said they wanted—husbands. I've only one more
suggestion, and that is if you think anything of your
friend P., for " conscience sake" dont send him into
Cayuga Co. after that O. M.,—if you do, you'll rue
the day, take my word for it. Psi.

February, 1861.
. • » • • • «

To PBBVENT SHEEP RUNNING OVEB STONE WALLS.—
We often hear it said by many good farmers, that " I
should like to keep sheep, but I have so much stone
Vail it is impossible t» keep them in their proper
places." I herewith send the BUBAL NEW-YORKER
my method of making a good stone wall, the best
kind of fence for sheep, which you are at liberty to
give your readers if you think" it worth anything.^
Take common fence boards 16 feet long and 6 inches
wide. Saw a portion of them 2 feet long, raise up
the cap stones of the wall, place these short boards
under, letting them project out from the wall one
foot —placing them 8 feet apart — then take the 16
feet boards, and place them on the short ones in a
transverse direction, and nail with wrought nails,
taking careio place the short boards so as to receive
the ends of two long ones, or so as to break joints as
in making board fence. If the cap stones should be
too light, you can easily double them. This done, you
have a durable and cheap fence that will prove effec-
tual against the most lawless flocks. Old boards and
siding may be used, and arfswer a good purpose.—
FRANK GRAHAM, Bailey Hollow, Pa., 1861f

Bee-keeper's Association.

WE would inform our readers that a Bee-keeper's
Association, (the first in the United States, we be1-
lieve,) was formed in Cleveland last spring, which
held a meeting, also, last autumn. The proceedings
of this Association have been interesting and instruc-
tive. The Association at its last meeting "adjourned
to meet again at 10 o'clock, on the second Thursday
of March, 1861." We are informed that the following
important question is to be discussed at the coming
meeting:—" What form of hive gives the Bee-keeper the
most perfect control with ease of manipulating the bee,
and at the same time allows of the greatest increase of
surplus honey ?" This question should, and will,
probably, call out a large number of " patent right"
men, and hence a lively discussion may be expected.
Those who are interested in Apiculture will please
make a note of this, and prepare themselves accord-
ingly.

A Hive With Movable Frames*

EDS. BUBAL NEW-YOBKEB:—In the impression of
the BUBAL of Feb. 16th, from your article respecting
" A Hive with Movable Frames," I make the follow-
ing extract:—" This system of keeping bees was first
practiced, we think, by DZIERZON, of Prussia, in
1845; but instead of a' frame, he used only a cross-bar,
so that the comb was attached to the hive on the
sides, and in moving them it was necessary to use the
knife to detach them. This plan was improved upon,
if our memory serves us correctly, by Baron BEB-
LEPSCH, who invented the square frames, so that the
combs could be removed without the least injury.
About the same time, and without knowing what was
doing in Germany, an invalid minister, forced to seek
out-door exercise, (Eev. L..L. LANGSTBOTH,) under-
took, for his amusement, the study of the honey-bee,
and invented and patented a hive very much like that
of DZIERZON, as improved by BEELEPSOH, with mov-
able frames."

It would appear from the foregoing,—or does, at
least to me,—that Mr. LANGSTBOTH "invented and
patented" his "movable frames about the same
time " that the Baron of Berlepsch improved upon
the Dzierzon cross-bar hive, by inventingthe "square
frames." ,

Whether other readers of the BUBAL get the same
impression from a perusal of the above extract that I
do, I cannot say,—not having conversed with any,—
but if they do, as a matter of history, I would state
that their impression is erroneous.

There seems to be an opinion prevailing among
"patent bee-hive " men, that the "movable frames"
used as designed by the Bev. Mr, LANGSTBOTH are an
"old invention," and hence Mr. L. is not legally en-
titled to a patent on them. Ho"w this may be is not
for me, but the patent laws, to decide. By the way,
however, I would remark, that if the "movable
frames " used as designed by Mr. LANGSTBOTH, are
an " old invention," as some seem to believe, it seems
a little singular that the celebrated Apiarist of Europe,
Bev. Mr. DZIEBZON, should have preferred the "mov-
able cross-bars " to the "frames,"whenthe "frames"
would have saved him such an enormous amount of
labor, to which He was continually subjected by de-
taching, by the aid of the knife, the combs from the
sides of the hives.

What I propose to say respecting the " frames »
devised by both Mr. LANGSTBOTH and the Baron of
BBBLEPSCH, is, that Mr. LANSSTBOTH is justly en-
titled to the priority of date. Mr. LANGSTBOTH

patented his *fmovable frames" in 1852,—when he
devised them I am not prepared to say,—whereas the
Baron of BERLEPSOH did not devise or "adopt mov-
able frames till 1855."

I also notice an error in regard to the price of an
individual right to use Mr. LANGSTROTH'S movable-
comb hive in the Western States. Mr. OTIS adver-
tises thus:—" An individual or farm right to use this
invention* including'one hive, will be sold for ten
dollars."' ; , M. M. BALDBIDGE.

Middleport, Niagara Co., N. Y., 1861.
OUB remarks in answer to the inquiries of a cor-

respondent, who desired information respecting the
Movable Frame Hives, were made from memory,
without consulting with books for dates, as we could
give all the information sought without this. The
improvements of Mr. LANGSTBOBH were made about
the same time with those of DZIEBZON, but Mr. L.
takes precedency in point of time over Baron BER-
LEPSCH, for we find by the Patent Office Report that
Mr. LANGSTOTH'S patent was obtained in 1852. It is
not claimed in any European work that we have seen,
that Baron BERLEPSCH made his improvements on
the DZIEBZON plan until 1855.—ED.

Questions for the Curious.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—I have been an apiarian for
many years, but do not understand all the mysteries of bees.
It is generally admitted that the queen lays all the eggs in
the hire, and the question is how the eggs for drones are all
in the cells that were made- to hatch the drones in, and the
eggs for working bees are in the cells that were made for the
working bees, and the queen eggs are in the cells made to
hatch queens? Does the queen distinguish between the
different kinds of eggs when she lays them, or do the others
separate them, and place them in proper order? Or is it the
mode of reasoning that.makes the difference? If the queen
lays each egg in the cell where it hatches, she must have
some previous knowledge what kind of egg she is going* to
lay.—A. WILLSON, MarcelVus, N. T., 1861.

We believe the theory now pretty generally adopted
is this: The "spermatheca" or fertilizing fluid is con-
tained in a little sac, shown in the engraving, (a)
and opening into the viaduct (b). The ovaries (c, d,)

are double, each consisting of, a great number of
ducts,, filled with eggs, which, gradually increase in
size, until they are sufficiently matured, when they
pass down the viaduct, are fertilized by the sperm
from the seminal sac and are then deposited in the
cells. The abdomen of the Queen Bee in being forced
into the worker cel}8/ for the deposition of the
eggs, receives a slight^ressur© which causes a flow
of the seminal fluid necessary to their fertilization.
The drone cells being l^ger, the. abdomen of the
queen receives no pressure atfd the eggs are not im-
pregnated, and drones is the result. In support of
thiB theory it is shown that young queens, if confined
and not permitted to take their flight for the purpose
of meeting the drones on the wing, will lay only
drone eggs, even in worker eeils. Those who believe
this theory, consider ithat the eggs of an unimpreg-
nated queen have sufficient vitality to produce drones,
but not workers. This ingenious theory originated,
we believe, with Mr. SAMUEL WAGNEB, of York, Pa.

Queens, it is believed, are produced from eggs that
by ordinary treatment.would produce workers. But
they are placed in cells much larger than those of
workers, or drones, aqd somewhat resembling a small

pea-nut, as shown in the engraving, and
are generally .made on the edges of the
combs, and jwith,,.the mouth hanging
down. It is. a question yit undecided,
whether the;eggs are laid in these cells,
p,r are plaqed there by the workers,
being removed from worker cells, where
they have bpen laid by the queen. In
these cells r̂e deposited, for the use of
the queen larvae as soon as hatched, a
larger quantity of food then is given the
workers, an .̂ of a different character,
which, when fresh, has the appearance

,,of starch, and when old, a light quince
jelly. It is a little acid, and is called royal jelly.
The manner of treatmerjfc, in connection with this
food, is supposed to produce the queen from an egg
that if allowed to remain |n a worker cell would have
hatched an imperfect fenule, or worker.

» . » . •» *

Clover and Meadow Lands.
THE Valley Farmer sptaks thus concerning the

management of clover and meadow lands:—Stock
should always be turned off from clover so early in
the fall as to allow the plknts to make a growth of
leaves sufficient to protect them from the action of
the snow and frosts of winter. When eaten off to
the ground, and the surface becomes trod hard and
compact, the roots will be drawn up frequently three
inches above/ the surface Ijiefore spring.

If clover and meadow lands have already received
close fall feeding, by all means stock should be kept
off during February and March, so that the surface
may become somewhat lightened by the rain and
frosts, that the tender growth of spring may proceed
without injury. One hundred pounds of feed gleaned
from a clover or timothy field in the winter or early
spring, will cut short the crop of the coming season
five hundred pounds or more; so that it will prove
the most miserable economy to allow a hoof to press
upon lands that are intended either for hay or sum-
mer pasturage.

Effects of Corn-Cob Meal.'

As this subject is now being discussed in the
columns of the BUBAL, we give the views of a Con-
necticut farmer as expressed before the Homestead
Club. He says:—As every one is invited to give
his free opinion in your farmers' club, I venture a
word. I have fed corn-cob meal for many years,
both to cattle and horses, as I suppose with decided
advantage, and as I have never1 had any animals
sicken when on this diet, I infer that there is nothing
injurious about it. To *workf ng oxen or milch cows
I have never exceeded four quarts per day, and to
fattening animals double the quantity. These last

had a bushel of roots daily. I prefer a mixed feed,
grinding oats with the .corn for oxen, and rye for
milch cows. It is very well known that corn meal
alone is very heavy feed, and unless great caution
is used, animals become sickened. Now the cobs
ground up with the corn, even if they contain no
nutriment, which is fair from being proved, form an
excellent divisor to separate thexmeal and create the
stimulus of distention in the stomach, so essential to
the perfect digestion of its coatents. For this pur-
pose we give cut straw with meal, not supposing that
when fully ripe it has much more nutriment in it
than good saw-dust.

Coating Fence Posts with Cement.

WM KENNEY, of Paris, Ky., makes the following
suggestions in the CountryGentleman of the 14th
inst:—A few evenings sindp^hile engaged in setting
fence posts, I was revolving*in,my mind the many
suggestions offered for their preservation, and while
thus engaged an idea occurred to me, that I do not
recollect to have ever heard advanced, and which I
^ubmit for your consideration and use. Hydraulic
cement has been used for many purposes other than
stopping leaks and plastering cisterns. It makes a
hard and durable paint, mixed with flax seed oil, for
wood work and out-door machinery much exposed to
weather, and is impervious to water. After once
mixing it with water and suffering it to harden, it
cannot be again dissolved, and on plastering cisterns
when fully dried, it is there for all time, and as hard
as adamant. Now suppose we were to prepare a solu-
tion of this t cement in water, and give the ground
end of our fence posts several successive dippings,
drying after ̂ aoh dipping, to the depth we want them
to stand in the ground—might it not make some of
the less durable timber more durable for posts
equally so with the yellow locust or cedar? The
materials are cheap, and it costs nothing to try it
and had the idea occurred to me before I was about
finishing mine, I should most undoubtedly have
tried it.

Raising Calves.

THE issue of the Connecticut Homestead for Feb-
ruary 14th, contains a criticism from the pen of S. I.
BABTLETT, upon an article given in the BUBAL of
Nov. 24, 1860, by J. A. EDWARDS. The subject is one
of importance to stock growers, and we copy the
remarks of Mr. B., as follows:

I am inclined to think that the calves have not
received their due share of attention in the pages of
The Homestead, therefore I was glad to see in a late
number an article on raising calves, copied from the
Rural New- Yorker. For one, I can fully indorse the
opinion of the writer of that article, in regard to
early calves. It is my practice to raise one or more
winter calves every year, and the advantages are
many. First, butter is always worth more in winter
than in summer, so that new milch cows are more
profitable at that time of year than in the warm
season, and with, good care and feed, they will
give as much milk in winter as in summer. Second,
if the farmer wishes to buy calves, they can be
bought mueh lower in the fall and winter than in the
spring. Third, they are apt to receive more atten-
tion during winter, because th^farmer is about the
barn more, and can provide for their wants better
than in summer, when he is necessarily busy about
the farm. Fourth, they are ready to turn out as soon
as the grass will give a good bite, and they will be
strong and healthy, and better prepared to withstand
the cold of winter than late ones. Lastly, they are
ready to market six months or a year earlier than the
late ones. They should have new milk at least two
weeks,, and then skim-milk may be. given once a day
for another week, when it can be substituted entirely
for new milk, but it should not be given in such
quantities as to cause them to scour. After they are
five weeks old, a little linseed oilmeal should be put
into their milk, increasing the qnantity from time to
time, and when they are eight weeks old, if milk is
scarce, they can be fed wholly on it, put into a little
warm water. At this time they will relish a few
roots, and they will do them good. I have fed a calf
this winter on beef scraps, a single handful, dissolved
in warm water, night and morning, and he did as
well on it as on skim-milk. Calves should lie loose,
in a, warm airy place, have plenty of litter, and plenty
of good fine or aftermath hay to eat, and occasion-
ally a shovelful of dirt to lick. Calves raised in this
way cannot fail to be good ones, especially if of a
good breed.

BEST POOD FOR BREEDING Sows.—Will you, or some of the
readers of the RURAL, inform me, through the columns of
the same, what is the best food for sows that have small pigs,
where no milk is to be had? It has been said that corn meal
was not good, as it dries up the milk.—FRANK GRAHAM.
Bailey HoUow, Pern, 1861. ^

CEMENT FLOORS FOR CATTLE STABLES.— I would like to
inquire whether any of the RDRAL'S subscribers have had
experience in waterlime cement for a floor for stabling cattle
intiie basement of a barn, with a wall on three sides? laid in
lime and sand, so it will not be exposed to the. frost? Will
some one give me the desired information? By so doing you
will much oblige—A. R. DANIELS, Mentor, Ohio, 1861.

OATS FOR SHEEP.—Will you, or some of your numerous
readers, please inform me through, the columns of the RURAL
NEW-YORKER whether oats ire good forsheep? If not, what
is the best grain they can be fedf—E. S. JBWNE, Clyde, N. T.,
1861.

THIS subject has been pretty fully discussed in various
volumes of the RURAL. Summing up the experience of quite
a number of sheep-breeders it would appear thus:—-The am-
dition of the animals at the period when the grain was fi*st
given is the governing feature. If they were weak and poor,
and oats were given somewhat freely, disastrous results gen-
erally followed,—if in good store condition, and the allowance
was fed out judiciously, the effect was beneficial.

In regard to the second query of our correspondent, writers
and experimenters seem to be about equally divided. Some
argue that the oats is the natural grai^ qf sheep,—others
have had." better luck " with corn. Either grain, if fed out
with care and judiciously, we are inclined to think will aid
and assist the individual who desires the best interests of his
flock.

: :—!• •
USE OF HEN MANURE.—Seeing an inquiry in the RURAL of

February 2d, in regard to the best way of using hen manure,
I thought I would send you my method. Pulverize the ma-
nure, add as many bushels of planter as you have of manure,
and to every five bushels «f this mixture, add one of salt. I
have used this for ten years. For corn, I put a handful of the
mixture in the hill when I plant, and, if I have enough, a top-
dressing after hoeing.—P. C. DANIELS, Owego, N. T., 1861.

HORSES PULLING AT .THE HALTER.—Seeing an inquiry in
the RURAL of February 2d for breaking a horse of pulling at
the halter, I give you a y mode of treatment, which is the
best I ever knew for that purpose. Take an inch rope, put
it around his neck, and throw it over a pole in front of him,
about as high as his head—the pole being fixed solid—-run
the rope back under the pole to one of his hind feet, hitch it
around his fetlock, fasten., and let him pull. This is the best
remedy I have ever tried, and will effect a cure.—H. F. HEB-
EIOK, New Berlin, henango Co., N. K, 1861.

IN answer to the inquiry, how to break a horse of pulling
at the halter, I would say tie him to the Emb of a tree, or
something that will give, but not let him loose. I think this
an effectual remedy.—J. W. O., North Burm, Wayne Of., N.
rr, i86i.

ftural
q OF THE; RURAL AMERICAN.—Some friend

has mailed u« the Rural American of Feb. 28d, —the only
number we have seen this year, except one dated ^an. 20th,
(Sunday.) Th« number before us announce*the'discontinu-
ance of the-It A., the article commencing tbua«—" It becomes
my painful duty to announce to' my subscijEbers, that misfor-
tune has come upon me, and the consequence- is, that th»
Rural Amsrican ceases to exist with this week's issue!" Thea
follows a long explanation—the giat of which is that t&»
fdtmer political course of the R. A., and the recent hard
times, caused the catastrophe. If all he says of his troubles
i4 true, Mr. MINER'S case is a pitiable one indeed; and, though
he has proved our bitterest enemy—having wilfully slan-
dered and libelled us, beyond repMatwrn,— he has as mneb of
our forgiveness and sympathy as human nature will permit
us to extend.

— The fate of the R. A. teaches a lesson which sboald be
heeded—for, though the reasons assigned may have had some
influence, we apprehend they are not the true causes of its
faiiwe. The R. A. was simply a cheap imitation is mechanical
style, Sec, of a journal which the public declared and still
reiterates, by its substantial and extensive support, tov to
superior in all that constitutes an Agricultural and Family
Newspaper. Under the head of " T H E RFRAX, NEW-YOEKKR
and one of its Imitators," we discussed this subject at seme
length in our issue of Dec. 8, I860,—stating, in conclusion,
that the elaims of this RURAL were based upon its merits
alone—that we did not wish it mixed or confounded with any
other " Rural,"— and finally inviting the public to examine
and compare the two papers, in Contents, Appearance, Price,
&c. There we let the matter rest, without further notice of
the R. A. or its venomous attacks, aad the verdict of the
public has been so flattering and unanimous that we are con-
tent with the result1. In some instances traveling agents of
the R. A. have professed to be acting for the RURAL NEW-
YORKER, but when the papers arrived the fraud was exposed
—the subscribers receiving the R. A. 1 We hope the publisher
was not cognizant of such transactions. In some cases, people
have written, us that they would form clubs for this RURAL if
we would take $1 per copy—otherwise for the R. A., as it was
so cheap (?) — but whenever we replied at all, our answer
was Aa^- that the RUBAL NEW-YORKER could not be afforded,
and would not be furnished, at less than its published rates.
We hope those who subscribed for the R. A.( on account of
its cheapness—and the agents who formed clubs therefor—
are satisfied with the dividends received from, their invest-
ments and efforts ; while such as have been deceived by trav-
eling agents will, we trust, learn wisdom therefrom.

THE FAMINE AND DESTITUTION IN KANSAS are no doubt
real, reports to the contrary, notwithstanding. On Monday
of this week we received several letters from Lina, Wabaunsee,
and other counties, which speak of the suffering of the people
for want of clothing and provisions. In a letter containing
payment for a small club of subscribers, Dr. WM. B. CARPEN-
TER, of Linn Co., says he cannot add to the number on
account of the extreme destitution, and adds:—" No one can
have any conception of the number of destitute families
among us. I give it as authentic, that at the expiration of
fifteen days from now, not less than 600 persons will be in
want of rations in my own township, and unless something
occurs to send us a supply for these hungry creatnres, some
will have to be borne to their tombs." A letter from C. A.
HOTCJHKISS, of Wabaunsee, says:—" As regards the destitu-
tion prevailing here, I would state that crops were a com-
plete failure from the fall wheat planting of 1859 to the
present, and as most of the settlers had little means
left after building dwellings and paying for their claims,
many are destitute of clothing and provisions, Breadstuffs
have been borrowed from one another until the supply is
nearly, and with some quite, exhausted."

SKANEATBLES FARMERS' CLUB.—In reply to our remark (in
.RURAL of Jan. 26th,) that we had not been favored with a
direct communication on the subject of the recent proceed-
ings (annual meeting)' of this Club, the' worthy Secretary
writes us, contradicting the statement^and saying he sent a
copy. True, friend BEAUOHAMP, you did send a-copy, but
not direct to us—for we published two numbers of the RURAL
between the date of the letter and its receipt from the person
to whom it was addressed! You also sent a letter, addressed
to us, (in a business letter from a third person,) but it was
not received until our notice had been prepared.

— The Secretary writes that the Club last year held 34
meetings. "Our library contains 161 volumes. Our Fair
occupied three days. The Society erected a substantial build-
ing, 100 feet long and 28 wide, for the accommodation of
exhibitors. The sum of $365 was freely contributed to pay the
expenses incurred, as ours is a free Fair." All this gives
evidence of the right spirit, and we hope the. farmers of
other localities will emulate an example so laudable.

ACKNOWLEGMKNT.—We are indebted to C. EDWARDS. LES-
TER — a name somewhat known in the annals of literature —
for a paper of Tomato seed, labeled "Lester's Perfected
Seedling," &c.; "price, 25 ctsl per 100 seeds." Accompany-
ing it we are favored with, an autograph letter, requesting
the publication of an article from a New York paper, which
Mr. L. thinks " will interest many of your [our] readers if
you [we] print it." Inasmuch as the article is the best kind
of an advertisement—giving the origin of his Tomato, where
the seed may be obtained, &c,—we refer Mr. LESTER to our
Terms of Advertising for conditions upon which his long
story can be told in the appropriate department of this
journal. People who ask BO much space gratis, aad charge
so high for seed, are not on our free list.

P. S. The Tomato is a good one, as we can attest. Having
grown it last year, we can furnish Mr. L. a quantity of the
seed at half the price he asks!

• - • —

JAPANESE WHEAT — CavHon.— A correspondent asks us.
about what is advertised as a new kind of Grain, and called
Japanese Wheat We have.never seea the article, or any-
thing in its favor, except an advertisement which claims that
it will produce 300 bushels per acre!—an assertion so decid-
edly Munchausenish that none but the greenest of the green,
or most confiding of the confident, need be cautioned to
beware. The Valley Fanner — published at St. Louis, in
which place the grain is sold—says the Japanese Wheat is " a
new commodity to gull the people and get their money."
After asking when the day of humbugs will be ov«r, the
same paper adds:—"A certain party came -to the 'Valley
Farmer' oflice, and wished us to advertise it—but we would
not insert it for any price. The people can use their money
to better advantage."

• • • ••

WHEAT nr NEW HAMPSHIRE.— Speaking of the growth of
wheat in the vicinity of old Dartmouth, last season, the N.
H. Journal of Agriculture says:—" Col. CULVBB, of Lyme,
has grown on six acres of fall sown wheat, 180 bushels, and
on three spring sown, 120 bushels. The Town farm, in Han-
over, on a field of six acres, produced 226 bushels. JOHN D.
BRIDGEMAS raised, on a little less than twd acres, 96 bushels;
and ELIJAH TENNET, East Hanover, from three bushels of
seed,, on 2% acres of soil, grew .126 bushels of nice spring
wheat"

REMEDY FOR BLIND STAGGERS.—A writer in the Charleston
Courier gives " an effectual remedy for that formidable dis-
ease in horses, the blind staggers," the recipe being as folio we:
"Gum camphor, one ounce; whisky or brandy, one pint —
dissolve. Dose—One gill, in a half pint of gum arabic, flax
seed, or other mucilaginous tea, given every three or four
hours; seldom necessary to give more than three doses. The
horse must be kept from water twenty-four hours. Never
bleed in this disease."

ERIE.COUNTY (Pa.) AG. SOOIHTY.—At the recent annual
meeting of the Stockholders of this Society, the following
officers were elected for 1861: President—ANTHONY SALESMAN.
Vice President-John P. Vincent Rec. <®*»-efewy-Samuel P.
Beecher. Cor. Secretary—Irvin Camp. Treasurer and Libra-
rian—Wilson King. Also, twenty-foar Managers.

UNION Act. SOCIETY 10TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, (Indi-
ana.)—The following officers were elected for 1861: President
—J. D. G. NHLSON. Treasurer—H. H. Hitchcock, Secretary
—Jno. Mitchell, A Board of Directors,, composed of one
from each of the eight counties comprising the District, and
an Executive Committee. ' Fair first week in October:

P&/
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CULTIVATION OP FLOWERS.

IN <omr last ~we endeavored to give some informa-
tion in regard to the vegetation of seeds, and we hope
our friends "will be prepared at the opening of spring
to test the value of our suggestions. We now purpose
to say a feww«rds about the cultivation of flowers.
As we before pointed out some mistakes in the sow-
ing of seeds, we now call attention to another great
mistake made by the lovers ef flowers, and one which
has done a good deal of mischief— the cultivati&n of
too many varieties. The amateur visits the nurseries,'

Apples.
The best stint varieties of apples for an orchard of one hundred

trees:
Early Harvest, h Fall ttppin, 20;
Sad Astwushan, . . . . 6 Rhode Jatand Greening, ...SO
Lowell, {known here as th« Bed Ganada, (here called

Mich.&olden Pippin),...10 SteeleHs Red Winter,)..-^80
O'tfhe above list, Fall Pippins and Rhode Island

Greeaings are open to the charge of unproductive-
ness, in the South-western'portion of the State, where
New York Vandevere aad Belmont may be substitu-
ted for them.
•'Best twelve varieties -of 'tuples for an orchard of one hundred

trees.
•Early Harvest, ,. 3 Fall Pippin, , 6
ified Astrakhan, 3 Yellow Bellflower, „_._. 6

A GOOD looking, durable and eheap garden fence is
most desirable "institution," and one which many

of our readers, no doubt, have failed to obtain, even
after making considerable outlay for the accomplish-
ment of the object. It is BO strange thing in travel-

•Large Yellow Bough, 2 Rhode Island Greening, 10
iowell - . 4 Rexbury Russet, ~...2O

. . . . . . , , ^ - Gravenstein. 4 Red Canada, ^ 30
or reads the catalogues of seedsmen, and makes top Keswiek CodBn, 4 Ladies'Sweeting, 10
his mindto purchase a collection of the finest things to | Beit twenty varieties tf'apples for an orchard of me hundred
be had. They are obtained, and t h e result is a great 1 Hress.-
•amounts labor e x p e n d <m>a great many flowers, f K g 3 ^ ™ : : : : : - i Y^owkiiuow^;;::::;:: 1
none of which receive that care which is necessary _ _
to the foil development of their 'beauty. The labor
is found to be so great and the result so unsatisfac-
tory, 4hat the amateur iflorist becomes discouraged,
and perhaps the next year the garden is -entirely
neglected. It is well for the nurseryman to cultivate
everything that can be obtained in our own and* other,
lands, for he has eveignfcasteto:«ait and new*hings to
'test, fcut the object of the amateur is not a g*eakshow
of sorts, but a fine effect—'to make the gardenjgay and
'beautiful. This can best be accomplished 'by a few
good flowers well -grown. Nothing is more unsatis-
factory than a great mass of ipoorly grown flowers.

The fault we have -mentioned seems to be the fault
•of the country. We.appearto grow flowers more for
ostentation than for.the love oftthe beautiful. Our am-
bition is to have a greater variety than our neighbors,
while the quality of stbe flowers is of secondary con-
sideration. Perhaps, however,-the taste 'for -the beau-
tiful is not lacking, but we lack the knowledge how
besttto gratify that;taste.

In Europe it is quite different. There special atten-
tion is. given by .individuals-and families, and even
whole.neighborhoods, to the cultivation of a particu-
lar flower,.asd the result is that they not only grow
.them to the greatest perfection, but elect such an
improvement that the grower-or-village becomes cel-
ebrated for its Carnations or Pansies, or Hollyhocks,
or Ten- Week Stocks, or Asters, and the florists in all
parts of the world seek to obtain seeds from the
favored locality. Sometimes -the workmen of an
establishment make a specialty of a certain flower,
and contend with each other, or with persons of
other places, for prizes made up by subscription
among themselves or donated by employers if or the
purpose <of encouraging refined taste and innocent
and delightful amusement. When we arrive at some-
thing like Ibis in our country, we may hope for rapid
and permanent improvement. '

Horticultural Societies exist in <many of our large
^cities and villages, and many more arg being .estab-
lished, but if the shows of nurserymen were excluded,
da most cases the exhibitions of really fine flowers
would be meagre indeed. We really hope the .com-
ing season will-exhibit an improvement isthis respect,
.aad that our .readers will remember that one flower
well grown w better than a score of poor, weedy
.things. No one need be ashamed to show half a
.dozen good Asters, or Ten-Week Stocks, or as many
Dahlias or Hoses, for it is the quality and not-the
quantity that shows merit in the cultivator. This faet
should not be forgotten by judges.

But, what can done the present spring toward pre-
paring for • creditable exhibition? Bedding plants
can be obtained at almost any nursery, and a dollar
.ojr two will buy a fine collection of Verbenas. A few
Hybrid Perpetual Roses may also be obtained that
will flower the present season. Boots of Picotees and
the improved Hollyhocks can also be procured at
most of our nursery establishments, as well aB of
Dahlias. Then the whole collection of Annuals .are
available. Select a few of the best, give them special
care, and you can make a show the coming summer
and autumn that will astonish yotirself and secure
many good prizes.

« . • • • •

CULTURE IN MICHIGAN.

Red Astracluun, . '2 Yellow Bellflow,
Large Yellow Bough, 2 Roxbury Russet, 10
Early Joe, .2 Rhode Ibland Greening, ...10
Amer'n Summer Pearmain, -3 Esopus Spiteenberg,. 5
Gravenstein, _. 3 Jonathan,.. -.• 5
Fall Pippin, 2 Swaar, 3

N N t h S
Fall P p p i , 2 w a ,
Pomme <Je Neige, 1 Northern Spy,
N. Y. Vaadevere,__ 4 Ladies' Sweeting,
Hubbardston Nonsuch, 2 Red Panada, - .20

The above lists are ©enstructed so as to give, as far
as possible, a proper succession of varieties during
the year; and, as the fruit from this number of trees
would far more than supply the wants of a family,
the lists are so arranged as to furnish *tiie surplus
during the winter, when the fruit can be«easiest kept,
and most conveniently marketed. It -is, however,
the opinion «f the -writer, that from twenty-five to
thirty varieties, attthe least, would be .requisite to
fully gratify the varied wants and tastes of a family
of disciaminating fn&t fanciers.

Best varieties for-a market orchard of one thousand trees, where
there is >a reliable-maritst near by, and where this is to be

•the-sole business:

Early Harvest, 25 Hubbardston Nonsuch,... 50
Red Astrachan, _ 25 N. Y. Vandevere, . . . . 60
Street Bough,. . .: . . . . 26 R. I. Greexung, ...100
Lowell, _„ 25 Baldwin, 50
Gravenstein, 60 Jonathan, 60
Fall Pippin,— _ 60 Roxbury Russet, 160
Tollman Sweet,._ 25 Red Canada,. 800
Ladles' &wee«ng, „ 25

Best varitHesJ'or -a. marketorchard of one thousand trees, remote
from market, where,rfro» any cause; the maifketong of sum-

mer or- avtumavvarieties may be inoomterUent:
Rhode Island Greening,. __20(
Roxbury Russet, .260

THE following interesting report on Fruit Culture
in Michigan, made by T. T. LYON, Esq., to the Amer-
ican Pomologieal Society, we copy from the pub-
lished Transactions;

The State of Michigan, so far as its capacity for
fruit growing is concerned, may be considered as
sub-divided into three portions, which may be char-
acterized as follows: 1st. The South-western, or
prairie region, with a climate and soil akin to those
of Indiana and Illinois, subject to the bleak, dry, .
piercing winds which during the winter sweep down i
from the Rocky Mountains, and to the heat and arid'
ity which frequently characterize our Western sum-
mers, attributable, doubtless, to a similar cause. An-
other peculiarity of this region is to be found in the
soil, which is exceedingly rich in vegetable matter,
based, in many cases, upon a retentive sub-soiL
This, in connection with the peculiar climate, tends
to the production of a rapid growth, continuing late
in the season, so that the winter often comes upon it
in an unripened state, and with its tissues so loaded
with sap as to unfit it to withstand the sudden and
intense frosts which not unfrequently characterize
our winters. For these reasons many of our eastern
varieties of fruit trees are found to lack hardiness,
and resort is being had to varieties which have been
proved capable of standing these' severe* tests, al-
though in some cases of only second quality so far
as the fruit is concerned. Other varieties, although
of sufficient hardiness, are, doubtless, from a similar
cause, found to be unfruitful in this locality.

2d. The Eastern and central portions, which we
call the timbered region, may be considered as ex-
tending from the North line of Ohio on the South,
and embracing those portions as far North as the
region of Saginaw Bay; and, in the vicinity of Lake
Michigan, extending from the Kalamazoo river on
the South, to Grand Traverse on the North.

This region, although portions of it partake of the
peculiarities of those adjoining, is more nearly assim-
ilated, in climate and soil, to the Northern portion of
Ohio, and Western and Central New York. This is
true to such an extent that nearly all varieties of fruit
that prove successful in those regions, are found to
be equally so here.

3d. The more Northerly portions of the lower pen-
insula, and the whole of the Lake Superior region,
may be considered as a " Terra Incognita," so far as
fruit culture is concerned; although the small fruits
such as whortleberries, blackberries, raspberries, <fec,
are very abundant, and excellent.

In the accompanying lists reference will only be
had to the first two portions, and, if we consider the
peculiarities above described, it will be obvious that
tiie preparation of lists of fruits adapted to the entire
State must be a work of much difficulty.

Fall Pippin, '. 60
Hnbbardston Nonsuch,.. .100
VandevWN.Y.,«r

field Seek-no-further, 100
Red Canada, .40C

Many .persons at the present day, who wish to con-
nect orcharding with farming proper, consider i
more convenient and (profitable to plant tout a single
variety. Although doubting the .propriety of hang
ing our hopes upon the success of a single variety, ii
is believed that ao other variety will be found so pro
ductive, «eliableandf profitable as the Bed<7anada.

•Besrs.
Pears have been but sparingly planted in-this State,

hence OUT knowledge of the comparative value o
different varieties, as drawn from home experience
is hardly of a satisfactory character. The lists hen
given are, consequently, the result, to a great extent,
of the writer's experience, and that of a few friend
with whom he has been able to confer.

Bat si* varieties of the pear, for family use, on the pear stoc]
for an tovmard of one hundred trees:

Bloodgood, 6 Swan's Orange, 1
Bartlett, •„. 20 White Doyenne, "
Belle Lucrative, 10 Winter Nelis, _.

Best twelve .varieties on the pear stock:
Madeleine, 3 Flemish Beauty,
Bloodgood, S Swan's Orange, 1
Rostiezer, 3 White Doyenne, "
Sterling, 5 Oswego,
Bartlett, 10 Lawvence, ._• _.
Belle Lucrative, 6 Winter Nelis,

Best varieties on the Quince stock:—Bloodgo»d, Doyenne
Ete, RoBtiezer, Stevens' •Genesee, .Belle Lucrative, Louise
Bonne de Jersey, Ducihesse <T Angouleme, Beurre Diel, Gl«ut
Morceau, Vicar of WinkfieW, Doyenne d' Alencon.
Best varieties, and (he number of each, for a pear orchard.,

one hundred trees—if for family use and market combined:

Madeleine, \. S
Rostieeer, 5
Barlett, 10

flemish Beauty,
Swan's Orange, 1/
Lawrence, _..!<

Doyenne d' Ete, 2 WhiteDoyenne, 1
Tyson, 3 Winter Nelis, H
Belle Lucrative, 5 Beurre Oswego, i
Bloodgood, 8 Doyenne d' iJencon, '..
Sterling,. 10

If strictly for market:
Madeleine, . . 5 Flesfah Beauty,
Bartlett, .15 Swarfs Orange, J.
WhiteDoyenne, 15 Vicar of Winkfield, 1
Winter Nelis, 10 Tyson,..
Bloodgood, 6 Sterling,

With the low prices that rule in our markets fo:
this fruit, it is doubtful if the planter would find th<
cultivation of dwarfs remunerative, until the tastes o
buyers can be cultivated to a higher standard. The
writer, therefore, does not recommend to plant them
at present, except for amateur or testing purposes.

Peaches.
Until within five or six years, we have felt sure ol

a crop of peaches in this State, as often as each alter
nate year; bnt more recently, during the successio
of severe winters, a large proportion of the tree
have been killed, and many of the remainder badl;
iajured. At present, as a general rule, we can hardl;
reckon with certainty on more than one year's cro
in five, although there are numerous localities scat
tered about the country where the-crop is compare
tively certain; generally, such as are sheltered bj
high grounds or protected by water. Among thi
most noted of these, is the strip of country lyin
along the east shore of Lake Michigan, from thi
south line of the State, north to the valley of thi
Grand river, and perhaps further, and extendin
back from the lake a distance of twenty or twenty-
five miles. In this tract of country, and especially
near the lake, the crop is said seldom or never to fail.
The loss of the peach crop in this State is occasion-
ally the effect of late spring fronts, but is more fre-
quently caused by the winter killing of the fruit buds,

Serrate Early York, 5 . Early Slocum,
Cooledge'BFavorite, 10 Eflly Crawford' """ 25
Barnard's Seedling, 30 Late Crawford, II...20

The number of each, in an orchard of one hundre
trees, is^appended as an indication of the relative
value or productiveness of each.

Best twelve varieties of peaches:
Serrate Early York, 5 Early Slocum,
Cooledge's Favorite, 6 White Imperial"
Barnard's Seedling, 10 Early Crawford,
Large Early York, 6 Late Red Rareri
Jq R i 1 0 Old
L g e r y ,
Jacques Rareripe, . . .10
P l ' L t Y l l 1 0

g
Jacqu
Poole'

ipe,
Oldmixon Free,. " ""]

Poole's Late Yellow, 10 Crawford's Late, '.'.'.":

With the present ample railroad facilities for trans-
portation, our Nothern markets are supplied with
peaches in advance of the season, so that the very
early varieties become less profitable. Under this
state of affairs, the following is believed to be a prof-
itable selection for a market orchard of one thousand
trees of this fruit:
Barnard's Seedling, 300 Crawford's Early, 40c
White Imperial, 100 Crawford's Late, 200

Among the apples grown in this State, and which
have proved unworthy of further cultivation, are two
varieties ripening nearly with. Early Harvest, an
believed to have been introduced here from Western
New York. They are known here by the local

PABK AND GABDEN FENCES.

PARK FENCE, WITH WOODEN TOSTS AND BAILS.

are now made more ornamental, as shown in the
lower engraving, at the same cost, which is about $1
per foot, for a fence four feet high with half-inch
rods, and about 50 cents per foot for the same height
with rods one-fourth of an inch in diameter.

The lower engraving shows a fence made upon the
same principle, but entirely of wrought iron, except

the posts which are cast iron, and the
base, which is of stone. This style is
designed for front-door yards and
cemeteries, and costs about $1,75 per
foot

Many of our private citizens, as
well as the city authorities, have ob-
tained this fence; particularly the one
with wooden rails, and it may be now
seen in almost every street, especially
in the suburbs. So far they have
proved"[flnn and durable, and have
given general satisfaction. We think
they are worthy the attention of
ETTBAL readers in other places. They
have already, we learn, been con-
structed in Lockport, Albion, Water-

ing over the country to see fences that have been
built at great expense, and only a year or two previ-
ous, in utter ruin, from fault either in the design or
construction. A good, straight fence, and one that
is not ill looking, is the exception and not the rule,
in almost all flections of the country. Five years
ago we had not in Rochester even
a tolerable fence around one of our
many public squares. Some were
so dilapidated that the enclosures
were no better than commons, and
were the places of resort of the
vagrant cows tifttihe neighborhood,
while others 'were boarded up, and
inaccessible to either man or beast

Some three or four years since, a
new •style of iea.ce was invented
and introduced «by REUBEN COOK,
Esq., of this'City, which was re-
ceived <with general favor on ac-
count of its neatness, strength and
comparative cheapness. Nearly all
oar public parfee are now surround-
ed with tthiB, Hie-style shown in'the
first •engraving. The rails of'this
feaoe are wood, as are the posts and
base, and the-balusters are iron

loo, Lyons, and other villages, both East and West
of Rochester. In a few weeks spring work will com-
mence, and it is solely for the benefit of those of our
readers who may design to improve their grounds by
surrounding them with new and tasteful fences, thai
we now.call especial attention to one with which we

DOOR-YARD, OR CEMETERY FENCE — WROUGHT IRON.

rods, about half an inch in thickness, though they
are anade of .various sizes, as desired, from one-fourth
to half-an-inch. The top of the iron rods, or balusters,

think they will be well pleased. The matter is im
portant at all times, but just now is particularly in
teresting and seasonable.

names, Harvest J&edstreak, and Summer Swaar. To
these may. be added Sops-of-Wine, Romanite, Eng-
lish or Poughkeqpsie Russet, Scolloped Gdlliflower,
Tevriksbury Blush.and Green Newtown Pippm.

GUMFUBiE OF ANNUAL F L O W E R SEEDS.

T » E soil for these should not be over rich, and
should toe dug dee,p; the surface should be Tendered
smooth and fine before sowing the seed; small seeds
sown <m rough ground fall between the clods -ami into
theerevioes and get buried. Attention to this simple
hint wiH save growers much disappointment, and
seedsmen a great amount of blame; for, in cases of
failure, the quality of the seeds is almost invariably
impeached. Hardy Annuals may be sown from the
middle to (the end of'September for spring flowering;
the plants <ought to be fhinned out before winter,, to
prevent their damping 9S, and transplanted early in
the spring, to the flower'Dodder, Or, when more con-
venient, may be sown where they are to bloom.
Many of the Hardy A'rinuals, especially the Califor-
nian, flower more profusely, produce finer blooms,
and remain longer in perfection during the spring
months than at any other season of the year. For
summer and autumn flowering, sow from the middle
<of March to the middle of June. A common error
la the cultivation of Annuals is in allowing them to
grow too close together; and many, of what would
otherwise be an attractive bed of Annual Flowers,
are ruined for want of thinning. We therefore say,
thin early, and sufficiently to afford ample space for
the {perfect development of the plants left. It is also
very important to afford support to such kinds as
require it, before they get broken or injured by wind
or heavy rain; perhaps the simplest method of doing
this is to place among and around the plants email
neat branches, like pea stakes; the lateral shoots will
extend among and hide the stakes, and the support
afforded by this simple and inexpensive means will
in, most instances be found' all that is required. But
perhaps the common practice of covering the seeds too
heavily, causes more disappointment than all other
errors. Small seeds should be covered very lightly,
and with soil not liable td cake by exposure to sun
and air. Common gdrden loam and leaf soil, or old
dung, passed through a fine sieve and well inter-
mixed, will be excellent for covering with. Half-
Hardy Annuals shohil'd not be sown in the open
border before May, and the ground will require the
same preparation, &c, as recommended for Hardy
Annuals. But the best method of raising these, is to
sow in pans, or boxes, in April, or on a bed, about
three inches thick, of light soil, placed on a gentle
hot-bed formed of stable manure or vegetable refuse,
and protected with a frame or hand-glass. Water
sparingly, and give plenty of air, when the plants
appear, and thin out or prick off in small pots, and
be careful to get the plants well inured, to the weather
previous tq planting in the open border, and a}so to
give water as may.be necessary, after planting, till
established.—Hand Book of Annual Record.

every case .has proved oar statements correct. Our friends,
therefore, seed blunder no more, but come to the prope
source for their information.

After the -severe frost in January, 1860, which injured th
peach buds, we made the following remarks upon its effects

" THE PBA-CH Buns.— Some of the peach growers in this
section weve -a little anxious .after the last severe cold t
ascertain its-effects upon the peach buds, as rumors that thej
were tfadly injured began to gain credence. On trees thai
from any cause made a rapid growth late in the season^ som<
of the buds have been destroyed, but in the main they an
uninjured.

"Later reports and examinations have shown that th
buds have received more injury than we supposed. How-
ever, we have yet hopes of a fair crop in this section. A
letter received from Ohio speaks discouragingly of the proi
pects in some portions of that State."

The present year, in some archards in this section, we ha-
been unable to find a live bud, while in others, particularl
along the lake shore, the injury appears to be even less than
last year, three-fourths of the buds being sound. The i3i
that the facts in regard to the prospects of a crop cannot b
ascertained until after blossoming in the spring, is incorrect.
Of course we cannot tell whether untimely frosts in th
spring will kill the blossom or not, but whether all, or
portion, of the blossom buds are are winter-killed, or wheth
.all .are safe, can be ascertained now beyond a doubt.
We .cannot tell how long a man may live, or how soon hi
may die, but the fact that he is now alive and well may b
learned without difficulty.

PROGRESSIVE GARDENEE'S SOCIETT, PHILADELPHIA. Th
following officers have been elected for 1861:—President
JOBS POLLOCK. Viee-President—James Eadie. Treasurer-^-
H. A. Dreer. Secretary not yet elected.

• • • . «

THE PEACH BUDS.

" WE are sorry to see the papers about the country catching
so readily at the report that the late severe frost has destroyed
the peach buds, and that we are to he deprived of this profita-
ble and delicious fruit the coming season. We db not credit
the reports. They weie made last year on just as good
authority as now—and we gave publicity to them, supposing
that there was no mistake — but the sequel showed a fine
crop. These reports induce people to set high prices upon
the crop -where it is produced, and they will not be relieved
of the impression that the crop is short until the fruit is
actually in market It is fcest for producers, buyers, and
consumers, all to understand, as nearly as possible, the true
state of the crops of all kinds. . This, so far aB peaches are
concerned, cannot be arrived at till the trees have blossomed
and passed the period of danger by spring frosts-"

The above is from the Rochester Daily Union, and we have
observed other articles of a similar import in that and other
journals during the past week or two, all of which go to
show the truth of the saying of AKTEMTTS WARD, that people
" shouldn't have nothin' to do with what ain't their forte."
In the first place, the Union, last spring, published flying
rumors, or the hasty opinions of excited and frightened
growers, without ascertaining the facts by examination or
otherwise, and, according to its own acknowledgments, made
a great blunder. It announced that the peach buds were
killed, when enough were alive to give a good cwo. Now,
as our friends of the Union feel so much sorrow that the
papers are publishing reports which'they do not credit, and
as we are doubtless included in the offending number, we
just wish to show that we have given the facts, and time in

To DESTROY LEAF-ROLLERS.—The orchard on the place o
which I live is completely overrun by an insect known here
as the leaf-roller, a worm that strips the trees of their foliage
and blossoms. By striking the trees with a brush, I find that
they will spin off on a web, like a spider, when they can be
easily brought to the ground by Cutting their thread in two
with the brush. I noticed that when on the ground they
immediately made for the taree. I cut a ditch four inches
deep near the tree, slanting, or concave, so that they would
fall back in attempting to crawl up, and would frequently ire
from a pint to a quart at one time in the ditch, when I woul
pound them with a stick until they were all killed. But in
few days they would be as numerous as ever, owing to yonni
ones coming out. I could kill all on twenty trees in one day. If
object in writing is .to know ifyou, or any of your subscribers,
can give a more speedy .or effectual remedy than the one
have tried? I know that my plan will exterminate them fo
the present, but if they continue to hatch out for any length
of time, it would be tedious. I suppose some application
will have to be made TO the trees. If you know of any
advise me through your columns. Any information on this
subject would be thankfully received by—A SUBSCRIBES
Tamarva, 1861.

The caterpillar described by our correspondent we pre-
Bume is the Palmer Worm, and we give engravings, showing
it in the grub and perfect state, from PITCH. They were very
injurious here in 1858, and it was only by the greatest perse-
verance that some of our best orchards were saved. In 1859
and 1860, they were less numerous. Jarring the tree, and
catching the worms as they hang suspended, seems to be the
best remedy, A swab, coated with tar, is effectual for this

purpose. An old tin pan served in the.same way, and
fastened to a pole, may be used for catching them. Soap-
suds, applied by a garden engine, is said to prove quite
destructive, to the worms, and whale oil soap is recommended.
The engraving shows the perfect insect double the natural
size, the cross-lines, A, being the true size. The. worm is
also shown of two sizes, the larvae, when small, being some-
what tapering, as represented in the small figure.

FRUIT FOR MICHIGAN.—AS yon are good at answering ques-
tions, I will ask one. What would be your selection for a
pear orchard of one hundred trees (standard)? Location,
forty miles from Detroit?—H. T. BANCROFT, Borneo, Mick.

WHAT is the best twenty varieties of apples for our locality?
—D. N., KaUmazoo, Mic%, 1861.

The above are two out of about a dozen inquiries from
Michigan which we have received within the past two or
three weeks. These inquiries we cannot better answer than
by publishing in full, as we have done, in another column,
the very interesting report of the American Pomplogical
Society, made by the Chairman of the Michigan Fruit Com-
mittee, T. T. LTON, Esq.

OSIER WILLOW.—Willyou please inform me, through your
paper, where the Osier Willow is to be obtained, or whether
it is the same as our common Weeping Willow, and greatly
oblige—A SUBSCRIBER, Sherburne, ChenmgoCo., JV. T." "

The willow used for basket making is not the' Weeping
Willow. We think the Osier can be obtained at most of the
nurseries.

EDS. BUBAL NEW-YORKER:—Noticing a request for
making catsup, I send you a recipe which is the best

have yet found, and which I think it would be diffi-
ultto change for the better. Slice a peck of ripe(

tomatoes with half a dozen onions, placing them in .
layers, and sprinkling amongst the whole one-third of •
a teacup of salt. Let them stand twenty-four hours/
put into a porcelain kettle,—brass is unhealthy, and
gives an unpleasant metallic taste, — add sixpence
worth of cinnamon, three cents worth of cloves, a
horse-radish cut thin, four inches long, a teaspoonful
of black pepper, a tablespoonful of cayenne, and
half an ounce of ground mustard. Boil away a little '
more than one-half, let stand a few hours, and bottle.
It need not be sealed, a cork is sufficient to prevent
the flavor from escaping. It is very fiery at first, but
in two or three days is ready for UBC AS there is no
vinegar or sugar to cause fermentation, it will keep
any length of time if in a cool, dry place. I have
known it kept three years. If your condiment loving
readers will try this pnee, they will pretty likely send
vinegar where SHAKSPEARE threw physic. The
tomatoes are .acid enough of themselves.

BOILED CUSTARD Beat the yolks of tieven and the
whites ef two egg with a teacup of sugar. Heat a quart
of milk, and add the eggs, stirring constantly till it is
of the consistency of thick cream. Eempve from the
fire before it curdles in the least, (a little practice will
be necessary to show just when,) and when it cools .̂
flavor to your taste. Put it in cups or a large dish, as
you design it for dessert or for tea. Just before it is
wanted, beat the whites to a stiff froth, and pile them
on the custard, laying a few spoonfuls of liart jelly
over the whole.—NELLIE, Alexander, N. K, 1861.

GINGER BREAD, CAKEB, AND CRULLERS.

EDS. BUBAL NEW-YOEKEB:—The following rlcipes
I have proved to be good, and therefore send them to.
you, in consideration of the numerous inquiries fbf ,
them by the ladies of the BUBAL.

GINGERBREAD.—One cup of molasses; 1 cup vp£
sugar; 1 cup of sour cream; 1 tablespooaful t>f butr
ter, or take 1 tablespoonful of buttermilk /withr j a
cup of butter; 2 tablespoonfuls of ginger; 2 large
teaspoonfuls of saleratus; a little salt.- Mix it,: not
very stiff, roll out like'baker's gingerbread, and bak«
from ten to fifteen minutes.

HARD SUGAR CAKES. — fwo cups of white sugar;
1 cup of butter; $ of a cup of water; 1 teaspoonful
of saleratus; spice with nut-megs. Boll these thin,
and bake quick.

COUNTRT CRULLERS.—One bowl of cream; 1 coffee
cup of sugar; 1 egg; a little salt; 2 teaspppnfula of
saleratus. Mix rather stiff.—H. C. H.>. Mendan*
N. Y., 1861.

» - • • • »

TOILET SOAP.—Beaders of the BUBAL will oblige-
me exceedingly by informing me how to make, in a
simple manner, in my own kitchen, a good toilet
soap,— a description {of the handiest. oils or fats
necessary, the right kind of potash or soda, the
mode of scenting; and, in fact, the whole' modus
operandi, as homespun as possible.—L. M. C, St.
Mary's, C. W., 1861.

. . • . »
PRESERVING BUTTERMILK.—Take a vessel that will

contain nearly twice as much as you wish to save.
While milk is plenty, fill it two-thirds full of butter-
milk, and then fill up with water. Drain off the
water and refill with fresh once a week, stirring it
well each time after filling, and you will have a good
article always ready. — A PRACTICAL HOUSEWIFE,
Gorham, N. Y., 1861.

To TAKE STAINS OUT OP SILVER.—Steep the silver
in soap lye for the space of four hours; then cover it
over with whiting, wet with vinegar, so that it may
lie thick upon it, and dry it by a fire; after which rub
off the whiting and pass it over with dry bran, and
the spots will not only disappear, but the silver will
look exceedingly bright.

• » • • • »

FUKS.— Pine furs should be kept in a cold place..
An experienced dealer will tell, the moment he puts
his hand on a piece of fur, if it has been lying in a
warm dry atmosphere; it renders the fur harsh, dry,
and shabby, entirely destroying'the rich smooth soft-
ness which it will have if kept in a cold room.— The
Lady's Newspaper.

• - . • • •

KITCHEN ODORS.—A skillful housekeeper says, that
the unpleasant odor arising from boiling ham, cab-
bage, ete., is completely corrected by throwing
whole red peppers into the pot—at the same time
the flavor of the food is improved. It is said that
pieces of charcoal will produce the same effect.

« • • . •
KNITTING STOCKINGS,—HUSK MATS.—Will some of

the good elderly ladies who read the BUBAL, give
directions to knit a heel and prettily -shaped toe?
Also, how to make a husk mat or delaine or rag mat,
as I have some scraps that can be-'used for nothing
else.—PRUDENCE, Fort Wayne, Ind., 1861.

BLACK WBITING INK. — Take one-fourth pound, of
copperas; i pound of logwood; $ pound powdered
nut-gall; 2 ounces gum arabic, and 1 gallon soft
water. Boil the galls till the strength is out; then
add and boil the other articles,—strain and bottle for
use—J., Glendale, O,, 1861.

UNION CAKE.—One cup of butter; 2 cups of pow-
dered loaf sugar; 1 cup of sweet milk; 3 cups of
sifted flour; J cup of corn starch; 4 eggs; 2 tea-
spoonfuls of lemon extract; £ teaspoon of soda; 1
cream tartar.—P., Otisco, N. Y., 1861.

• . • . • .
Ox MARROW POMATUM.—Take two ounces of yellow

wax; 10 ounces lard; 8 ounces beef marrow; melt
all together, and when cool, pefume with the essen-
tial oil of almonds.—J., Glendale, O., 1861.

• . • . » , — . —

SCOTCH SHORT-CAKE.— One pound of white sugar;
1 of melted butter; 1 of Zante currents; 2 quarts of
flour; 1 glass of brandy —spices,—knead well.—
ETTBNA, Peoria, N. Y., 1861.

[SPECIAL NOTICE.]

ROMANCE.—But poor Miss SQUEERSI Her anger, rage, and
vexation; the rapid succession of bitter and passionate feel-
ings that whirled through her mind as she surveyed, first,
the biscuit, then theTpastry, &c., which was spread before the
gaze of her lastidious guests! How she vowed that Saleratus'
had been her ruin; that but for the. eccentric and unaccount-
able peculiarities of this preparation, she should at that
moment have astonished the assembled company with oreamy
cakes and delicious pastry. If she had only used' D. B. DB
LAND & Co.'s Saleratus, which is perfectlyipure and reliable,
she would have been spared all this niortification. She pro-
ured DB LAND^S Saleratus the very next day of her grocer,

and has had no such trouble since I It can be purchased from"
any good grocerj *nd is sold at wholesale by the manufac-
turers at Fairport, Monroe' Co., N.T., and'by the principal1,
grocers in all parts-of-the country; • ' ' ' •
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

MILLIE MAY.

B Y F H . G U I W I T S .

'TWAS in autumn, I remember,
In the golden month September,

When I met thee first, my darling MILLIE MAY;
And life's burdens touched me lightly,
And its sun beamed out more brightly

In the glory that thine eyes shed on my way.

0, thy voice dropged like a bleBsing
In my ears its fond caressing,

And the hunger of my soul was felt no more,
When I drank the nectared sweetness
Of thy spiritual completeness,

Prom thy lips, in words more precious than all lore.

As when clouds meet in the heaven,
A new course to both is given, „,,.

Thus we met and trode a path untried before;
And the flowers smiled as we neared them,
And thorns blossomed while we feared them,

And rich balm from hidden source the zephyrs bore.

But those blissful days were clouded,
And my soul with darkness shrouded,

When false words from slander's tongue had made thee doubt
me; *

And when spring came with her shadows,
And her carols in the meadows,

Sadder grew my life, and darker still without thee.

Once I sought, Love, to regain thee,
To my aching heart to chain thee,

But Distrust sat on his throne, the wor£ was done;
Up and down the earth I wandered,

• , And.GojD's precious moments squandered
Vainjy seeking one to roll away the stone.

Years have passed, and while I've striven,
- . Thou hast, folded, wings in Heaven,

But I wept not when! knew that thou wast gone;
For the great player of my being,
Would be answered in thy seeing,

That, though wronged, I loved thee purely, thee alone.

And I am not disenchanted,
Though my life is daily haunted,

By the mem'ry of those bitter days of yore;
And, though all beside is blighted,
Still the love that erst was lighted,

Beams with light increasing in my heart's deep core.
Avoca, N. Ti, 1861.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

DRESS AUD OVERDRESS.

As the columns of this obliging sheet were, not
long since, opened to "free speech" on the subject
of dress, I suppose it is not too late for me to free my
mind on the all-important topic. I flatter myself that

"my opinions -will be well worth having, from the fact
that I stand on rather neutral ground, being " a regu-
lar blue stocking, >rSo far as raiment is concerned, and
not caring a fig what I wear, nor how it's put on.
Naturally enough, therefore, I don't please the gentle-
men, for they are exceedingly particular about Buch
matters. I comb my hair straight back behind my
ears, and, of course, that don't suit —for gentlemen
adore curls. I wear an old and faded wrapper, with
a rumpled collar, in the morning, and an elderly and
highly soiled silk in the afternoon, and that don't
suit the fastidious gentlemen either; no more do my
slip-shod slippers, and ink-stained finger-ends. But
/ don't care; I don't intend to get married, and so
don't trouble myself to inquire about the whims of
these lords of creation. But if I did, girls, I should
dress quite differently. If I really tfidwant to catch—
(that's the proper word, I believe,) if I did think it
w6rth my while to try to "catch" a nice, genteel,
agreeable, worth-having young man, (it's a pity, there
are so few of them,) I'll tell you how I should dress,
r should have the neatest and daintiest of calicoes,

v&ose/tltting, and tastefully trimmed. It should be
dark in December, light in June, and with it should
be the snowiest of collars, and the smoothest of hair.
Above all things don't wear curl-papers. I would as
soon wear a false front, or a "scratch," as curls made
by being twisted up over night. It's a certain sign
that a young lady is on the shady side of thirty. You
say the gentlemen don't tell you so? They tell you
so, indeed! These silver-tongued gentlemen don't
tell you girls muck that they think. If you had that
pretty, economical morning costume on, which I
have just described, they would pronounceit charm-
ing, of course; but if you happened to be caught in the
other guise, such as /wear, why, these men, don't you
know, would assure you that you were bewitching in
anything. Of course they would. That's their way.
Why, if you had fiery red hair, Miss FANNIE, they
would tell you it was the loveliest shade of auburn,
and if your eyes were the ugliest sort of gray, these
dear friends of yours would pronounce them a most
charming blue. Yes, and if you are like most girls,
you would believe them. Now, I should tell you,
right out, that your hair was red and your eyes nearer
green than azure. That's what elderly unwedded
ladies are good for—to speak the truth—other people
haven't independence and strength of mind enough
to do it. But such individuals are usually styled
" cross old maids," and, of course, don't love you as
the gentlemen do, by no means.

What a lengthy digression I have made, and all
about the beaux, too. Well, now, I'll drop them if
only to convince them that very few are worthy of
my notice. Neatness and economy are the handmaidens
of virtue and goodness. That's a sentiment worthy,
so I fancy, of ARISTOTLE or SENECA. That's all I
have to say about dress,— so I shall proceed to over-
dress. And writing^ the word remindeth me of a
Southern belle, whose " go to meeting toilette " I once
had the felicity of beholding. Ladies like the minutiae
of such things, so I'll specify them. Item first of said
wardrobe was an elegant white hat, adorned, inside
and out, with a profusion of red buds and their
mother roses, in full bloom. Item second, a pink
tarletan frock, low in the neck and short at the
shoulder. Ditto third, red coral decorations on the
alabaster neck and arms. Ditto fourth, an orange-
colored sash, depending in long streamers to the
ground, no scarf, no cape,—nothing but a parasol,
small and sky-colored, to protect her from the sun.
And so she went to church. Now that's what I call,
emphatically, " over-drtfssing, " though, to be sure,
she hadn't over-much on, taking into view the neck
and arms.

But if you smile at her, it is no more than your
cousins over the water do at you, when they see you
in rich and trailing silks and satins, sweeping the
filth from the crossings, while the delicate white hat
catches the dust, and the glitter of jewelry, extrava-
gant enough for a court ball, catches the eye of the
vulgar crowd. If I were an Empress, and could ride
in a coach and six, with graceful pages to uphold the
train of my rustling silken robes when I alighted
perhaps I should wear one. But living in Democratic
America, where an Empress was never seen, and
where CINDERELLA'S fairy god-mother's metamor-

I

phoses do not occur, I shouldn't wear a dress with
a very long sweep to it, nor thin shoes with no soles,
or next to none, nor pink and cerulean silks, with
white gloves, to go shopping in. Our L»ndon and
Parisian friends don't blame us for wearing these
elegant toilettes at parties and operas — for they do
it just as much as we do, but they never do it, mind
you, on the cars or "aboard ship."

But the worst over - dress I know of is that variety
which takes all the money one has, and more too, to
keep it on. I know a married lady who dresses ele-
gantly,—as one of her young lady friends says,
"perfectly bewitchingly,"—but her husband hasn't
paid his honest debts for a long time. People say
he lives by shaving. I don't understand the term
exactly, but he isn't a barber; so I take it that the
word is one of the technicalities of the law, referring
to the "modus operandi" of that profession.

But to sum up all in a few closing "finalies," I
would say with some sage who lived long ago, that
" a pretty face is worth a dozen letters of recommen-
dation." SYDNEY SMITH once said, or wrote, that
" a becoming bonnet had been the making of more
than one young girl." I ought not to have tried to
quote that—for it is a long time since I read it, but
the substance is there, and forms a capital argument
for extravagant young misses, whose mamas refuse
to let them purchase that "love of a hat," just in
from Paris. If I am not pretty myself, I like to see
people that are so. Girls, if becoming bonnets and
handsome dresses are any aids in rendering your
pretty selves prettier, I say, use them. Only I pray
you don't be vain,— a pretty, vain girl, putting on
airs, is to me an object of the utmost commiseration
and disgust. DonH be extravagant, buying jewelry
and " fixings " you can't pay for, and donH wear your

best dresses " in the streets and on the cars.
Fayetteville, N. Y., 1861. A. M. P.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]
EARLY MEMOBIES.

IT is but a tiny tress of golden hair. Why press
it so closely in thy hands? Ah! there is another
ringlet of darker hue, nestled closely beside it, 'neath
the folds of the gilted paper. Why do you gaze so
dreamily upon the beautiful landscape spread before
you? Nature has lavishly decked it with pleasing
objects. Art, too, smiles upon thee, as may be seen
by that lovely home. Yet the long sunny afternoon
wears away, and you sit there, all unconsoious of the
enchanting scenery, or the gorgeous sunset. Ah! I
have the secret now. You are busy with childhood
reminiscences. You have floated afar down the dark
river of Time, in the fanciful barque of Memory. It
s truly a lovely scene that meets your view,—the
oved home circle of youth. Surely nothing can be

more pure than the love of those young sisters for
you, the eldest of the merry trio. Happy were you
ndeed, when the object of that sweet affection. No

pleasure was perfect unless shared with them. But
here came a change. LINA,— the pet and darling of

all,—1 lay for many days upon a bed of suffering, and
then the Death Angel cast his wings solemnly over

our happy home, for the first time, and bore your
sunbeam from your arms, leaving darkness and sor-
row instead. Silently you pressed the lasfkiss upon
he marble brow, and severed the longest and tiright-
st golden tress from among the others,— all that was
êft you now of one that was so fondly cherished in

ife. Henceforth it would be to you a sacred token.
Doubly dear was NELLY to you now,—your only

sister. Often, hand in hand, did you stray to LINA'S
grave, and as you strewed it with the early spring
flowers, you talked, in your childish way, of the time
when you would meet your darling LINA again.
How long and weary seemed the path to school if
NELLY was not by your side. She now-was all the
world, to you. But ere the winds of autumn had
robbed the woodlands of their green foliage, another
grave was on the hillside, another little form was
missing from among your number, and a dark and
;lossy ringlet was beside the golden tress. Though

but a child, yet you felt how cheerless was to be your
uture, unblessed by a sister's Jove. None could ever

be to you as they had been.

As years passed away, LiNA'and NELLY were forgot-
en by others, but you have felt their loss more keenly

than at first. How often have you sighed for a
sister's sympathy, and kindly counsel. You marvel
that any should esteem them as light as th«y appear
to do. It matters not tp you, that the world looks
on, and calls you cold and heartless. They know
not the emotions caused by a glance at those silent
mementoes, nor the depth of affection for the loved
and lost of your by-gone days. You know they are
angels now, and dwell at the right hand of the GOOD
SHEPHERD, who hath said, "Suffer little children to
come unto me, and forbid them not, for of Such is the
Kingdom of Heaven." And you seem to feel their
presence, and to hear a soft whisper, " Yet a little
while, and we shall again stand a happy band of
sisters, never more to be parted." LUOEBIA.

Burns, N. Y., 1861.

OUE GRANDMOTHER'S TOILET.

, IN no particular has the present generation become
more fastidious than in what is requisite for the use
of ladies in their own dressing-rooms. Essences,
powders, pastes, washes for the hair, washes for the
skin, recall the days of one's grandmothers, when
such appurtenances were thought essential and were
essential; for our great-grandmothers were not rigid
in points of personal cleanliness; and it is only
uncleanliness that requires scents to conceal it, and
applications to repair its ravages. Our great-grand-
mothers wore powder and pomatum, and had their
hair dressed three timeB a week; going to bed in the
cushioned structure, after, suffering torture for some
hours, lest they should, in the weakness of human
infirmity, lean back in their chairs. Our great-grand-
mothers, too, had their white kid gloves#sewn to the
bottom of each sleeve, lest they should incur the
calamity of a sun-burnt arm. Our great-grandmothers
were afraid of cold water, and delicately wiped their
faces with the corner of a towel no larger than a
pocket handkerchief. There were those among them
who boasted that they had never washed their faces
in their whole span of existence, lest it should spoil
their complexions, but had only passed a cambric
handkerchief over the delicate brow and cheeks,
wetted with elder flower water or rose water. I
believe the nearest approach to the ablution we now
diurnally practise was the bathing theialovely coun-
tenances in May-dew, esteemed the finest thing in
the morning for the skin by our belles of the last
century; so they turned out betimes in high-heeled
shoes and negliges, trotted down the old avenues of
many a patriarchal home to the meadow, and, satur-
ating their kerchiefs in May-dew, refreshed with it
the cheeks flushed over night at quadrille or great
casino, and went home contented that a conscientious
duty had been performed!— The Habits of Oood
Society.

, [Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

T H E ROBIN'S MORNING- SONG.

BY CPEO. A. HAMILTON.

JUST as the night was fleeing,
And day began to dawn,—

When rays of light were gleaming
Across»each green-laid lawn,

There came a joyful warbling,
S« shrill, and sweet, and long, (

From the tree beyond my window—
It was the Robin's song.

Each echo stirred my spirit
With welcome raptures there-,

As sweetest notes came swelling ,
Upon the( morning air,

And with each joyful echo,
That made the morning ring,

Thus loud, and clear, and eheerly,
Did happy Robin sing.

l( Awake, awake each Robin!
The gilded morning greet,

The light, the light is glowing—
The morning air is sweet;

So fair the sky is tinted
With gold and violet hues,

Gome catch the inspiration
Of morning's brightest views.

" I'll sing a morning anthem,
And loud my praise shall be,

And here shall be my altar,
In the boughs of, this old tree;

The hand that feeds the sparrow
Supplies the Robins well,

And joyful notes this morning
My gratitude shall tell.

" How bright, how bright the merningl
How pleasant perch and rest,'

While, mate and I were watching
Our nestlings and our nest!

And now as dawns the brightness
We'll sing.our songs of praise,

And make the orchards echo
With Robin's joyful lays.

" Come to the tree-top early,
1 Come to th« top-most bough—
Dear mate, we'll sing an anthem,

And wake our nestlings now;
And then from Nature's bounty

We'll feed them all day long,
And soon they'll join in singing

The Robin's Morning Song.

South Butler, N. Y.,1861.
» . » . 4

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]
AMERICAN POETS.

THUS far, there have been other things that have
flourished more in our land than poetry. We are a
busy people, and have not much time to devote to
courting the muses. With us, the labors of the
mechanical inventor are better rewarded; than the
genius of the poet. The best of our bards have had
to follow some business by which they could gain
their bread; and their poems were written in their
spare moments. BRYANT is a political editor; and
HALLECE was, until a short time ago, a dry goods
clerk. We have no rich patrons of genius, who
will provide for the wants of the poet; and even if
there were such, our poets would be too independent
to receive much aid from them.

Yet we have poets for whom we need not blush.
True, we cannot yet boast of any great Epic; but we
need not feel much ashamed of this, when we remem-
ber the short period we have existed as a nation.
England can boast of but one great Epic. But we
have poets to whose songs the world listens, and
there is no danger that the poems ef BRYANT, LONG-
FELLOW, WHITTIER,. and PERCIVAL, will soon be for-
gotten. Then we have young songsters, who bid
fair to sing in strains that shall immortalize their
names..

Our poetry does not generally possess a strongly
enough marked national character. While one or
two of our poets would be known as Americans by
their poetry, there are others of our bards whose
nationality would never be discovered by the perusal
of their poems. This cannot be owing to any want
of material in our history, or the natural scenery of
our country. True, our hills are not crowned with
old castles, which have bid defiance to the storms of
time for a thousand years; or our vales filled with
the ruins of abbeyS and monasteries; but we have a
history full of stirring events. We have battle-fields
upon which our ancestors fought in freedom's cause.
Why not sing of Lexingtdn, Monmouth, and York-
town ! And may not the Indian furnish the theme
for many a song? But let it be the Indian as nature
has formed him,—not a being such as never had an
existence, except in the poet's imagination. It is a
singular fact, that the best drawn Indian character
that is to be found in poetry, is the production of a
Scotchman.* But is not our natural scenery of the
most beautiful and sublime character. We have
broad rivers, wide spread prairies, high mountains,
and sunny, vales. We have dense forests, and spark-
ling fountains. Why, with all this material for
poetry around them, should not our poeta have more
of a national character.

The moral tendency of the writings of our princi-
pal poets is good, though they are not as religious in
their character as could be desired. There is not
one of them, with the exception, perhaps, of WHIT-
TIER, who does not appear to ignipre the distinguish-
ing character of Christianity. .With the exception of
a single obscure reference to CHRIST, all of BRYANT'S
poetry might have been written by a deist. Even
" Thanatopsisn and the "Hymn to Death'" say noth-
ing of Him who " has abolished death, and brought
life and immortality to light." Some one has remarked
ofPos, that he did not take interest enough in the
subject of Christianity, even to sneer at it. WILLIS
has written what he calls Sacred Poems, but they are
not remarkable for the spirit of piety which they
breathe. But if they do not write religious poems,
most of their productions are, at least, innocent. We
have no BYRON among our bards, who strikes with
the power of a fallen Seraph at all virtue. The parent
may place the poems of BRYANT, WHITTIER, PERCI-
VAL, and HALLECK, in the hands of his children
without any fear of corrupting their minds.

Rochester, Wis., 1861. S. L. LEONARD.

*OtriALissi, in CAMPBELL'S "Gertrude of Wyammg.'l\
— + • • • • * ' '

GLORIFY a lie, legalize a lie, arm and equip a lie,
consecrate a lie with solemn forms and awful penal-
ties, and after all it is nothing but a lie. It rots a
land and corrupts a people like any other lie, and by-
and-by the white light of God's truth shines clear
through it, and Shows it to be a lie.

You may Bpeak out more plainly to your associates,
but not less courteously, than you do to strangers. —
Friends in Council.

IN " T H E BIG WOODS."

IN the lumber regions of Michigan, they have been
having busy times. The tick of axes has been heard
in the solemn woods, like watches in a goldsmith's
window, and sawmills have laughed hoarsely at each
other from valley to valley. And this suggests a bit
of a catechism, three questions long. Did you ever
stand up to your knees in snow and cut down a tree?
And did you think you were marring a shaft which
the wit of a Wren or a Walter could never rebuild?
That you were cutting down a greater than Gibbon,
that had been making history these hundred years t

Well, stroke followed stroke. The echoes startle a
dry twig or a withered leaf here and there, and down
they rattle, and. sink into the white grave they were
not born to. Pretty soon the giant frame sways a
little, and a red squirre^ takes a flying leap into a
neighboring tree, deserting house and home, and
what great store of winter treasure. Then there
is a crackling> as of a kindling fire. The rugged
grains give way. The branches that have defied
a hundred tempests, vibrate like a pendulum a beat
or two, and then slowly, solemnly, sweep down
through the frosty air, and crash along through the
untrodden snow. There is a break in the mighty
ranks — a magnificent ruin under foot. The air
closes silently into the mold the tree has made, as if
God had never reared there a pillar of his "first
temples."

There were nests in "that tree, and when spring
leaves her breath upon the gale, the birds shall come
again,' vainly seeking their old homesteads. You
triumphantly leap upon the fallen monarch, you cut
a* "length," and it is dinner time. You make a
cushion of the dry leaves. From the root of a hellow
tree you draw forth an old tin-pail with a young tin-
pail inverted on the top of it. For "service," a
large, clean chip is ready to your hand. You draw
forth from the white napkin the white bread and the
smooth white pork. Your pocket-knife answers for
a carver, and fingers were made before forks, and
isn't it a princely banquet ? You masticate and muse.
That tree is to be turned into a home; that home is
to be yours, but as you think it, " ours," and there
is something about that " ours " that gives you an
indiscribable sensation of warmth—as much as when,
at night, with wife on one side and bairn on the
other, you bask in the little summer of your own
hearth-light.

But the voices of the coming teamsters disturb your
reverie, and "whoa-haw!" answers back the distant
hill, and " gee!" goes thundering through the ravine.
The crack of the long whip becomes a perfect explo
sion of joy. Every little hill has a whip of its own!
The grave, respectable old woods, are in a frolic. On
through the snow come the patient pairs of the yoke;
Archimedes is called into requisition,;and the log
that's the name for the dead tree—is heaved on the
sled, and drags its slow length along towards the
saw-mill, whose short asthmatic bark comes to your
ears from a distant'' run." The old saw-mill! Do you
remember'when you rode backward and forward, on
the "carriage," with the hapless log? How you
grew braver, and rode out—out, till you sat over the
deep abyss of waters, beyond the gable end of the
mill ? Have you ever seen anything, except the grave,
so deep and dark since then? And what treasures
you made of the saw-dust—what mysteries there were
in the gate—what terror in the floom—what wonder
ful fisn above the dam—what an immense forest came
up boldly around the mill! You have since learned
that there were two acres in it, " more or less." ^ The,
sawyer is deadr—the mill is dismantled—the stream
has run dry—the wood is a fallow, and the fallow a
grave.

But there's another "length to cut," and girded
anew, you mount the chopper's rostrum, softly singing
to yourself in pauses, a bar of "Woodman! spare
that tree," that put no bar, however, to the destruc-
tion going on around, and by and by you have a
clearing—corn goe,s through the sword exercise, and
salutes the morning with its green blades, and pump-
kin vines, like children "just let loose from school,"
run all over the field. Other harvests and new har'
vesters come—and you, and your trees, and yoHr
reveries, are alike forgotten.—i?. F. Taylor.

THE CHANGES OP TIME.—Time changes all things.
It is the language of our hexameters at • school,, and
of iour declamations at college; it is confirmed by
the lamentable experience of our manhood, and re-
membered in the bitter reflections of our age. The
old god with his scythe and hour-glass, his wrinkles
and his wings, wakens us to a melancholy sense of
his supremacy, when he interferes with the enjoy-
ments which are springing up in freshness and ver-
dure around our own hearts; when he points to the
blighted friendship, the blasted love, the sympathies
extinguished, the brotherhood severed in twain.
Listen to a young man of twenty. He has formed
opinions which no temptation will shake, connections
which no circumstances will dissolve. He is going
into the world with a set of companions whose
thoughts and feelings are his own, and he will defy
the corrupting influences of cold society, hand in
hand with men whose principles he embraces, Whose
genius he admires, whose talents must make them
illustrious, whose ambition will never make them
base. Five years hence, all this will appear to him,
according to the temper of his mind, very ludicrous,
or very sad.

SENSITIVE PEOPLE—There is no help for being
sensitive, but it ought to teach a person tenderness
towards others. It does not, however. A great many
people who pride themselves upon their "frankness,"
and always "speak their mind," are the very last
ones who will hear the same things from anybody
else. They never are untrue to their convictions,—
not they. They mean to be faithful and do their
duty, and so they are always flaring your fanltsin the
most offensive manner. But go to one of these people,
—say to him, " Mr. Hetchel, I feel it my duty to tell
you that your .temper is not the sweetest, that your
children behave bad at school, that they lie, pinch,
play truant, and are dirty into the bargain;"—and lo!
you have disturbed a whole wasp's nest of evil
passions, and probably your family and the Hetchels
will be put in non-intercourse all the rest of youf
life. Speaking one's mind, with these people, means
their privilege of sticking needles into every one's
feelings they choose, whereas all the neighborhood
must be sweet as summer toward them.—Monthly
Religious Magazine.

DOMESTIC HAPPINESS.—Six things, says Hamilton,
are requisite to create a "happy.home." Integrity
must be the architect, and tidiness the upholsterer. It
must be warmed by affection, and lighted up with
cheerfulness; and industry must be the ventilator,
renewing the atmosphere and bringing in fresh salu-
brity day by day; while over all, as a protecting
canopy and glory, nothing will suffice except the
blessing of God.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

GOD T H E C H R I S T I A N ' S S T R E N G T H .

MY flesh and my heart faileth, but GOD is the strength of
my heart and my portion forever.—Psalmsf 78: 26. ,

YES, though disease may waste the frame
And bear our strength away?

And sorrows crowding on the heart
Make dark the weary day,

Yet Thou, our Go»y art ever nigh,—
Thou art our portion still,— '

Thy breath revives the fainting soal
That trusts Thy holy will.

Though friends may all forsake us when
Misfortunes round us press,

We look to Thee in confidence
To shield us from distress;

To Thee in constant trust we turn,
Though all else prove unteue,

The precious promises thou'st given
Thy loving kindness show.

Though flesh iB weak, though heart should fail,
Yet Thou art ever near;

Our strength, our portion, and tfur aid,
In darkest hour to cheer.

O, soothing thought, through all the ilia
That here on us may crowd,

The Christian soul, in trusting love;
May stay itself in GOD.

Geneva, Wis., 1861. B. C. D.

[Written for Moore's Rural New Yorker.}

EARTH'S GUARDIAN ANGELS.

NOT once alone did the angels sing "Peace on
earth, good will to men," but evermore ministering
Bpirits do hover near, with blessings for the children
of men. Upon willing wing they speed from their
bright home, bearing messages of joy, — love tokens
from those who have cast aside the drapery of dust
for the robe of immortality. Thus do we feel the
sacred ministrations in dark temptation's hour, and
the way that before was narrow and full of gloom,
becomes a shining path, leading to rest. And when
the eye grows dim, and the heart is sad, — when the
burden is heavy, and the step weary,—unseen hands
do wipe the tears away, and voices soft as the mur-
mur of dying day, whisper words of consolation.

The holy stars have ever watched above the earth.
At the time of her birth they Bang together, and at
her doom they shall be shrouded in mourning.
Alike in times of war and tumult, and when the
olive branch floifrisheth,—alike over dreaming inno-
cence ftnd dark browed guilt, over life and death,—
alike they have watched, charming away sadness,
calming the wild tumult of passion, breathing to the
soul aspirations as high as heaven. Oh! many a
spirit, through the stars, hath looked up the aisles of
glory, even to the New Jerusalem, and hath learnel'
to worship there. ' j

Beside the river the lily wept, and the rose upofii
the mossy bank, for the river's bed was dry, and the
violet thirsted. The prayer of the flowers arose to
Heaven, and the gentle rain fell. Full many a bene-.
diction rests upon the earth for the sweet sake of the L
simple flower, the springing grass, the growing
grain. Beauty everywhere is a silent appeal to the
Father of Light for His blessing, and beauty of soul
is a perpetual prayer. The good of the earth are its
salvation,— its true guardian angels,— and where the
heart beats truest, warmest, and freest,— there the
love of GOD abides, — there Heaven's choicest bless-
ings rest,—there is the passage from earth to Heaven.

Hillsdale, Mich., 1861. BESSIE DAT.

PRAYER.

A MONARCH vested in gorgeous habiliments is far
leSs illustrious than a kneeling suppliant, ennobled
and adorned by communion with GOD. Consider
how august a privilege it ip, when angels are present,
when cherubim and seraphim encircle with their
blaze the throne, that a mortal may approach with
unrestrained confidence, and converse with heaven's
dread Sovereign. 0! what honor was ever conferred
like this? When a Christian stretches forth his
hands to pray, and invokes his GOD, in that moment
he leaves all terrestial pursuits, and traverses on the
wings of intellect the realms of light; he contem-
plates celestial objects only, and knows not of the
present state of things during ,the period of his
prayer, provided that prayer be breathed with
fervency.

Prayer is a heaven to the shipwrecked mariner,
an anchor to them that are sinking in the waves, a
staff to the limbs that totter, a mine of jewels to the
poor, a security to the rich, a healer of diseases, and
a guardian of health. Prayer at once secures the
continuance of our blessings,* and dissipates the
cloud of our calamities. O blessed prayer! thou art
the unwearied conqueror of human woes, the firm
foundation of human happiness, the source of ever-
during joy, the mother of philosophy. The man
who can pray truly, though languishing in extoemest
indigence, is richer than all beside; whilst the
wretch who never bowed the knee, though proudly
seated as a monarch of a nation, is of all men. ,$he
most destitute.—Chrysostom.

THB THIEF IN OFFICE. — The Gospel admits no
amphibious morality. It does not promulgate one
code fqr those who are in office, and another for
those who are out. Some men seem to think, when
they engage in public affairs, that they can fold up
their moral character like a garment, and lay it
snugly away on a shelf at home, and after perpetrat-
ing any convenient number of political frauds and
peculations, may return and put it on again, clean
and bright as before. But moral distinctions are
not so elastic. They are solid as the foundations of
the earthy and immovable as the pillars of heaven.
The man who, as a legislative or administrative
officer, would repudiate the public debts, is a dis-
honest man; and if he could and dared, he would
repudiate his own. The politician who joins hands
with robbers for public plunder, in whose palms are
bribes for corrupt legislation, is a-wicked man; and
he will only wait till social profligacy shall be
winked at as readily as political, and he will at
once stand forth a full-grown villain.

THE GOSPEL TRIUMPHING.—Wfroften take despond-
ing views of Christianity. But look at this state-
ment, showing the advance the- Church has made.
There were of Christian communicants, in the first
entury, 500,000; in the fifth century, 15,000,000; in

the tenth century, 50,000,000; in the fifteenth cen-
tury, 100,000,000; in the eighteenth century, 200,000,-
000. Is there not something really inspiring in such
a view? Yet a little while, and we may say: " From
the tops of the rocks I see them, and from the hills I
behold them; who can count the dust of Jacob, and
number the fourth part of Isreal?" ^
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EABLY PLANS FOB DEFENCE.
COINS, MEDALS AND SEALS, Ancient and Modern, Illustrated

and Described. With a sketch of the History of Coins and

"Boat Life m JSgypV ana "iNUDia: renxiiue
Land." New York: Harper & Brothers—1861.
THERE is now among many a Btrong fancy for coin collect-

ing. Like other similar fancies this may become a diseased
passion. But, guided by adequate knowledge and good sense,
the collecting of coins may be a pleasant diversion, and con-
duce to the improvement of the individual and the preserva-
tion and diffusion of historical knowledge.* As soon as a peo-
ple begin to be civilized they begin to trade. As soon as they
begin to trade they begin to invent some contrivance to serve
as money, or a representative of value for the purposes of
exchange. Shells, beads, pieces of iron, or the skins of fur-
bearing animals, answer this purpose in the rudimentary
conditions of society. But a very little advanoe in^nowledge
of the arts and experience of the necessities of trade have
uniformly led to the employment of the' precious metals.
When a unit of value has been established and fixed by the
weight and fineness of the pieces of metals used, some stamp
or coinage mark indicating the weight and fineness is natu-
rally adopted. This is generally done by the authority of
government, and the money then passes current by govern-
mental authority, and becomes a legal tender in disputes and
in courts of law. It will be seen lit a glance that the history
of coinage is part and parcel of the history of trade and civil-
ization. As coins have been generally dated and marked by
some allusion to the chief authority or reigning sovereign,
they have often settled dates, ftnd become of definite value in
ascertaining dynasties and connecting periods with each
other. The execution of the coinage furnishes an illustra-
tion of the progress of the arts through different periods and
in different countries. A collection of coins reveals to the
eye of the connoisseur a clear idea of the state of the fine
as well as the mechanical arts through the period which the
collection covers. This manual, prepared by Mr. P^IME,
furnishes as much knowledge of Numismatics, or the science
of coins, as most persons can afford the time to acquire.. It
seems to have been prepared with much pains-taking. The
engraving is well done, and the book, taken as a whole, is an
excellent manual for the collector, and adequate introduction
to a branch of curious antiquarian learning upon which
numbers of books have been written. For sale by STBBLB,
AVBRY & Co.

CONSIDERATIONS on some of the Elements and Conditions of
Social Welfare and Human Progress. Being Academic and
Occasional Discourses and other Pieces. By C. S. HENRY,
D. D. ' [pp. 415.] New York: D. Appleton & Co.

THIS work, as the title indicates, is a cbllection of miscel-
lanies. Th« articles are, however, united by a community in
tone and aim, and are very properly collected in the same
volume. There is, however, one exception to this remark.
The earlier and the later articles, while pervaded by the
same scholarly enthusiasm and moral spirit, show that there
has been in the author's mind something like a change from
a strong sympathy with conservatism to the position of an
ardent reformer. This change is typical of the' process
through which the minds of many men have passed within a
few years. No one who knows Dr. HENRY can doubt the
purity of his patriotism and the sincerity of his convictions
in whatever changes his mind has undergone. The discourses
are elevated and scholarly in character, affluent and flowing
in diction, full of enthusiasm for high education, and a lofty
Bcorn for all that tends to degrade or undervalue elegant
culture. The thinly disguised allusion in one of these dis-
icourses to the distinguished editor of the Tribune, is not
• calculated to enhance our .estimate; of. his authority on .'the
aims or methods of education.. As a.pjdoe'of goo'd-natur.ed
satire, it strikes home with telling force. The articles on
President-making are worthy of careful study by those who
are seeking for the causes of our national disintegration;
The article on Politics and the Pulpit is an eloquent defence
of the right and duty of the pulpit' to discuss political ques-
tions in their moral aspects and bearings. This volume is.
worthy of careful study by all thoughtful men, arid is an
admirable illustration of the intimate relation of high culture
and the pKilo'sopW»isplritwith the dearest interests of human
life and society. With most of the conclusions we heartily
coincide, and where we dissent we involuntarily pay a tribute1

of respect to the candor and breadth of view with which the
author's opinions axe put forth. Sold in Rochester by L.
HALL & BROTHER.

THE AMERICAN QUESTION IN ITS NATIONAL ASPECT. Being
also an Incidental Reply to Mr. H. R. HELPER'S Compen-
dium of the Impending Crisis of the South. By ELTAS
PJSISSNER. New York:H. H. Lloyd & Co.—1861.

T H I S book owes its appearance to the excitement on the
state of the Union, produced by the slavery question. As
the [title indicates, attempts an exposure of the fallacies of
the book which had so wide a circulation under the title of
the "Impending Crisis at the South." Prof. PEISSNER en-
deavors to exhibit the unreliable character of the statistics
and inferences of Mr. HELPER, and his incompetency to treat
;he difficult subject which he undertook. The latter portion
of the Professor's book is occupied with a calm and, in
general, sensible examination of the present condition of our
afiair,s, the danger of secession to the Southern States, and
a new proposition for compromise. The work is moderately
anti-slavery, but unexceptionable in its tone, and were it not
for the fact that extremists North and South are so little
inclined to thought or reason, it might be read by both
parties with great benefit. For sale by D. M. DEWEY.

BRYANT AND STRATTON'S COMMERCIAL LAW FOR BUSINESS
, HEN—Including Merchants, Farmers, Mechanics, etc.; and
a Book of Reference for the Legal Profession, adapted to
all the States of the Union, to be used as a text-book for
Law Schools and Commercial Colleges. By AMOS DEAN,
LL. D., Professor of .Law in the Law Department of the
University of Albany. New York: D. Appleton & Co. f

The long title of this book gives us a description of the
contents. There may be different opinions among members
of the legal profession on the value of this work for those to
whom it has been adapted. It is a proverb among the mem-
bers of the bar that " the man who attempts to be his own
lawyer has a fool for his client." Doubtless this old saw con-
tains a certain amount of truth. But we do not see why the
general propriety of employing a lawyer for law business
need to neutralize the value of a book like this. The knowl-
edge of general principles which this book .contains, cannot
fail to be of use to the business man in the conduct of his
affairs, in settijpg questions of right and wrong, where doubt
arises, and in pointing out the natural method of adjusting
difficulties and preventing lawsuits. As a manual of educa-
tion for those in preparation for business life, it will doubtless
be valuable. The reputation of the author, as a lawyer and
teacher, is a sufficient guarantee that the work has been well
and oorrectly prepared. For sale by L. HALL & BRO.

FAST-DAY SERMONS: or, The Eulpit on the State of the
Country. • [pp. 336.] New.York: Rudd & Carlton.

THIS book impresses a thoughtful man with am emotion of
deep sadness. It is the: fearful proof of the broad chasm
which has grown up between the North and the South, and
furnishes more than a glimpse of one of the most powerful
causes of the present state of oui country. In the extreme
views coming from the North and South on the subject of
slavery, we" have a. sad exhibition of what may be called
geographical morality. The obvious sophistry and want of
fair interpretation of scripture, which mark both extremes of
opinion, show how completely the excitement of the time
has permeated all classes of men without distinction. It is
painfully evident that the man who would seek to mediate
between the opposite poles of opinion, and find the common
foundations on which all ought to stand* would be denounced
with equal zeal by both classes of extremists. The book is a
literary and moral curiosity, but it contains little thatjs of
permanent value for the principles which are settled, or the
practical measures fthat are suggested. For sale by ADAMS &
DABNEY. ,

CHRISTIAN NURTURE. By HORACE BUSHNELL. [12mo.—pp
407.] New York: Charles Scribner.

THIS work was first published more than a dozen years ago
and gave rise to a very brisk theological controversy. It had
passed out of print, and is now re-issued with large additions
intended to confirm and illustrate the positions originally
taken in the work. It is designed to furnish a philosophical
and theological basis for the doctrine of Infant Baptism
Very many Christians, who, are believers in Infant Baptism,
will hesitate to accept the principles on which Dr. BUSHNBLL-
defends it. Apart from its peculiar positions, the book con-
tains much discussion on the training of children, which wil
be read with great profit and interest by all persons interested
in fthe subject. Dr. BUSHNBLL is a brilliant writer and an
original thinker, s If his works do not aSways carry, conviction,
they are sure to excite interest and suggest thought. Sol
in Eochestes by.E. DABROW & BRO.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW. American Edition. Volume LTV
No. I. New, York: Reprinted by Leonard Scott & Co.

THE January issue of this Review contains t§n articles, as
follows:—Church Expansion and liturgical Revision; Japair
and the Japanese; The Victoria Bridge; Political Ballads of
England and Scotland; Ocean Telegraphy; Autobiography o:
Dr. A. Carlyle; Motley's History of the United Netherlands
Forbes and Tyndall on the Alps and their Glaciers; The King,
dom of Italy; Naval Organizations. • Here is, most assuredly,
enough of good, substantial reading, with sufficient variety,
to suit the literary wants of any one. DBWBY, Agent.

Wm-ter, good -bye,
11 c r-r~

Parting is nigh;
But, ah 1 to part from the© Draws not a tear from

me. Win - ter, good- bye,

A J7JTJ: J J
Part- ing is nigh;

1
Win - ter, good - bye art-mg is

2. Winter, good byo,
Parting is nigh;

And if you longer stay,
The birds will quickly say,

Winter, good-bye, Ac.
8. Winter, good-bye,

Parting is>nigh;
Then haste, and quickly go,
With all your ice and snow.

Winter, good-bye, &o.
[From Mason's Normal Singer, by permission

BOOKS R E C E I V E D .

THE ILLUSTRATED HORSE DOCTOR: Being an Accurate and
Detailed Account of the Various Diseases to which the1

Equine Race are Subjected; together with the Latest Mode
of Treatment, and all the Requisite Prescriptions, written
in Plain English. By EDWARD MAYHEW, M. R. C. V. S.,
author of "The Horse's Mouth," "Dogs: their Manager
ment," Editor of "Blain's Veterinary Art," etc. Illus-
trated with, more than Four Hundred Representations.
[8vo.—pp. 686.] New York: D. Appleton & Cp. [From the
Publishers.

THB PRINCIPLES OF BREEDING; or, Glimpses at the Physio-
logical Laws involved in the Reproduction and Improve-
ment of Domestic Animals. By S. L. GOODALB, Secretary
of the Maine Board of Agriculture, [pp. 164.] Boston:
Crosby, Nichols, Lee & Co.

OLD MACKINAW; or, The Fortress of the Lakes and its Sur:
roundings. By W. P. STRICKLAND. [13mo.—pp. 404.]
Philadelphia: James Challen & Son. Rochester—DARROW
& BROTHER.

ULAH, AND OTHER POEMS. By AMANDA T. JONES. [l'2mo.—
pp. 309.] Buffalo: H.H. Otis—1861.

National ly r i cs — Yankee Doodle.
JUST at the present time, when it has become

fashionable in certain portions of the Eepublic to
hiss at our National Airs, and to heap insult upon
those who 'would cherish them, the following para-
graph from a work recently issued by APPLETON &

O., entitled "A Run through Europe," of which
ERASTUS C. BENEDICT, Esq., is the author; has a tone
that is very refreshing:

' In the quiet of the evening, as I sat in my room,
looking broadly out upon Trafalger Square, my
thoughts ran back over my rapid zigzag run through
Continental Europe, and naturally and inevitably
compared the free constitutional popular monarchy
of England with imperial France, imperious Austria,
and bigoted Italy. I thought of the great battles
of modern times—those terrible days of slaughter
that have taken their names from the fields soaked
with human blood — not one of them was fought on
British soil, though in some of them the British
soldier was in the thickest of the battle, and, under
British leaders, covered their arms with glory. The
statues of George IV and Charles I were fadingpn
the twilight, and the lion of the Percy's high born
race, and the lofi^ column and sculptured monument
of Nelson, whose greatest' achievement gave its name
to the square, were duskily relieved against the sky.
I was in that dreamy mood in which the will seems
to give up the mind to the control of association, and
images come and go with as little sequence as the
phantasmagoria of actual dreams — Arms and Liter-
ature—Chevy Chase; and Bannockburn, and Marston
Moor—and the Boyne, and Wellington, and Crom-
well, and Marlborough, and Nelson, came and went,
till arrested by the strain of a strolling musician, who,
with a gentle instrument like a flageolet,'whose tones
were quite in harmdhy with my thoughts, struck up
the air of Yankee Doodle. Let any one, who for
months has been absorbed with scenes so unlike any-
thing American, judge how, for a moment, every
thing European would vanish even more quickly
than a phantasmagoria, and home, and friends, and
country — the success of our arms, and the pride of
our national glory, would fill Ms heart with the joy
of affection, and Ms eye with those waters that well
up from the deepest springs of the soul —I was
entirely overcome by it. I remember freshly when
it was fashionable to laugh at Yankee Doodle, as a
vulgar air, written to make fun of our extempore
Yankee soldiers of olden time. How it was written
by Dr. Shackbnrgh, or some one else, and given to
the Yankee soldiers as a celebrated European air, to
ridicule their fondness for European fashions.—
Notwithstanding .all its simplicity, our troops have
kept time to its measures on all fields of glory—and
it is quite impossible to imagine an air more per-
fectly fitted to the national tone of such a people as
ours. As we have grown stronger and greater—as
the stars and stripes have floated higher and higher,
over more and more fields of triumph, so Yankee
Doodle has risen in the scale of merit, and, I believe,
it is at last disepvered to be not a new, nor an
American air, nor a burlesque, nor a musical
drollery —but it is found among the^most precious
musical archives of I do not know how many musical
nations—preserved, and separated; and selected for
immortality, by the-sifting of ages of traditional
popular harmony. It is, -indeed, among the music of

the nations. Its chords have vibrated with the
heartstrings of the people in all ages. The Alpine
echeeshave repeated its strains—it has more than
once broken out among the ariozo trills and graces
of emasculated Italy;—the Suliote has rallied to it in
the forest glades of Greeoe—France has been made
insane by it— Cromwell led his troopers to its resist-
less quickstep — blind Ziska's Invincible Brethren
strode to his miraculous triumphs in the spirit of its
rebellious measures. One writing from this city to
New York, in 1848, said—"Oddly enough, the staple
air of the ' Grand Quadrille of all Nations,' at the
Opera House, is Yankee Doodle, which prevades the
entire composition and gives it most of its charac-
ter." In 18^8, how all the nations at the sound of its
key-note struck off into its harmonies. Let no one
say with a sneer or a sardonic smile that the strains
of 1848 were short and the music evanescent. The
instrument is not broken — the music is not lost—
the right soul knows that it will yet burst forth
— no one knows whether in years or in ages —in
more swelling and universal symphonies—and in the
great contra-dance of nations they will take their
measure from Yankee Doodle, and constitutional
liberty will marshal the sets and call the figures.

American Humor.
THE most obvious characteristic of American

humor is its power of "pitching it strong," and
drawing the long bow. It is the humor of exaggera-
tion. This consists of fattening up a joke until it is
rotund and rubicund, unctuous and irresistible as
Falstaff himself, who was created by Shakspeare, and
fed fat, so as to become for all time the very imper-
sonation of humor in a state of corpulence. That
place in the geography of the United States called
'Down East" has been most prolific in the mon-

strosities of mirth. Only there would a tree'd coon
have cried to the marksman with his gun pointed,
" Don't fire, Colonel, I'll come down\" Only in that
region do they travel at such speed that the iron rails
get hot enough to serve the carriages with heat
instead of hot-water bottles, and sometimes so hot
that on looking back you see the irons writhing
about like live snakes, trying to wriggle off to the
water to cool themselves. Only there do they travel
so fast that the signal-whistle is of no use for their
engines, because, on one occasion at least, the train
was in, and smashed in a collision, long before the
sound of the whistle got there! Only there can a
blow be struck so " slick" as to take an animal's ear
off with such ease, that the animal does not know he
is one ear short until he puts his forefoot up to
scratch it. Only there, surely, are the thieves so
cute that they drew a walnut log right out of its

bark, and left five sleepy watchers all nodding as
they sat astride a tunnel of walnut-wood rind. North
Carolina, we suppose, can not be " Down East," else
some of the stories that " Skit" tells in his "Fisher's
River Scenes and Characters" have the old family
features as like as two peas. Charles Lamb's idea of
the worst possible inconvenience of being in a world
of total darkness was, that, after making a pun, you
would have to put out your hand and grope over the
listener's face, to feel if he was enjoying it. It would
require a broad grin to be felt. Some of these stories
are of the sort to produce a broad grin which might
be felt in total darkness.—North British Review.

Where Wealth Begins.
WEALTH begins in a tight roof that keeps the

rain and wind out; in a good pump that yields you
plenty of sweet water; in two suits of clothes, so to
change your dress when you are wet; in dry sticks to
burn; in a good double-wick lamp, and three meals;
in a horse, or a locomotive, to cross the land; in a
boat to cross the sea; in tools to work with; in books
to read; and so in giving on all sides, by tools and
auxiliaries, the greatest possible extension to our
powers, as if it added feet, and hands, and eyes, and
blood, length to the day, and knowledge, and good-
will.—"Conduct of Life" by RALPH WALDO EMEESON.

FLYING FISH.

THE usual length of this fish is from ten to twelve
inches, but &i the Island of St. Helena I have Seen it
offered for sale from fifteen to twenty inches long,
where it is used, as in the West Indies, for food, and
is of very sweet and delicate flavor. This species is-
named the Solitary Flying-fish (E&ocetus jsolitarvus,y
from not being seen in large flocks like the others;
and it appears to have other specific differences.
When watching these fishes olose, as they passed
under flhe stern of 1;he ship, I remarked that the ex-
tension of both the pectoral and ventral fins was
effected with an audible rustling noise, and only a
vibratory motion was perceptible afterwards; nor was
there any expansion and contraction of those organs
during flight, after the first effort. Had there been
any percussion of the pectoral fins, it would have
been distinctly visible, owing to the proximity of the
fish; indeed, to procure percussion of the fins it
would be requisite to have an elaborate muscular ap-
paratus; and as on dissection such is not found, the

theory of that action of the fins may be considered
unsupported by fact.

It was also remarked that the fish, when keeping in
a direct line of flight, proceeded for a great distance;
but when this was deviated from, and it turned round,
(wMch action was apparently performed by the tail,
not by the pectoral fins,) it only proceeded about the
length of a yard and dropped into the water. The
greatest length of time I have seen them fly has been
thirty-two seconds, and their longest flight from 200
to 250 yards. The Flying-fish has a steady flight, re
sembling that of some birds, but when pursued by
enemies, or frightened by the passage of the ship
through the water, it loses this graceful style of voli
tation, its flight becomes hurried, irregular and awk
ward,—a kind of scrambling pace,—and itfrequently
drops into the water and again renews its flight in
the same unsteady manner. When a large shoal 0:
them emerged at the same time from the sea, it was
perceived that some of them dropped immediately,
others passed over a distance of "twenty yards and
fell, while the rest continued a steady flight of 170 to
200 yards, and passed out of sight. Their long pec
toral fins or wings have the rays united by a fine:

delicate membrane, flexible and transparent; the
color of this membrane varies, and some have the
ventral fins so large as to appear to have four wings.
Gatherings of a Naturalist in Australasia.

MEAMTWG OF WOEDS.

How many words men have dragged downwards
with themselves, and made partakers, more or less,
of their own fall! Having originally an honorable
significance, they have yet, with the deterioration
and degeneration of those that used them, or those
about whom they were used, deteriorated, or degen
erated thereto. What a multitude of words, origi
nally harmless, have assumed a harmful meaning, as
their secondary lease; how many worthy have ac-
quired an unworthy. Thus "knave" once meant no
more than lad, (nor does it now in German mean
more;) '• villain" than peasant; a "boor" was only
a farmer; a "varlet" was but a secving-man; a
"menial" one of the "many" or "household;" a
" churl" but a strong fellow; a "minion " a favorite
" man is God's dearest minion," (Sylvester.) "Time
server" was used 200 years ago quite as often for one
in an honorable as in a dishonorable sense, " serving
the time." " Conceits " had once nothing conceited
in them; " officious " had reference to offices of kind-
ness, and not to busy meddling; "moody" was that
which pertained to a man's mood, without any gloom
or sullenness implied. "Demare" {des moeurs, of
good manners) conveyed no hint, as it does now, of
an overdoing of the outward demonstrations of mod-
esty. In "crafty" and "cunning" there was noth-
ing of crooked wisdom implied, but only knowledge
and skill; " craft," indeed, still retains very often its
more honorable use, a man's "craft" being his skill,
and then the trade in which he is well skilled. And
think you that the Magdalene could have ever given
us "maudlin" m its present contemptuous applica-
tion, if the tears of penitential weeping had been
held in due honor by the world?

INGENUITY OP AN INSECT.—Being in the habit of
rising early, I have my breakfast table got ready over
night. On sitting down this morning, a remarkable
circumstance attracted my attention. About twelve
inches from the table, and over the sugar basin, I saw
suspended in mid-air two small lumps of sugar about
the size of large peas. At first I felt much surprise,
for I looked, and looked, and looked again; but sugar
i t was, and there they were — a fact. I blew at them,
they moved, like the pendulum of a clock, but what
held them I could not see. I thought of Mahomet's
tomb being suspended between heaven and earth
then I thought of the spirits from the spirit-rapping
world; hut surely, I thought, they had not reached
this peaceful spot in Kent. However, I lifted the can-
dle up to the ceiling, and away ran a sider along the
ceiling, which at once told me that the busy little
thing had been to work in the night. I then closely
examined, and saw that each lump was suspended by
a single thread or web of the spider, and whom I
must have disturbed, or he woald hare had them up
in his serial abode befojceiang.

A REMEDY JOB SLEEPLESSNESS.—HOW to get sleep
is to many persons a matter of great importance.
Ne^roas persons, who are troubled with wakefulness
and excitability, usually have a tendency of blood on
the brain, with cold extremities. The pressure of
the blood on the brain keeps it in a stimulated or
wakeful state, and the pulsations in the head are often
painful. Let such rise and chafe the body and ex-
tremities with a brush or towel, or'rub smartly with
the hands, to promote circulation, and withdraw the
excessive amount of blood from the brain, and they
will fall asleep, in a few moments. , A cold bath, or a
sponge bath and rubbing, or a good run, or a'rapid
walk in the open air, or going up or down stairs a
few times just before retiring, willjiidin equalizing
circulation and promoting sleep. These rules are
simple, and easy of application in castle or cabin,
mansion or cottage, and may minister to the comfort
of thousands who would freely expend money for an
anodyne to promote " Nature's sweet.restorer, balmy

IN the early history of our country, when the
Indians roamed over our forests and prairies, ready to
attack the settlers for the purpose of revenging any
real or imagined injury, or for the purpose of plun-
der, it became necessary to provide means to suc-
cessfully resist these sudden and often unexpected
attacks. One plan adopted was to build what was
called a Block-House, or Log Fort, in every settle-
ment, to which the inhabitants could resort at the

first alarm. These Block-
Houses were well calcula-
ted for defence, as a few-
valiant men with their
unerring rifles could keep
at bay a large party of
Indians, while the women
and children were free
from danger. They were
generally built of logs in

the form represented in the engraving, two stories
high, with narrow openings through which those
inside could fire upon their assailants. In the more
important of these forts, openings were prepared for
cannon.

But, it often happened that the attack of the
Indians was so sudden and unexpected that the peo-
ple had not time to reach the fort or to collect
together for mutual defence. This made it necessary
to devise some means for protecting the dwellings of
the people. This was
effected by surround-
ing them with palli-
sades, as shown in the i
engraving. Trunks of *
trees eight or ten inch-
es in diameter were
cut in uniform length,
and put into the ground like fence-posts, but close
together. The upper ends were sharpened, and the
whole fastened together with green withes or other
contrivances to make a strong fence. l While enjoy-
ing the fruits of the toils and sacrifices of the early
settlers of this country, it is well that we should
occasionally look back to the history of their suffer-
ings, as it will give us a better realization of the
glorious privileges we enjoy. The neat little engrav-
ings given in this article and others that we have
before published,, are taken from that highly inter-
esting and instructive work, LOSSING'S History of the
United States.

LABOR.

SINCE the fiat of the Creator which drove our first
parents from the Garden of Eden, work has been
ordained for man, and from the decree, by the sweat
of thy brow shalt thou live, there seems to be no
escape. Work either of the mind or body is one of
the necessities of our being. GOD, when he issued
his decree, seems at the same time to have implanted
in our very nature a necessity to fulfill that decree.
That command, then, has not only the force of a
decree, but also that of an absolute necessity on our
part. Should we not then submit with becoming
humility to the decree, and be active rather than idle.

The farmer, as he proceeds to plow and sow his
fields, sees all nature aglow with activity and beauty,
—the tiny grass-blade awaking from its winter's
sleep, directing its spire upward to meet the first ray
of the morning sun, as well as to point Mm to that
Supreme Giver who maketh the grass to grow,—the
trees opening their trunks to take out their supply of
summer clothing, and the lambs skipping and play-
ing about the fields. He hears the twittering notes of
the birds caroling their morning song, every note of
which is a whole hymn of prais4 to Him who said
not even a Bparrow fell to the ground without his
knowledge. He feels the activity he sees, and per-
forms cheerfully the work before him, thereby, re-
cognizing the great decree, and acting manfully his
part.

The MECHANIC, as he daily shoves his plane, drives
his nails, or fashions his work to the desired shape,
feels, in his increased strength and improved health,
the benefit of labor.

The SCHOLAB, as he pores over his lessons by the.
midnight lamp, piling fact upon fact, gleaning "here
a little and there a little," feels himself amply repaid
for his toil and trouble, by his increased store of
knowledge. Thus by submitting to the or.igjn.al
command his toil becomes a pleasure.

Should we then be ashamed of work? ashamed, of
our dusty work shops? No! Let us adhere to the
original decree, and sustain the working-man as the
only true nobleman. w.

Jordanville, February, 1861.

THE Y E A E 1860.

SUBELY- another year has flown by as on the wings
of the wind. It has gone, laden with many mementoes
of real, everyday life, and fanciful imaginings.
Could it speak,, it would tell of many a sad thought,
and many, very many, joyous ones. Many a looking
forward into the unseen future, with fond hopes and
bright anticipations, made life very dear; and the
world, beautiful as it is, enchained our attention with
living realities, prompting to noble impulses, earnest
resolves, and the ardent purposes of youth, with
which life and health have nerved us.

And now, having bid the year departed a kindly
farewell, we can but hope that the new year which
has dawned upon us may be fraught with as rich
blessings, joyous anticipations, and happy realities,
as was the past, and all be spent in noble deeds,
good works, Christian zeal and fidelity.

Let our motto ever be, "Onward and Upward,"
through all the varying changes of our lives, and let

" Duty point with outstretched flgners
• Every soul^to action high,—

T^oe betide the soul that lingers,
Onward, onwara, is the cry."

Truly, the past has been anjeventful year. Stirring
and exoiting times in the Government,—States seced-
ing, and the Union, so long the boast of Americans
ana freemen, on the brink of dissolution. Verily!
troublous times pervade our once glorious Nation.
Oh! that peace and amity may be restored to the now
almost shattered Union, and may we ever lookjup in
lovq and gratitude to thatj Being who presides over
the destinies of Nations, praying that He may bless
and preserve each and every one of His children to
some good purpose, learning from the past, wherein
lie our short-comings, being enabled thereby to-cor-
rect our errors and amend our ways, that peace and
happiness may abide with us.

Waterport^ Orl. Co., N. Y., 1861. DAT SUMMERS.
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BUSTLE is not industry, any more than impudence /
is courage.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
New Works just Published by G. P. Putnam.
The Book for the Times.
Cook's Park, Cemetery and Division Fences—Ri Cook.
The Oporto Grape—E. Ware Sylvester.
Farm for Sale—Sam'l Cochrane.
Fairfield Seminary—J. B. Van Petten.
Improved Willow Peeler—J. M. Wood.

• Mapjewood Young Ladies' Institute—Rev. C. V. Spear.
Thorough-Bred Stock for Sale—L Bower.
Agents Wanted—J. S. Pardee.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Brown's Troches for Public Speakers and Singers.

ITZBWS

BOCHESTER, N. Y., MAEtfH 2, 1861.

DOMESTIC NEWS.
Affairs at Washington.

THE Secretary of Treasury sent to the House
elaborate documents, on the 21st nit., in which he
says he believes that duties on imports will continue
to be collected at ports of entry' established in South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Florida, and
vessels entered and classed in the usual manner, but
the collectors will assume to perform duties under*
State authority. Only about half the officers of cus-
toms in these States have resigned, while ethers have
entered upon the duties of the Government of the
States without considering it necessary to perform
this official ceremony. The documents embrace
correspondence relative to customs, New Orleans
mint, &c. i

Official advices were received on the 21st from
Fort Sumter. Nothing occurring of especial interest.
The garrison is in want of money but had no con-
venient means of supplying i t

Dispatches from Europe announce the determina-
tion of the European powers to abide by the fixed
policy of recognizing no new government before its
recognition by the government from which it has

Gen. Scott stated, on the 21st, that he had intelli-
gence, from Charleston, that Fort Sumter would be
attacked that day. It is said that the intelligence
came from Major Anderson himself. Per contra, the
government has information that an attack will not
be made before the 4th of March.

The administration has been advised of the fact
that agents are at the. North purchasing steamers for
the Southern Confederacy. Advices from Montgom-
ery indicate that the Southern Confederacy will .re-
gard any attempt of the United States to maintain
authority in the seceding. States as an act of war,
which will be followed by instantaneous reprisals.
A large number of- privateers are in readiness to
commence operations on the' ocean at a moment's
warning. It is reported that arrangements are
already made in California for privateering on the
Pacific Ocean when occasion calls for them.

A letter from an army officer at Savannah says lists
for volunteers for the army of the new. Confederacy
have been open one week, during which time 35 men
entered as privates and 2000 applied for commissions.

Capt. Meigs has returned from Florida, by the
direction of Secretary Holt, to resume the charge of
the Washington Aqueduct, leaving in charge the for- j
tifications at Tortugas, to Major Arnold, of the artil-
lery. He represents that they are in good condition
to resist an attack in any quarter, ajjd probably by
tfiia time they have been reinforced.:i"» J' :

- JThe "telegraph op Saturday night, tonight the fol-
lowing startling* intelligence. We cannot believe
that partizanship 'could thus transform men into
demons, and though wfe incline to the idea.that the
sanguinary portions of the "dispatch are void of truth,
we give it as a matter of-news.] ' '

OnThursday night after Mr.-Lincoln had retired at
Harrisburg, Pa., lie was aroused, and informed that a
stranger desired to see him on a matter of life and
death. - He declined to admit him unless he gave his
name, which he at once did. Such prestige did the
name carry that while Lincoln was yet disrobed, he
granted an interview to the caller. A prolonged
conversation elicited tile fact that an organized body
of men had determined that Lincoln should never be
inaugurated, or leave the city, of Baltimore alive, if
indeed he ever entered it. The list of names of the
conspirators presented a most astonishing array of
persons high in Southern confidence, and some
whose fame is not confined to this country alone.
Statesmen laid the plan, Bankers endorsed it, and
adventurers were to carry it into effect. As they
understood, Lincoln' was to leave Harrisburgh at 6
o'clock-this A. M. by.special train, and the idea was,
if possible, to throw the cars from the road at some
point where they could rush down a steep embank-
ment and destroy in a moment the lives of all on
board. In case of a failure of this project, their plan
was to surround the carriage on the way to the depot
at Baltimore and assassinate him with dagger or pis-
tol shot. So authentic was the'source from which
the information was obtained, that Mr. Lincoln, after
counselling with his Mends, was compelled to make
arrangements' which would enable him to subvert the
plans of his enemies. Greatly to the annoyance of
the thousands who desired to call on him last night,
he declined to give a reception. The final council
was held atJ8 o'clock. Mr. Lincoln did not want to
yield and Col. Sumner actually cried with indigna-
tion, but Mrs. Lincoln, seconded by Mr. Judd and
Mr. .Lincoln's original informant, insisted upon it.
At 9 o'clock Mr. Lincoln left on a special train.' He
wore a Scotch plaid cap and a very long military
coat, [so that he was entirely unrecognizable. Ac-
companied by Superintendent Lewis and one friend,
he started, while all the town, except Mrs. Lincoln,
Col. Sumner, Mr. Judd, and two reporters, who were
sworn to secrecy, supposed him to be asleep. The
telegraph wires were put beyond the reach, of any
one who might desire to use them.

The telegraph from Baltimore this A. M., (Monday)
states that a large crowd greeted the arrival of the
train with the Presidential party at York. Mr. Wood
announced from the rear platform that Mr. Lincoln
was not aboard, having gone direct to Washington.
Mr. Wood then introipstd Robert Lincoln (who hap-
pened to stand beside'him1,) to the people, when at
11:404the train passed the Maryland boundary. The
Committee from Baltimore joined the party at Wash-
ington, consisting of W. G. Snethen, W. T. Marshal,
W. T. Blunenberg, W. Bell, J. M. Palmer, and T. S.
Corcoran, the latter on behalf df the Electoral Col-
lege. All of them feel very indignant at the want of
confidence- in the citizens of Baltimore, as evinced
by Mr. Lincoln's course, though it was understood
he was opposed to it but was-overruled by other par-
ties who have assumed the control of his movements.
A crowdjblocked up all the Calvert street depot, and
on the arrival of the train, greeted it with groans on
learning [that the report of Mr. Lincoln's having
stolen a' march was not a hoax. Most ample arrange-
ments had. been made for seouring the safe and

respectful transit of Lincoln through the city. The
Police force was all out and fully equipped, and all
good citizens were anxious that no indignity should
have been manifested. The apprehension enter-
tained, was that certain disreputable parties who
lately attached themselves to the Republican organi-
zation here, and who were expected to make a dem-
onstration, would have caused bad feeling in the
minds of some and partially caused a disturbance.
Otherwise there was no reason to apprehend any-
thing unpleasant here.

Not a little sensation prevailed throughout the city
this morning, as soon as it became known that Mr.
Lincoln had arrived in the early train. He was met
at the station by several gentlemen of distinction,
without any formality, and was immediately driven
to Willard's Hotel.

He was yesterday advised to come hither without
delay. Preparations had been made to meet him at
the station this afternoon, and the Mayor of Wash-
ington was to make a welcome address; but Mr. Lin-
coln has thus spoiled the programme.

About ten o'clock, Mr. Lincoln, accompanied by
Mr. Seward, paid his respects to President Buchanan.
After an interview between the President and Mr.
Lincoln, the former introduced the latter to the mem-
bers of the Cabinet who were then in session. Mr.
Lincoln, in company with Mr. Seward, subsequently
paid his respects to Lieut. Gen. Scott. Mrs. Lincoln
and family, and sister, arrived in the afternoon train.

At 4 P. M. a delegation, without respect of party,
headed by Senator Douglas, called on Mr. Lincoln
and paid him their respects. The meeting was less
formal, perhaps, than would be the case with any
other gentlemen, from the fact that they were all
friends and acquaintances before. The interview
between Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Douglas was peculiarly
pleasant

Mr. Puleston, Secretary of the Peace Congress,
presented a communication to Mr. Lincoln, announ-
cing that the members of Congress were anxious to
pay their, respects to Mr. Lincoln. At 7 o'clock Mr.
Lincoln left his hotel and proceeded in a carriage to
the residence of Mr. Seward, with whom he dined.
At 9 o'clock Mr. Lincoln received the Peace Con-
gress. Gov. (^hase, of Ohio, introduced Mr. Tyler.
Mr. Lincoln received him with all'the respect due his
position. The several delegates were then intro-
duced to Mr.-Lincoln by Gov. Chase in the usual
manner.

Nothing decisive has occurred in the Peace Con-
ference. Indications are that the majority report
will be adopted by a close vote. The proposition for
a National Convention is gaining ground.

The Southern Confederacy.
THE inaugural ceremonies on the 18th, it is said,

were the grandest pageant ever witnessed in the
South. Tnere was an immense crowd on the Capitol
Hill, consisting of a jgreat array of the beauty, mili-
tary, and citizens of the different States. We give a
few paragraphs from Jefferson Davis' Journal.

Gentlemen qf the Congress of the Confederate States of Amer-
ica, Friends and FeUow-Citizens: — Called to the difficult and
responsible station of the Chief Executive of the Provisional
Government which you have instituted, I approach to the
discharge of the duties, assigned me with an humble.distrust
of'my ability, but with a sustaining confidence in the. wisdom
of those who are to advise with me in the Administration of
public affairs, and. an abiding faith in the virtue and patriotism
of the people. Looking forward to the speedy establishment
of a common government to take the place of this, and
which, by its great moral and physical power, will be better
able to contend with the many difficulties which; arise from
the conflicting interests of separate nations, I enter upon the
duties of the office to which I have been chosen with the
hope that the beginning o.r our career, as a confederacy, may
not be obstructed by hostile opposition to our enjoyment of
the separate existence and independence, which, with the
blessing of Providence we have* asserted and intend to main-
tain.' Our present condition, achieved in a manner unprece-
dented in the history of nations, illustrates the idea that gov-
ernments rest upon the consent of the governed, and it is the
right of the people to alter and abolish' governments when-
ever they become destructive of the ends for which they
were established.

* * * * * *
We have vainly endeavored to secure tranquility and obtain

respeot for the rights to which we were entitled, as a neces-
sity, not a choice. We have resorted to the remedy of sepa-
ration, and henceforth our energies mugt be directed to the
conduct of our own affairs, and the perpetuity of the confed-
eracy which we have formed. If a just perception of mutual
interest shall permit us peaceably to pursue our separate

Congressional Proceedings.
SENATE.—Mr. Briggs, from the Committee on

Claims, reported a resolution to repeal the joint reso-
lution in favor of Win. H, DeGroot Adopted.

The report of the Committee of Conference on the
Deficiency Bill made on Saturday was taken up and
agreed to.

Mr. Simmons then offered an amendment, reduc-
ing the loan from $21,000,000 to $15,000,000, with a
proviso that no part of the loan be applied in the
present fiscal year. Agreed to.

A proviso was added to the clause concerning
Treasury notes, that the time of issuing should be
limited to June 30, 1862. Also, an amendment fix-
ing them at $50 instead of $20. Agreed to.

The tariff bill was taken up. A duty of 40 per
oent was placed ea aH wines.

An amendment of the Committee, lessening the
duty on sugar, and placing, a duty of 4 cents per lb.
on tea, and l i cents on coffee, was agreed to—23
against 17. An amendment placing 5 per cent on
wool, was carried 26 to 19. An amendment of 15
per cent, on books, periodicals and watches, was
carried.

Mr. Hale moved that statuary and paintings of
American Artists be free, but a duty of 10 per cent
on all others adopted. A duty of 15 per cent on
copper ore was adopted.

Mr. Doolittle presented the credentials of Timothy
O. Howe, Senator elect from Wisconsin.

Mr. Pierce reported from the Committee of Con-
ference on the Executive and Legislative Appropri-
ation bill, that the committee had agreed. The re-
port was agreed to by the Senate.

The bill for the payment of the expenses incurred
in the suppression of Indian hostilities.-in California,
was taken up and passed.

A resolution giving a quit claim to certain lands
in Iowa, was taken up. After discussion the reso-
lution passed.

The bill making payment for the suppression of
Indian hostilities in Utah was taken up and passed.

HOUSE.—A resolution repealing the act for the
benefit of De Groot was passed.

Amendments to the Naval bill were considered.
Mr. Garnett opposed increasing the Navy to make
war on a portion of the country.

Mr. Morse advocated .the Senate amendment, and
Mr. Garnett's amendment was rejected. The Senate
amendmerit was agreed to — 111 to 38.

The bill authorizing the issue of $50 Treasury
notes was taken up and passed.

The bill organizing the Territory of Colorado
was taken up and passed. Mr. Grow offered an
amendment, making the bill conform to those pend-
ing, relative to Nevada and Dacotah, which, after
some debate, was agreed to, and the bill passed —
90 against 42.

Mr. Dawe from the Select Committee of five, to
whom was referred the President's special message
of Jan. 8th, made a report as to the stationing of
vessels of the Navy in such a manner as to neglect
the defence of the whole Atlantic coast during the
prevalence of lawless violence. The number of ships
lying in port, • dismantled and unfit for service, is
28, mortatiif g in;$fie.aggregate 874 guns. None qf
them could be repaired'and put under sail short of
several weeks time, and many, of, Iftem would require
for that purpose at least six months. ~, No order has
as yet been passed to put any of them, in readiness.
The committee discussed other subjects connected
with the Navy, and propose a resolution that the
Secretary of the Navy, in accepting without delay, or
urging the resignations of the officers of the Navy
who were in arms against the G&vernment, when ten-
dering the same, and of those who sought to resign
that they might be relieved from the restraint
imposed by their Commission from engaging in
hostility to'the constituted authorities of the Nation,
has committed a grave error highly perjudicial to the
service,'to the honor and efficiency of the Navy, for
which he deserves the censure of the House.

The House went into Committee of the Whole on
the state of the Union,, and todk up the Tariff M U D7
a vote of 93 to 36.

The first Senate amendment reducing, the loan from
$21,000,000, was concurred in.

The Oregon and Washington war debt bill was de-
bated and passed. -Adjourned.

with firm resolve,, to,appeal to arms and invoke the blessings
of Providence on a just cause. As a consequence of our new
condition, and with a view to meet anticipated events, it will
be necessary to provide a speedy and efficient organization of
the branches of the executive department, having special
charge of foreign intercourse, finance, military affairs and
postal service. SOT the purpose of defence, the confederate
States may. uriuef oraTnary"ctWumBtanceB. relv mairiiv linnn
their militia, but it is deemed advisable in the present condi-
tion, of affairs, there should be a well-instructed disciplined
army, more numerous than would iisnaUy be required on a
peace establishment

* * * * * „• .

The separation of the Confederate States has been marked
by no aggression upon others, and followed by no domestic
convulsion. Our industrial pursuits have received no. check
The cultivation of our fields progresses as heretofore, and
even should we be involved in war, there would be no con-
siderable diminution in the production of the staples whioh
have constituted our exports, in which1 the commercial world
has an interest scarcely less than our own. This common
interest of producer and consumer can only be intercepted by
an exterior force which would obstruct its transmission to
foreign markets,-a course of conduct which would be detri-
mental to manufacturing and commercial interests abroad.
Should reason guide the action of the government from
which we have separated, a policy so detrimental to the civ-
ilized world, the Northern States included, could not be dic-
tated by even a stronger desire to inflict injury upon us. But
if this be otherwise,, a terrible responsibility will rest upon it,
And the suffering of millions will bear testimony to the policy
and wickedness of our aggressors. In the meantime there
will remain to us, besides the remedies before' suggested, the
well known resources for retaliation upon the commerce of
an enemy.

• * *. * The Constitution formed by our
fathers is that of these Confederate States. In their exposition
of it, and the judicial construction it has received, we have a
light which reveals its true meaning. Thus instructed as to
thorough interpretation of that instrument, ever remember-
ing that all offices are but trusts held for the people, and that
delegated powers are to be strictly construed, I will hope by
due diligence in the performance of my duties that I may not
disappoint your expectations, yet to retain, retiring, some-
thing of the good will and confidence which will welcome my
entrance into office. It is joyous in the midst of perilous
times to look around upon a people united, in heart, when
one purpose of high resolve animates and actuates the whole;
when the sacrifices to be made are not weighed in the balance
against honor, right, liberty, and equality. Obstacles may
retard, but they cannot long prevent the progress of a move-
ment sanctioned by its justice and sustained by a victorious
people. Reverently let us invoke, the Qodof our Fathers to
guide and provide and protect us in our efforts to perpetuate
fiie principles which by His blessing they .were able to vindi-
cate, establish and transmit to their posterity, and with a
continuance of his favor ever gratefully acknowledged, we
may hopefully look forward to success, to peace, and to
prosperity.

Alexander H. Stephens, of Georgia, took the oath
of office as " yjce.-President" of the Southern Con
federacyl>n the iMi ultT vThe form was as follows:

"You do (Solemnlyswear that you will faithfully
execute the office of Vice-President of the Confede-
rate States of America, and will, to the best of your
ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution
thereof—so help you God."

The Committee on the Constitution was made up
as follows:—Alabama—R.W.Walker and R. H. Smith.
Florida—Jackson Morton and J. B. Owens. Georgia
—Robert Toombs and T. R. R. Cobb. Louisiana/—A.
Decloet and General E. Sparrow. Mississippi—A. M.
Clayton and W. P. Harris. South Carolina—R. B.
Rhett, Sr., and J. Chestnut, Jr.

The tariff bill under consideration at Montgomery
is not different materially from that of the United
States. It will apply- to all goods imported North.
Bonds will be exacted from all shippers in non-
seceding slave holding States, to guard, against de
ceptions.

Private dispatches from Montgomery state that so
soon as his Cabinet is announoed, President Davis
will dispatch Commissioners to the Federal Govern-
ment to treat for the concession of the forts, arsenals,
&c, and negotiate a treaty of.peace. A Treasury bill
will be passed 'empowering the Treasurer to accept
cotton instead of money for bonds. It is asserted
that English agents are now at Montgomery offering
liberal advances.

Congress passed an act admitting free all bread
stuffs, provisions, munitions or materials of war,
living animals, agricultural products in a natural
state. Also, goods, wares, and merchandise from the
United States," if purchased before the 4th of March
and imported before the 14th of March. Texas is to
be exempted from the operation of tariff laws.

On motion of Mr. Cobb, it. was resolved that th<
Finance Committee be instructed to inquire into th
expediencyof laying export duty on cotton. Adopted

The President nominated, and Congress confirmed.
Mr. Toombs, Secretary of State; Mr. Memihger, Sec
retary of the Treasury; and Pope Walker, Seoretary
of War.

News "Paragraphs.
IN the year J841, during the brief existence of the

Lone Star Republic, of Texas, a letter sent from
Arkansas to Brazoria, paid the following postage:
$1,56! Fifty-two letters can now be sent over tin
same route for that amount

THE full compliment of employees in the Pacific
mills, Lawrence, Mass;, is now 2,100, and will be
2,700 as soon as the machinery is all set up in an
extension of the main building just completed.

BY the annual report of the South Carolina Rail
road, it appears that the income of the year,
compared with that of 1859, has suffered a diminutioi
of $97,000. The receipts of cotton are 78,711 balei
less than in 1859..

Gov. PICKENS, of South Carolina, has a suit pend
ing in the, Marine Court in New York, against the
Atlantic Steamship Company, for loss of baggagi
when he returned from his Russian Embassy. Hi
appears in Court as a citizen of the United Statoi
and could not maintain the snit otherwise.

TEKENOJS 3BLLBW MCMANTTS, one of the Irish refi
gees of 1848,, breathed his last two or three weeki
since in San Francisco. He took, with Meagher ant
Mitchell and O'Brien, a prominent part in the troub!
of 1848 in his native country. He was arrested anc
sentenced to penal servitude in Australia, but escap
ing, took up his residence several years ago in Cali
fornia. He was Very popular among the resident*
there.

FOREIGN NEWS.

GREAT BRITAIN. — The English Parliament was
ipened according to programme on the 5th ult. The
Jueen delivered her speech in person. She alludes
>ointedly to the political troubles in the United
itates, expressing her fervent wishes that there may
>e an amicable adjustment of all the difficulties, in
ihe following tenns:

Serious differences have arisen among the States
of the North American Union. It is impossible for
me to look without great concern upon any event
which can affect the happiness and welfare of a
people closely allied to my subjects by descent and
losely connected with them by the most intimate
md friendly relations. My heartfelt wish is that
these differences may be susceptible of satisfactory
adjustment. The interest which I take in the well-
being of the people of the United States cannot but
ie' increased by the kind and cordial reception given
iy them to the Prince of Wales during his recent
isit to the Continent of America.
The underwriters of London and Liverpool had

.dvanced their rates 1 per cent on cfergoes from
Southern States, owing to the increased fires on cot-
on ships and war vessels.

Mrs. Gore, the distinguished novelist, is dead.
Iri Paliament, Lord Palmerston stated that instruc-

ions had been sent to the Governor General of Can-
da, not to give up Anderson without express orders
om.th.e Imperial Government, and there was there-

ore no chance of his being surrendered without the
point being fully discussed. He could not •say
whether a habeas corpus writ would be obeyed in
Canada, but it could not be executed immediately,
as the St. Lawrence river was blocked up with ice,
and it was impossible to take Anderson through
American territory. He believed the case, according
to the treaty, is quite clear, and that the claim of the
United States must be established by showing tnat
Anderson was guilty of murder according to the
laws of England: No English jury would convi6t
Anderson of murder, and the claim was not likely to
be substantiated.

The new Indian loan of £3,000,000 was all awarded
X and above 98J per cent, which was the minimum
iffered by the Government The total bids reached
il3,000,000.

The Bank of England had agreed to the govern-
ment proposition for reducing the allowance of the
national debt The government payment is reduced

6,000 per annum.
FRANCE. — The French Chambers opened on the

4th. The Emperor's speech opens with an explana-
tion of liberal concessions and greater latitude to the
Legislature. It refers to the satisfactory nature
of the commercial reforms and treaties, and then
ireceeds to foreign affairs. He said he had
mdeaVored to prove that France sincerely desires
eace, and that without renouncing her legitimate

Influence she does not pretend to interfere where her
nterests are not concerned.

Non-intervention has been his policy in the Italian
omplications, and the motive for sending the fleet

to Gaeta was to furnish a last refuge to the King.

Erroneous interpretations and a partial departure
from neutrality, at length necessitated the with-
drawal. He points to the recognition of the annex-
ation of Savoy and Nice as an evidence of the main-
tenance of the rights of France, and to the proceed-
ings in China as the way the honor of France is
avenged.

He rejoices at the restoration of the Christian cross
n China, and to the protection of the Syrian
hristians against fanaticism. He Considered it

necessary to increase the garrison at Rome, when the
security of the Pope appeared threatened. He con-
cludes by asking that apprehensions be dispelled and

onfidence be restored; his firm resolution being not
to enter into any conflict in which the cause of

ranee should not be based on right and justice.
Marshal Bosquet is dead.
It is said that the principles of the Conference at

Paris, on the Syrian question, have been agreed to by
the Powers.

The Paris Moniteur announces the annexation of
Morocco to France.

England has been invited by France to stop Gari-
baldi's career, but declines on the plea that the Nea-
politans ought to be left to settle matters themselves.

ITALY.—The seige of Gaeta continued, but rumors
of negotiation for its surrender prevailed. The
remainder of the garrison at Naples had gone to
Gaeta. The besiegers had blown up three powder
magazines and destroyed the side curtain of the cita-
del. The garrison had asked an armistice for two
days to bury the dead, which was granted. Cialdini
sent them necessaries for the wounded.

The Italian elections proved more and more favor-
able to Cavour. It is said that Cavour will propose
the following to Parliament:

Proclamation of Victor Emantael, King of Italy
with full power for an unlimited period, a Joan oi
three or four hundred million of francs, and the call
ing out of the military reserves.

The Pope has ordered hiB soldiers to return to
Rome, notwithstanding the orders of M. Demerodi
to the contrary. , -

Fifteen thousand Sardinian soldiers had passed
through Umbria on their march to the kingdom of
Naples. The reactionary movement in the Abruzzi
was organized by Count Pratair and M. Demerode.
The Sardinians have evacuated the Papal Territory,
in compliance with the orders of the Emperor Napo
leon. The Spanish vessels which were dispatcne
to Gaeta have been repulsed by Admiral Persano.

Francis II has issued an appeal to the Sicilians,
offering them the Constitution of 1812, a Sicilian
army and navy, and an entire administration. He
asks of them to give an asylum $o a royal familj
abandoned, but brave and too well instructed bj
misfortune.

Letters from Genoa state that while the election
were proceeding in one of the communes of thi
province of Massina, a party of Bourbonists entere
the hall and butchered in cold blood the President o
the Electoral college and his two sons.

PRUSSIA.—In the Chamber of Deputies an amend
ment to the address of the King was proposed,
expressing the wish that Prussia might be placed ai
the head of the German Confederation. Aftei
debate, in which the Ministers opposed the proposi
tion, it was rejected by a very large majority. Th<
King intends to proceed to Konigsburg in May, t<
be crowned.

TTJRKBY.—TThe Sultan refuses his assent to the pro
longation of French' occupation in Syria. A com
mercial crisis is raging at Galatz. The Montene-
grins are ravaging the villages of Nicesset, killing
men and women, and burning houses.

COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE.—jBrawfaftfif*.—Generally quiet
and steady. Wakefield, Nash & Co. report flour quiet Prices
easier, but quotations remain unchanged; 28s@31s6d. Wheat
steady: red lls@13s; white 12a0d@14s. Corn quiet and
steady. Mixed and yellow, 87s6d@88s. White 88s6d@38s6d.
Richardson, Spence & Co. report corn advanced 6d@l&

Provisions generally steady.

€onbtn&tx.
— Oil has been struck in Madison Co., N. T.

— The Chinese call our President, Phili-si-tien-tih.

— Penny bathing houses are proposed in Philadelphia.

— Russia has now a splendid fleet in the Mediterranean.

— The cost of the Crimean war is said to have been $250,-
)00,000.

— Railways trains are interrupted by heavy falls of snow in
irginia.

— The average valuation of land in South Carolina is only
$2 per acre.

— The total valuation of property in San Francisco is
$35,809,639.

— Snow fell in some parts of Alabama recently to the depth
if five inches.

— The small pox has entirely disappeared from Columbia,
South Carolina.

— There are in England and Wales 39,338 known thieves
id depredators.

— There are now nine Cardinals' hats vacant in the Sacred
College at Rome.

— The wheat crop of Minnesota last year is estimated at
1,000,000 bushels.

— Counterfeit threes on the Beverly Bank of New Jersey
are in circulation^

— A stay law has passed in the Senate, both of Virginia
id North Carolina.

— The real value of taxable property in the State of Mich-
gan is $275,000,000.

— The Scheldt has been frozen over at Antwerp for the
first time in 40 years.

— No taxes are now paid in Hungary, in consequence of
the political troubles.

— The correspondent of the London Times has been
irdered io quit Rome.

The ordinary coining capacity of the Philadelphia mint
.8 $7,600,000 per month.

Letters from Dresden represent the winter in Germany
as one of unusual severity.

— Hon. Joseph Kidgway, a former Congressman from Ohio,
died at Columbus, Jan. 31st.

— A factory for the manufacture of fire arms is about to be
established at Camden, S. C.

— The campaign against the Navajoe Indians is being
irosecuted with great vigor.

— More than half the convicts in Massachusetts State
Prison are under 26 years old.

— A family which applied to a charitable society in New-
buryport for aid, keeps 17 cats.

— The snow in Northern Vermont is deeper than it has
been known for ten years past.

— The Cherokees have rebelled and seized Fort Gibson.
These Indians are slaveholders.

— The ice for miles above and below Hudson is still
unbroken, although quite weak.

— Wine, called Valerio, two thousand years old, has been
dug out of the ruins of Pompeii.

— Arming the whole of the French army with six-shot
revolvers, is under consideration.

— In Canada it is estimated that there are now 45,000 fugi-
tive slaves from the United States.

— The liabilities of the government due, and to fall due
before the 4th inst, are $10,000,000.

- There is uncommon destitution and suffering among the
poor working classes at Marysville, Cal.

— The Charleston Mercury notices the result of the Virginia
election under the heading " Bad News."

— Ohio has passed a law guaranteeing the Bonds of the
United States to the amount of $2,700,000.

—'The deliberations of the- Peace Conference- witf •*«•
probably be closed before the' end of the week.

— Gen. Wool, whose illness at Washington was announced,
is much better, and is now considered out of danger.

— E. Signor, near Mottville, Onondaga Co., felled a tree
recently, and found 75 pounds of clear honey therein.

— The Dubuque Times says that an order has been received
in Dubuque, from Georgia, for 10,000 bushels of corn.

— Seven persons were drowned in attempting to cross a
stream in a sleigh, in Mercer Co., 111., on the 10th ult.

— The reported convalescence of Florence Nightingale is
contradicted.̂  She is growing worse, instead of better.

— The second daughter of Gen. Harney has just been mar-
ried, in Paris, to Count De None, an officer in the Guard.

— The oyster dealers, of Fairhaven, Conn., put tip annu-
ally 251,460 tin cans, and 446,832 wooden kegs of oysters.

— A bill has been introduced into the N. Y. Assembly for-
bidding the use of camphene in hotels and boarding houses.

— The plan for conducting the ceremonies of Mr. Lincoln's
inauguration does not differ materially from the usual routine.

- An intelligent young Chinaman, clerk in a tea store at
St. Louis, was married last week to a pretty young American
girl.

— The six States which have formed themselves into a
Southern Confederacy, contain 2,189,147 whites, and 2,166,721
slaves.

— Mr. Buchanan leaves the White House for Wheatland,
on the 4th of March, immediately after Mr. Lincoln's inaugu-
ration.

— At the close of the year 1860, there were in Europe 18,140
actors and male singers, and 21,000 actresses and female
singers.

— At Montreal, Canada, they have had a snow-shoe walking
match, the winner walking five miles in a trifle short of 55
minutes.

— Mr. Bouligny, of Louisiana, continues to act in. the
House as a bona fide member, irrespective of the secession of
his State.

— Boston used am average of 17,238,000 gallons of Cochit-
uate water daily, last year, equal to 97 gallons a day to each
inhabitant.

The defalcations of the Louisiana State Tax Collectors,
during the last thirty years, have swindled the treasury out
of $366,000.

The Black Warrior .river, Alabama, recently rose to an
immense height. At Tuscaloosa, it was 64 feet above low
î prter mark.

— General Jose Antonio Paez, Minister Plenipotentiary of
Venezuela to the United States, has been recalled by the
government.

— A woman of forty-two, Anna Marston, attended the
funeral of her eighth husband in Portsmouth, England, on
the 18th ult.

— There are one thousand one hundred and two newspapers
and four hundred and eighty-one magazines now published
in Great Britain.

— Father Kemp and his "Old Folks" appeared for the
first time in England, at St. George's Hall, January 24th, and
were well received.

— Paris contains 603 newspapers, of which 42 are devoted
to politics, and have to deposit caution money in the hands
of. the government.

— The most valuable cargo ever brought from China to
New York, arrivediast week. The .teas, cassia, and raw silk,
were valued at $800,000.

— California contributed nearly eleven thousand dollars
towards the erection of the Washington monument at the
late Presidential election.

— A " general service of funerals " in France is conducted
by a company in Paris, authorized by law, managed by a direc-
tor, with a fixed tariff of pTrices.

— If all the properly of the State of Connecticut were
equally divided between every man, woman and child in
the State, each would have $750.

— The formal opening of Bergen Tunnel took place Thurs-
day week. It is 4,300 feet long, and cost $800,000. The train
was about six minutes passing through. •
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LEGISLATURE OP NEW YORK.

SENATE.—The bill to increase the salaries of all
the deputies in the State departments reported
adversely. Agreed to.

A' message was received from the Assembly desig-
nating the Speaker of that body to receive President
Lincoln, in consequence of the illness of the Lieut.
Governor.

The order of resolutions being reached, Mr. Hill-
house moved that the Speaker of the Assembly be
designated to receive the President in the absence of
the Lieut. Governor.

Mr. Hammond considered that the privilege be-
longed of right to the President of the Senate.

Mr. Spinola offered a resolution, that,
Whereas, An irrepressible conflict has arisen for

the possession of the President elect between the
. rival factions of Republicans, therefore,

Resolved, That Mr. Lincoln be telegraphed to
Bwitch off at Schenectady and go to New York direct
via, Troy.

The whole subject was then laid on the table, 12
to 10.

The Senate again took up the resolutions designat-
ing Speaker Littlejohn to receive the President elect,
and after a warm debate the resolution was adopted
designating Senator Colvin to perform that duty.

The annual appropriation of State tax for the sup-
port of common schools, passed.

The Susquehanna Railroad bill had a third reading
and passed—Ayes 18, nays 12.

ASSEMBLY —The bill was passed to appropriate
the proceeds of the State tax for the support of com-
mon schools and for other purposes.

Jay Gibbons, of Albany, on a question of privilege,
stated that he had been accused and arrested on a
charge of corruption in his official duty. He offered
a resolution that a committee of five be appointed to
investigate the charge. Adopted.

The resolutions of the Senate, complimentary to
Gov. Hicks, of Maryland, were called up and adopted.

The President elect arrived in Albany at the date
indicated by the programme, and was conducted by
Committees to the Assembly Chamber. The Cham-
ber presented a fine appearance, being densely filled.
The Speaker's desk was occupied by Senator Colvin,
who was selected by the Senate to receive the Presi-
dent elect, and by Speaker Littlejohn, who stood on
the left. When Mr. Lincoln entered the Chamber,
the whole assembly arose and greeted him with clap-
ping «f hands. Senator Ferry, advancing to the
front of the Speaker's desk, said:

I have the honor to introduce to the Senate and
Assembly of the State of New York, in joint conven-
tion assembled, the Hon. Abraham Lincoln, of Illi-
nois, President elect of the United States.

The Speaker of the Assembly, descending from the
desk, greeted Mr. Lincoln, and leading him to the
desk, introduced him to Senator Colvin. After shak-
ing hands, Senator Colvin descended from the desk,
leaving Mr. Lincoln alone there, and addressed him
from the Clerk's desk, as folloira:

Mr. Lincoln:—In behalf of the representatives of
the sovereign people of New York, we welcome you
to the Capital, and to the Representative Halls of the
State. We welcome you as the President elect of
30,dOO,000 of people. We welcome you as the Presi-
dent elect according to the forms of the Constitution
of the United States; and when you shall have
assumed, as you soon will assume, the office of Presi-
dent of the United States, you may, in the discharge of
your Constitutional duties, rely upon the support of
the people of this great State. I have tire pleasure,
Sie, to intro4uGeyou to the-Legislature ofNew York,
in joint convention assembled, to welcome the Presi-
dent elect of the United States.

Mr. Lincoln replied at some length, but we omit
his speech, as it contained nothing new with refer-
ence to what will be the policy of his administration.

to tit*
1 ^ - SEE "GOOD PAT FOE DOING GOOD" in our last number.

igp~ BACK NUMBERS from January 5th axe still furnished to
new subscribers, BO that all who send soon may secure the
complete volume.

tZ&- No TRAVELING AGENTS are employed by us, as we wish
to'give the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs.
And beside, we wish it distinctly understood that all persons
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates
from.US, ARE IMPOSTORS.

t3&~ THE RURAL is published strictly upon the CASH SYSTCM
—copies are never mailed to individual subscribers until paid
for, and always discontinued when the subscription expires.
Hence, we force the paper upon none, and keep no credit books,
experience having demonstrated that the, Cash System is alto-
gether the best for both Subscriber and Publishes.

«3F" PREMIUMS TO CLUB AGENTS.—It is not to late to form
new clubs and Becure the valuable Specific Permiums offered
therefor. See list and particulars—headed "Good Pay for
Doing Good"—in RuRA^jpf last WM&. We are daily sending
copies of Dictionaries, Macauley's EilBand, Lossing's Illustrated
¥.' S., Everybody's Lawyer, and other choice and valuable
standard works, as premiums, and have hundreds more which
we hope to dispose of in like manner. Now is the Time to Act

t3P""- ASSOCIATED EEFOET leads to success in canvassing for
periodicals, as well as in other enterprises. For instance, if you
are forming (or wish to form) a club for the RURAL NEW-
YORKER, and cannot fill it up in your own neighborhood, get
some person or persons a few miles distant to join with or assist
you—adding their names to those you may procure, and send-
ing all together. Please think of this, and act upon the
suggestion if convenient

P, FRIENDS !—If those ordering the RURAL
would write all namls of persons, post-offices, &c, correctly
and plainly, WE should receive less scolding about other people's
errors. Our clerks are not infallible, but most of the errors
about which agents complain are not attributable to any one in
the RURAL Office. People who forget to date their letters at
any place, or to sign their names, or to.give the name or address

• for copies ordered, will please take things calmly and not charge
us with their sins of omission, e tc

tgp~ OUR SFEOIFJO PREMIUMS ARB PROMPTLY PAID.—An Agent
Friend asks—"Are the specific Prizes to be given now, or not till
the first of April?" Answer—Just as our friends prefer. We
endeavor to pay all Premiums promptly—as soon as directions
are received as to the books or extra RURALS wanted, and where
to send them. We have been paying premimms for this year's
dubs right along, as ordered—and within Hie past ten^days

books to agents. Hence those entitled to premiums have only to
send on their orders in order to receive. t&r Those who keep
adding to their lists (as many do, directing us not to send any
premiums at present,) until April, will probably secure larger
and more valuable premiums—yet we send whenever desired,
and all who add enough, to their lists before April can obtain
further premiums.

«S£~ ADDITIONS TO CLUBS are now in order, and whether in
ones, twos, fives* tens or twenties will receive attention and be
gratefully acknowledged. It is small clubs, and subsequent ad-
ditions to them, which must make up the great bulk of our
Bubscription-and hence we fully appreciate the efforts of those
who form the rivulets upon which we depend to swell our
general circulation. Agent-Friends will please bear this in
mind, and send on the names of all who will join their clubs.
The hard times and panic have no doubt caused many to delay
renewing or subscribing,-but they, and their families intend
to have the RURAL, and we hope our friends will afford them
opportunity. Many agents are furnishing the RURAL and
taking pay in product, & c - w h i l e not a tew generously ad-
vance the money. In all such instances, we endeavor to be as
liberal to agents as they are to subscribers.

t&- THE MONET WE R»OEIVE.-BU1S on all solvent Banks in
the U. S. and Canada taken at par on subscription to the RURAL
but our agents and other friends will please remit New York'
New England, or Canada money, when convenient Postage
Stamps can be remitted for fractional parts of a dollar. For all
amounts over $6 we prefer Drafts on either New York, Phila-
delphia, Boston, Albany, Rochester, or Buflalo.'fless exchange,)
payable to opr order—and all suon drafts may be mailed at the
risk of the Publisher. If our triends throughout the Union,
British Provinces, &c., will comply with these suggestions so fer
as convenient, the favor will be appreciated.

FLOUR AND GRAIN.
Flour, winter wheat,$5,i
riour, spring d o , — 5,<
Hour, buckwheat,.. 0,(
iteal, Indian. (

Wheat Genesee...... 1,:
Best white Canada,.. 0,(
3orn, old.
3orn, new
lye, 60 fts.'P bush <

Oats, by weight, . . .
Jarley,
iuokwheat,

Beans * 75c@$l,00
MEATS.

'ork,Mess . . . . $
'ork, clear &
'ork,cwt 6,1
5eef, cwt 4,(

~ pring lambs, each,.. .1,1
utton, carcass ,

lams, smoked
Shoulders * .
Jhickens, !
Mrkeys K

13?" ABOUT CLUB TERMS, &o.—We endeavor"to adhere strictly
to our club rates, which require a certain number of subscribers
to get the paper at a specified price—say ten to get it at $1,60
per copy, twenty to get it at $1,25, &c. But, in answer to fre-
quent inquiries, (often in connection with remittances for less
than a full club,) we would state that, in cases where from 4 to 6
copies axe ordered at $1,50 each, with a reasonable prospect of
filling up a club Of ten, soon (or at least before April 1st,) we
send them—and when the club is completed shall give extra
copy and premium. We also send 12 to 18 copies at the rate for,
20, ($1,25 per copy,) where the person sending is laboring for
and confident of obtaining a full club as above. This we do on
account of the hard times, and because we think the clubs will
soon be filled; yet, if it were not for the panic, and high rates
of exchange at the West, we should maintain the old rule >—
requiring the full rate in proportion to number Bent, and
making deduction when clubs are completed.

Qyttxal Notices.
TO PUBLIC SPEAKERS AND SINGERS. *

" Brown's Bronchial Troches,'" or Cough Lozenges. From
Profi. M. STAOT JOHNSONJ Teacher of Music, S. Female Col-
lege, La Grange, Ga. " I have found their use very effica-
cious in removing that irritation of the Throat so common
with Speakers and Singers. I have enlisted several gentle-
men in their favor, among whom are Professor WINES, Prin-
cipal of Brownwood University, and Rev. M. TEAGUB,of this
place. The Troches have.only to be tried to recommend
themselves."

Jttarkete, Commerce,
RURAL NEW-YORKER OFFICE, *)

Rochester. Feb. 26,1861. 5

FLOUR is as last quoted with light transactions.
GRAIN—We hear of but little doing in wheat, and such sales

as are reported are at the ruling figures of the past few weeks.
Beans have put on 12J^@26c. during the week, and are bought
up readily at the advance.

PROVISIONS—Fresh Pork has declined materially, bod the
changeable weather has made it rather slow of sale.

PouLTRY-'-Chickens and Turkeys have advanced in price and
are rather scarce.

FRUIT—Most varieties of dried fruit have met with a decline,
owing to the large offerings.

POTATOES—As spring advances Potatoes begin to gain in rates.
The advance of the week is fully equal to 5c on the bushel.

HAY is not quite so plenty, and best quality has started up
60 cents per tun.

KOCHBSTEE, WHOLESALE PHICES.

Ducks 3R pair
DAIRY, &0.

tatter, roll ia
Jutter, firkin:.........ia
Jheese, 9i
jard, tried 10
follow, rough 0 i

Tallow, tried 8

Eggs, dozen
Honey, box
Candles, box... .
Candles, extra.

FRUIT AND ROOTSJ
Apples, bushel.
Apples, dried, ap ft....2.
Peaches, dried, #1 ft....9
Cherries, dried
Plums, dried,.
Potatoes v
. HIDES AND SKINS.
Slaughter, 4 (
Calf, s
Sheep Pelts, 5
Lamb Pelts.

Clover, bushel $4,0
Timothy 2,2

SUNDRIES.
Wood, hard $3,0
Wpod, soft 3,0
Coal, Lehigh .7,01
Coal, Scranton ...6,7fi
Coal,Pittston 5|7"
Coal, Shamokin......5,7
Coal, Char li
Salt, bbl . . . . . . .1 .7
Hay, tun 8,0
Straw, tun 0,0
Wool,<fift 3
Whitefish, half bbl. -4,2
Codfish, f) quintal.. 4,5
Trout, half bbl. 4,0

THE PROVISION MARKETS.
NEW YORK. FEB. 22.—FLOUR—Market dull and a shade

ower. Sales at $5,15@6,20 for super State: $5,30@5,35 for extra
dp; $5,15@5,20 for super Western; $5,3035,60 for common to
medium extra do; $5,50 )̂5,60 for inferior to good extra round
hoop Ohio. Canadian dull- and drooping; sales at $5,35@6,75 for
common to choice extra.

GRAIN.—Wheat market quiet and prices without material
_ lange; sales prime .and choice .Milwaukee club, delivered, at
&l,25ffl.l,26; fair Chicago spring, delivered, at $1,18; white West-
ern at $l,85@l,60. Rye quiet at 75®78c. Barley steady; sales
Canada West at 78%c. Corn, marketdull and scarcely so firm;
sales at 68@69c for old mixed Western, in store and delivered;
and61@63c for new de. at RR. depot. Oats dull at 35>£@37c
for Western, Canadian and State.

PROVISIONS—Pork market quiet; sales at $17,25 for mess; $12,-'
'5 for prime. Lard a shade firmer; sales 10>£@10Ma Butter in

fair request at 10@14c tor Ohio and 14@19c for State. Cheese
steady at 9@10J£c for inferior to prime.

HOPS—Continue in steady fair demand for consumption at
previous rates; the sales are about 250 bale^at 25@32cts, as in
quality. Strictly prime lots are, as before noticed, very scarce,
and command'prices above our highest range. In old growths
there have been no recent transactions.

SEEDS-HCloyer is steady, with sales to the country at 7@7>£c.
Timothy has improved both in demand and price; we note sales
of the week of about 1,000 bags at $2,70@2,S7%.

ASHES-r-Pot, with light receipts and fair demand, are a little
higher; sales 25 bbls at $5,12%; Pearl $5,25—nothing done.

ALBANY, Fet>. 25.—FLOUR—There is a steady trade demand
for flour and a fair business doing at previous rates.

GRAIN.—The demand for wheat is restricted by the difficulty
experienced in shipping East, and by local millers being tempo-
rarily supplied. Corn quiet and the market is heavy. In Rye
there is nothing doing. A further sale was made on Saturday
of 7,000 bus. Toronto barley to come farward, on p. t Oafe
steady; sales 700 bus. State at 32)£c.

DRESSED HOGS—Receipts since our last 103 head. The stock at
the depot is rapidly diminishing and is now light. The market
is very quiet; sales 15 State, averaging 280 lbs. at $6,50 and 285 do
average 300 Its. at $6,60.

SEED—A quiet market. Medium Clover is held at 7>£c.—J&ur.

BUFFALO, Feb. 25.—FLOUR—There is a moderate demand
for flour, and the market is steady. We note sales of extra In-
diana at $5,25; chbice extra Ohio at $5,50; and double extra
Ohio at $6,00.

GRAIN—"Wheat quiet and no sales. No. 1 Chicago spring is
quoted at 95c; No. 2 do. at 90c, and Milwaukee club at 95®96c.
Corn nominal at 45c Oats quiet at 24@25c, and barley at from
53 to 56c.

SEED—Seed quieft A sale of Western Timothy was made on
Saturday, at- $2,56%.' Canadian timothy is quoted at from $2,75
to $3,12-h£, and Clover at $4,35@4,50, as to quality.—Com. Adv •

TORONTO,Feb. 22.*-FLOUR is somewhat lower,prin«ipally
from the difficulty and expense in shipping East. The demand
is, in consequencejMstricted, and prices favor the buyer.' The
asking price for HiSl Superfine is $4,75, but we believe sales
could be effected at $4,65, between which figures the price is
probably found. Fancy is very nominal at $5@6,25. Extra is
also without movement at $5,40@5,60; double extra, $6 $) bbl.

GBADT—Fall wheat is in moderate request at $1,1O@1,12 for
medium to good, and $1,14 for the best Some very common
lots have been bought at $l,05@,l,08, but the current rate is be-
tween $1,11@,1,12. A very good sample only commands $1,14.—
Spring wheat is in goad demand at steady rates, ranging from
85@90c for common to good, and from 90@93c for good to prime
—the latter figure being paid only for very choice lots of
" golden drop." Barley is lower, with very little offering. Yes-
terday, 50c per bu8hel.was.the price named, although little was
bought at that. Oats are irregular in supply and price, some
days at 25c. and others at 28c—the medium rate being about
27c ̂  busheL—Globe.

T H E C A T T L E M A R K E T S .

NEW YORK, Feb. 20. —The current priees for the week at
all the markets are as follows:

BEEF CATTLE.
First quality : $8,7
Ordinary quality, 8.0
Common quality,'. 7to
Inferior quality, ,

COWS AND CALVES.
First quality $55,0
Ordinary quality, - . 40,0
Common quality, 1 . . . . 300
Inferior quality, 25,8

VEAL CALVES.
First quality, ft ft 6^®7^o
Ordinary quality 5^6 c
Common quality 4 (gfo c
Inferior quality,' " " 3^j5p c

SHEEP AND LAMBS.
Prune quality,.^. , J5.50@7,00
Ordinary quahty 4,00(a>6,00
Common quality 3,00©375
Inferior quality '.. 2,75@3,00

- - SWIKB.
First quality, S&fflS&e
Other qualities, 4j£@6 c

BRIGHTON, Feb 21.—At market - i i o o Beef Cattle. 90 Stores
1,500 Sheep and Lambs, and 200 Swine. •

BEEF CATTLB—Prices, extra, $0,00@0,00; 1st quality.
7,75;2ddo)$6.00@6,25;3ddo,$0,00@Soa i ™ " ^ ,

WORKING OXBN-
MILOH Cows— $1
VEAL CALVES—$3,0.
STORES —Yearlings, S

00 . ,
common, $19@20.

MM..
; two-years old, $12@14j three years

ft, (none but slaughtered at market)
iic <I9 ft.
^ ft

ELIDES—4%@5c
CALF SKINS—i
TALLOW—6^®7c. ^ ft.
PELTS—$1,00@1,25 each.
SHEEP AND LAMBS—$1,25(3)2,50; extra, $3,00j5>£,50.
SWINE—Store, wholesale, 5}jj@7c; retail, 6@7&c. Fat Hogs,

undressed, still fed, 5%c. ^

CAMBRIDGE, Feb. 20.—At market 649 cattle, about 460 beeves
and 160 stores, consisting of woriring oxen, cows, and one, two
and three years old. «

BEEF CATTLE—Prices, extra. $6,26@6,60; first quality, $5,76®
0,00; second quality, $5,00@0,00; third quality, $3,00; ordinary,
quality, $0,00.

WORKING' OXEN—$70@,160.
Cows AND CALVES—$30, $35, $40@60.
STORES r-r Yearlings; $0@0; • two years old, $13@15; three

years old,. $16@l& , W^
. SHBBP AND LAMBS—1,830 at market Prices—la lots $1,58,

@1.75; extra and selections, $2,50@6,50 each.
PELTS—$1@$1,25 each.
TALLOW—B^@7c 9̂ ft.
HIDES — 4%@5c. <£> ft. CALF SKINS—10@llc $ ft.
VBAL CALVBB—None.

T H E WOOL, M A R K E T S .

NEW YORK, Feb. 23;—The inquiry still continues very mod.
erate,.afew sales are making to manufacturers but only in very
small lots. Prices generally are without change. Domestic
fleeces h«ve sold, to the extent of about 25,000 fts—various
grades at prices within our range. About 15,000 fts coarse Cali-
fornia •wools hav£ been taken by carpet manufacturers'at 12® •
15c. Foreign wools of all kinds are very dull and prices little
better than nominal. The imports since January 1st, are 2,537
bales against 2,174 same time test year. The receipts of domes-
tic wools are 145 bales.

American Saxony Fleece, $ f t ,
American full-blood Merino,.... 4
American half-blood and three-fourths Merino,..3
'American Native and one-fottrth Merino,
Extra Pulled, , . . . : . . . -
Superfine, Pulled, - . 31(1
No. 1, Pulled * 2
Lamb's, Pulled '...:'. 2
California, extra,
California, fine, unwashed -
California, common do, ,
Peruvian, washed,. .,.'.....
Valparaiso, unwashed,
South American Mes., unwashed 15@21
South American Merino, unwashed, 21
South American, common washed, ...13
South American Entre Rios, do, ,.. .18
South American, Unwashed, r 8
South American Cordovai washed, 19
Cape Good Hope unwashed,
East India, washed,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . , . is
African, unwashed; •.
African, washed........ '„ w,
Smyrna, unwashed, ,> 10
Smyrna, washed, „'. 23@26
Mexican, unwashed, 00(3)00

[N. Y. Evening Post

BOSTON, Feb. 21 —But slight transactions in wool, and these
at the annexed rates:
Saxony and Merino, fine, 4
Full blood,
' "andMblood,
. jmmon
Pulled, extra,
Do. Superfine,
Do. No. 1 __
Do. No. 2 , 16

Western mixed,..
Smyrna, washed, __
Do. unwashed, •.. 9@17
Syrian , If
Cape ; ;
Crimea,
Buenos Ayres,
Peruvian, washed, :

iti
iNMendote, 111., on the 11th ult., Mrs. ELIZABETH S. PAD-

DOCK, aged 27 years, wife of Prof. L. P. PADDOCK, of the Men-
dota Collegiate Institute..

A D V E R T I S I N G T E R M S , in Advance — THIRTY-
FIVE CENTS A LINE, each insertion. A price and a half for
extra display, or 52% cents per line of space. SPECIAL NOTICES,
(following reading matter, leaded;) Sixty Cents a line

S 3 ~ THE RURAL NEW-YORKER commenced its Twelfth
Year and Volume with an edition of 6ver SEVENTY THOUSAND I
Though the columns are wider than formerly {giving more
words per line,) and the circulation much larger, we do not
purpose to inoreaBe the Advertising Rates at present The RURAL
is undoubtedly the Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of
its Class in America—for, in addition to its immense circulation
among the most enterprising and successfal Farmers and Horti-
culturists, it is taken and read by thousands of Merchants, Mê
chanics, Manufacturers and Professional J&n.

.*„ IN consequence of its large and increasing circulation, we
are obliged to put the last form of the RURAL to press earlier
than formerly, and advertisements should reach us on Monday
to secure insertion the same week.

r p H O R O U G H - B R E D STOCK F O R SA'liE.—Two
JL Thorough-bred Durham Bulls, and 4 Spanish Merino Bucks.

Also, one Cotswold Buck. Address ISAAC BOWER, Stock
Breeder, North Chili, Monroe Co., N. Y.

P E R MONTH.—AGENTS WANTED in every
_ _ Town. It is no Patenf.Medicine or Book Agency, b»t

something new and of real value. For particulars address with
stamp, J. S. PARDEE, Binghamton, BroomeOb., N. Y. [581-2t

\/fAPLEWqOD YOUNG LADIES' INSTITUTE. PITTS-
1\JL FIELD, MASS., opens its 40th Seim-Annual Session,
April 4th. In location and educational facilities it is unsur-
passed. For further information address

581-5t REV. C. V. SPEAR, Principal.

T M P R O V E D W I I i L O W PEEIiER,—The subscriber
JL is now prepared to fill orders for his first Premium Willow
Peeler, improved, if forwarded early. Draft* on Albany, New
York, or Boston, received. For description see Rural New-
Yorker of Sept. 22,1860. As recently improved, the price is $80.
Address [581-3t] J..M. WOOD, Geneva, N. Y.

n S I K A R S ^ f S B v ^ ^ W W B f o r board,
' fuel, washing, furnishea room, ana tuition, ill common

English for 14 weeks in this, one of the oldest and most flourish-
ing Institutions in. the land. Buildiiigs£,*5COinmodation8, li-
braries, apparatus, and Faculty, ample an<j excellent. It has a
Commercial Course, graduating course? f<» ladies and gentle-
men, and furnishes extra advantages in Music, Fainting, and to
fit young men for College or a Profession. .Spring Term com-
mences March 27. For Rooms or Catalogues, address the Prin-
cipal, J. B. VAN PETTEN, Fairfield, N. Y. 581-3t

TJ^AJRIK^ F O B S A . 3 L I E . —The subscriber
J_> will selLat Public Auction, a Farm, in the village 'of Hon-
eoye Falls,. Monroe county, N. Y. ,pn the-twenty-first day of
March, inst, at 2 o'clock P. M., containing 105% acres in a good
state of cultivation, well watered with living springs, with good
buildings thereon, 20 acres of wheat on the ground. Also, at
the same place and time, three yoke of work oxen, one span of
horBes, one. span ef colts, two cows, 40 coarse wooled sheep, 30
large shoats. Terms easy. For further particulars inquire of
B. D. MOALPINE, 22 Arcade Hall, Rochester, N> Y., or of the sub-
scriber at Honeoye Falls. [68l-2t] SASPL COCHRANE.

THE OPOBTO GKAPE.
X' For Cut, see RURAL of Feb. 16th.

The Oporto is a, very strong grower, and is perfectly hardy,
having fruited annually for more than ten years. It is very
productive, old vines having produced from 5 to 10 bushels each,
in a, single season. The wiae finds a rea&y sale from $2 tp $4 ¥»
gallon. Read what the pubnc say of the Oportox

" It is esteemed by Physicians a good Port Wine. It is some-
what astringent, rich and of fine body. The vines are unfailing
andeood bearers,"—Rev. Dr. Lounsbury.

"Ihave six different kinds of Grapes, and the Oporto is the
best of either of them for wine, and better than any other grape
that I am acquainted with."— A. Devereau, in the Rural, Jan.,
1858.

"For several years we have made wine from the Oporto
Grape, and find a ready £ale at one dollar per bottle, selling 50
bottles for single orders."—Sylvester Clark. •

Strong vines $1 to $3. For vines or circulars address
E. WARE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y.681-2teow

pi o o K: ' s
V y ' PARK, CEMETERY, AND DIVISION FENCES.

THE undersigned continues to manufacture his various styles
of Fences, designed for public and private grounds, as well as
other improved kinds for Cemeteries and. outer places where a
very durable Fence is required.

One style, as shown in the engravingon another page of this
number, has posts and rails of wood, with balusters of wrought
iron. It is cheap, elegant and durable, and has been extensively
introduced the past two years, A number Of the best Public
Squares in Rochester are thus inclosed, as well as many private
residences. All these,Fences have proved durable, and given
the utmost satisfaction: and while they answer all fixe purposes
of a heavy iron fence, they.caji be constructed fos one-third t i e
cost. These Fences can be light or heavy, to suit the place
where they are required. • • . .

Another style is composed entirely of wrought iron. It is
neat and handsome, and, of course; very durable, and particu-
larly applicable to Cemetery purposes, and no. less so for private
residences, where an iron fence is iwarited.'" It c&n be varied in
height to suit the taste, and can be. set upon -stone posts or a
stone base. It is also a cheap fence, costing only about one-half
as much as the best cast-iron fences; and is even more durable,
for it cannot be broken by the heaving of .the ground by frost,
to which fences are exposed. -

The undersigned is also prepared to furnish to order Balcony
Railings, in suitable styles, of wrought iron, which are propor-
tionately cheap an i very durable.

REFERENCES.
The Mayor and Aldermen of Rochester, Messrs* O. L. Ange-

vine,D. D. T. Moore, S. D. Porter, Police Justice Bardweli:
Moore, Hebing & Co., Edward Rogge"n, Lewis 'Belye, S. W. Up-
dike, L. A. Ward, W. F. Holmes, Abram Karneg, (7. M. S t John,

Orders respectfully solicited from home and abroad, and may
be left at 40 Marshall Street, at the store of KooreTHebinK &
Co., 74 Main Street, or addressed by mail tb the mattafacturer.

581 REUBEN COOK, Rochester, N. Y.

72_RDENER WANTED —One that understands the
VJT management'of a Cold Grapery, and the Cultivation of
Fruit Trees, can find a situation by applying to

JAMES SMITH, 84 & 66 Lloyd Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
N. B.—A young man, a Scotchman preferred. 580-2t

A P P I J E T R E E S F O R SAIiE,—60,060 Apple Trees
JTX. of the most popular varieties. The trees a*e four years
old, straight, thrifty and in good condition for removal, would
be glad to sell the entire lot to one or two persons, on such
terms as would be satisfactory to the parties. The trees are
very near to Frost's nursery in Rochester, and can be seen by
calling on Thos. Smith, Francis S t , near the premises. For
further particulars address C. H. R06ERS, Palmyra, N. Y.

Rochester, Feb. 14,1861. 580-tf

TTVARM F O R S A I J E — C o n t a i n i n g 40 acres, lyinirmid-
X 1 way between Pittsford and Fairport, in Monroe Co" It is
well watered; has a frame dwelling nearly new, with barn and
other outbnildings, and an orchard in bearing, beside 200 Apple
Trees recently set out A small paywept required down. The
balance may remain for a ,term of years. Possession given
when wanted. For particulars address 680-tf

Feb. 14,186J. X1ARLTON H.' ROSERS, Palmyra N Y

ASTOE HOUSE,

and it is con-
its history,
y

re bountifully supplied; waiters excell
ceded that it has never been so comfortable d
The new water-closets have no equals in this coui&y.

The young proprietors are full of enterprise and courtesy,
and Spare no pains to make their patrons comfortable
-Menofbusineas, or families who really need soKd comforts
handsomely dispensed, will find thisttme-honored'Hotel better
than ever.

Its proximity to business, the conveniences for reaching every
"he city, Central Park, &c., renders it the belffor the
it or casual Traveler. 580-lSt

BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

T H E TEA.CHING-S
OF

PATRIOTS AND STATESMEN,
OR,

T h e " Founders of tlie Republic "
ON

"Flat Justitia."

THIS GREAT NATIONAL WORK SHOULD BE IN THE

HANDS OF

Every Patriot and Statesman.

IT is not, a PARTISAN BOOK, but a compilation from the
reports of Debates and other reliable sources, of the SPEECHES
and OPINIONS of the

Founders of the Republic
on the question of SLAVERY, as expressed in the CONGRESS
of the CONFEDERATION, in the CONVENTION to form the
CONSTITUTION, and in the several STATE CONVENTIONS
to ratify the same.

A distinguished feature of the discussions are the Speeches of

MADISON, EUTLEDGE, ELLSWORTH,'

RANDOLPH, LIVINGSTON, PATRICK HENRY,

DR. FRANKLIN, ROGER SHERMAN, MASON,

PINCKNEY, LOWNDES,

and, in short, all those men of the Revolutionary times re-
nowned alike for their patriotism, statesmanship and virtues.
It will include the HISTORY of the ORDINANCE of 1787, by
PETER FORCE, Esq., the great Congressional compiler,—the
only authentic account of that famous Ordinance ever pub-
lished. The slavery agitation is then traced in its various
phases, in Congress, from 1790 to 1850, including the Debates on
the MISSOURI COMPROMISE of 1820, the Debates in Congress
in 1831, '35, '36, including the Speeches of

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, S I L A S W R I G H T ,

JAMES BUCHANAN, dec , & c ,

the agitation of the Slavery Question in the House of Represen-
tatives in 1839, the RETIREMENT OF SOUTHERN MEMBERS,
the so-called GAG RULE and vote thereon, the

Great Speech of Henry Clay,
in the Senate, RESOLUTIONS of MR. CALHOUN in 1847, his
SPEECH, and extracts from the Speeches of

C L A Y , C A I i H O n N ,

W E B S T E R , CASS,

HOUSTON,

TOOMBS, & c ,

on the COMPROMISE of MR. CLAY in 1850, and extracts from
the SOUTHERN ADDRESS, the REPEAL of the MISSOURI
COMPROMISE and organization of the Territories of KANSAS
and NEBRASKA in 1854, and the

National Conventions and Platforms
of the various parties on the subject of Slavery from 1848 to
1860. It will also contain the

Scott
and other decisions of the Courts upon the Slave Question, the

Great Speech of Alexander Hamilton,
ADVOCATING

]VIoixarcJti.ial G r o y e r n m e n t ,

Also, his plan of GOVERNMENT, the Inaugural Addresses of

Washington, Adams, Jefferson, & Madison,
And the Farewell Addresees-of -

WASHINGTON AND JACKSON,
Altogether this is a most COMPLETE and AUTHENTIC HIS-
TORY of this all-absorbing question, from the FORMATION
OF THE GOVERNMENT to the PRESENT TIME. IT IS THE
ONLY BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED, and as a work of
HISTORICAL REFERENCE is INVALUABLE.

Sent, post-paid, to any part of the country, on receipt of
price. ONE DOLLAR.

J. W. BRADLEY, Publisher,
58U3t No. 66 North Fourth St., Philadelpnia, Pa.

Q U P E R I O R F l i O W E R A N D V E G E T A B L E
k_? SEEDS.—Our catalogue of CHOICE and RARE sfeeds for 1861
is now ready and will be sent to any address u o e c i t ff a

ntp p n of the, differen
with practical directions for cultivation.

McELWAIN BROS., Successors to Allen & McElwain.
Springfield, Mass. • 580-2t

KOE'S WESTERN RESERVE PREMIUM

ROE X BLAIR, Madison, Zalce Co,, Ohio,
Sole manufacturers for the U. S. except Vermont and the

East half New 'Xork.
This Vat has Wen the longest before the public—the most

extensively used and diligently improved, and is believed to be
the best in, the world. Well made, simple, durable and compact,
it combines every want and convenience of the dairyman. The
new arrangement for shutting off the heat and furnishing hot
water is extremely simple: works perfectly and not liablefo get
out of order. Warranted to give satisfaction—directions for
cheese-making by some of the best dairymen, with each Vat

Roe's Patent.Adjustable Expansion Cheese Hoop —a neat
thing—warranted. E g " Send for Circular.

AGENTS—DAVID LEWIS, Jdhnsonsburgh, Wyoming Co N
Y , STEPHEN THOMAS, Scio, AUegany Co^N. Y\ fiSOtf

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES
F o r Sx>x>izi.s of 1861.

ELLWANGER & BARRY solicit the attention of Planters,
Nurserymen, Dealers and others, to their large and fine stock
which they now offer at wholesale and retail, at low prices.
It embraces

•STANDARD FRUIT TREES, tor Orchards.
DWARF FRUIT TREES, ftt Gardens.
DWARF MAIDEN TREES, (yearlings,) for Orchard house

culture, of all the finest varieties. Selections made by E. & B
for that purpose.

HARDY GRAPES, New and Old.
FOREIGN GJRAPES, for Vineries, all the best

RASPBERRIES, all of the most popular varieties, including
six of the best, Autumnal bearing sorts.

GOOSEBERRIES, American and English.
CURRANTS, twenty best varieties.
FILBERTS, CHESTNUTS, WALNUTS, AND FIGS.
RHUBARB, Myatt's Linnaeus amd other fine sorts.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The Stock in this department is the largest and best we have

ever before offered-, and embraces, every thing desirable,.new
and old, among.

DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL .TREES,
EVERGREEN TREES.- PEONIES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS, DAHLIAS,
RQSES, PHLOXES^

B O R D E R P L A N T S .
BULBOUS ROOTS.-Summer and Autumn Flowering, includ-

ing Amaryllis, Gladiolus, Tuberose, Tigridja, Tritbnia, Aurea,
Colchicum, Japan Lilies, the finest, new. varieties, and all the
other desirable species.

GREEN-HOUSE AND BEDMNG-OUT PLANTS, [of all the
popular classes, grown extensively and sold cheap.

S U P E R B N E W P E T U U I A S .
Twelve new varieties of Petunias, which we think superior

to any in cultivation, will be ready to go out May 1st—$4 for
the 12—names and descriptions furnished on application.

STOCKS FOR NURSERYMEN.

prices, terms, &c, we refer to tlie following Catalogues, which
will be sent gratis, pre-paid, to all who inclose one stamp for
each.

No. 1.—Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits. •
No. 2.—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

No.'3.—Descriptive Catalogue of Dahlias, Green-House and
Bedding Plants, &c. , ^

No. 4.—Whplesale Catalogue for Nurserymen, Dealers and
others, who purchase in large quantities.

EXLWAJVGKR & BARRY,
680-2ieow Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N.. Y.

Q T E E L P L O W S ^ - W e are manufacturing for the sprint
k 3 trade large number* of our Mohawk Valley Clipper Plows
with steel mold-board and land-ade, with steel or cam point, as
desired, and would refer you to the following persons who
have them in use; .

JoHir JOHNSTON, Geneva, N. Y.
J. iNCtHBSOti,, ffibn, N. Y.
WM. SUMMBB, Pomaria, a C.
R. C. ELLIS, Lyons, N. Y,
Col. / T " "
AJ.

We are also maau&eturing SayrVs Patent Horse Hoe and Po-
tato CoveringMaehifie. SayrtfsPfttsinfCulttvator Teeth in quan-
tities for thefrade, and all kinds of steel and pwageworkia the
Agricultural hne. SendfoVja^Srcnto •

REMINGTONS, MARKHAM & CO.,
545,lam-tf Union Agricultural Works, Dion, N. Y.

A GENTS WANTED—To sell • SOOFIELD'S Variety
J3L- Stationary Envelope, with a gift in every one. For
:urther particulars address C. W. SCOFIELD,

' Proprietor Gift-B ook Emporium, Geneva, N. Y.

FA R M F O R S A I J E ' C H E A P — I t contains about
. 3^6lacres, located about i% miles south east of Newark De-

pot, N. Y4C. R. R For particulars address L. VAN DEU8EN,
Arcadia, Wayne Co., J?. Y. 679-4t

W C U Y A H O G A GRAPES.—Send a stamp for
• h \ o u n m u 8 t r a t

t
e d and Descriptive Catalogue of over 80 sorts

of New Grapes. Also Currants, Raspberries, Gooseberries, &c.
Also Roses and Flowering Shrubs.
S79*t C. P. BIS8ELL & SALTER, Rochester, N. Y.

THOR S A L E OR RENT,—A good,Farm of 124%
JJ acres, 4 miles north of the City of Syracuse, town of Clay,
N. Y, on which are good farm buildings, orchard, and livinir
water. Price, $60 per acre: rent $300 per year. For further
particulars inquire of E. T. WEIGHT, No. 17 North Saluia Street,
Syracuse, N, Y. [579-2t] A. N. WRIGHT, Perry, N. Y.

1 . 0 0 0 CA:NVASSERS "WANTED
To Sell New and Popular Works

WHICH ARE SOLD .EXCLUSIYELI BY SUBSCRIPTION.
OUR BOOKS comprise a large assortment of valuable Family

Works which command a ready sale, and.Agents now employ-
ed by us are making from $50 to $100 per month. Female
Agents can make a good living by selling our Books. For farther
particulars and' descriptive Catalouges address

DICK & FITZGERALD,
18 Ann Street, New York.

_B?~We}iave mat-published a book containing about 1,200
Engravings which we sell for $1,00. , : 679-4t

TXTSEELER & WILSON MANUFACTTmiNO CO'S
v v IMPROVED FAMILY SEWING MACHINES

WITH NEW '

Glass Cloth Presser and Hemmers,
A T R E D U C E D P R I C E S .

THE WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. bep
to state that they have reduced the prices of their SEWING
MACHINES, while they have added new and important im-
provements. The reduction is made in'the hope that the Com-
pany will have no more legal expenses defending*their patents.

Office 5O5 Broadway, New York.
S. W. DIBBL.E, Agent,

679-tf ROCHESTER, N. f.

T D E A R D I i E S S B A R L E Y for Sale at $4 per busheL
I 1 or smaller quantities at the same rate" '*<••• ^

A. CLINTON, St. George,,Brant Co., C. W...

A G E N T S WANTED—To sell a great work.
^ ^ ^ Great inducements offered. Address J. WHTT-
, JR., Davis' Block, Geneva, N. Y. . 578-4t

P AGENTS WANTED.—
^S $3 A DAY. Mrs. Hanking wants Agents at home or to
trayelfor her Pictorial "FAMILY NEWSPAPER," also for her
Curious New Beok of FEMALE CHARACTERS IN THB CITY
For Specimens and Terms inclose red stamp to HANZINS &
CO., New York. '678
T T A I i l A N BEES.—Orders will now be received for these
JL bees to be delivered in the Spring A circular will be sent to
all axmheants inclosing a stamp. In it will be found the terms
and also reports from Mr. LANGSTROTH, Dr. KIRTLAND, Mr.
BRAOKBTT, Mr._ BALDRIDGB, and others,'testifying fully/from
actual observation,^ the great superiority of this race over the
common bee. [578-tf] S. B. PARSONS, Flushing, N. Y.

""FAMILY NEWSPAPER." —
A: E r ^ a ? l k i n s ' MMnmoth Pictorial ̂  fa £ t s Sixth-Volume

and has 300,000 readers. Full of Engravings and Fashion Plates.
Largest, nicest and best in the world for 7 8 cts. a year. AoENfrs
wanted Ladies Teaches Cl or Post-Masters. For

l d

Largest, ncest and best in the world f
wanted. Ladies, Teachers, Clergyme
Specimen CopieB and Terms tojegente

A T $ 4 P E R 1,«OO. — I offer for sale

"WOMEN OF NEW YORK."—
» T Mri Hankins' Curious New Book of Female Charac-
i th C t i very interesting, and strictly moral Fancy

; 60 Engravings; 36 Portraits. Mailed free for

M i a
ters in the City, is
b i d i 3 5 0 ?L350_
$l.DA&ENTSWanted-Ladies^ndTeache7s:FoTDeIcr^ti
of Book and Particulars of Agency, inclose-red stamp-to '

578 HAWKINS & CO., New York.

PATENT A G R I C U L T U R A L
CALDRON A N D S T E A M E R .

THIS is a new and
valuable improve*
ment for

COOKING)

p p . FEED FOB STOCK,
amd well adapted for
ap pc ••-•

Sed
It is
"for

where a Caldron.
Kettle is required. -

F u l l particulars.
given in Illustrated
Circulars, w h i c h
will be SBNT FREE to
all applicants.
MANUFACTURED

AND' SOLD BT "

BENNETT & CO,
159 Buffalo (St.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

T HOELEY'S FOOD FOR CATTLE
CONVERTS THE

I*oorest Hay or (Stra-w
INTO A SUPERIOR PROVENDER,
Whole barrels containing 448 feeds with .measure $14.
Half barrels containing 224 feeds with measure $7.
Cases- containing 112 feeds in packages $4.
A Pamphlet containing testimonials mailed free.
I3T DEPOT, 21 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agents wanted in every City and Town. 574-26t

& HI. C. M O R D O F F , Breeders of pure ShortJwrn
. and Alderney Cattle, South, Down and SUesiam She*
" and Essex Pigs, Rochester, K. Y. 673-ti

IN all its branches, viz:—BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS, :Viewa pf
Buildings, Machinery, Landscapes, Portraits of Horses, Caftte,
&e., Seals, Labels,- &c. executed promptly and on- reasonable
terms. Office, No. 86 Arcade, (over Post-Office.) Rochester, N. x

572-13t L. C. MIX.

JJOWE'S IMPROVED HAY SCALES.'
THE BEST IIT TJSE 1

HAY SCALES.

CATTLE SCALES.

No Pit—set above ground—no trouble
with water >or ice r- no friction on knifft
edges—weigh truly if not level—sim-
plest in use. -Delivered at any Railroad
Station. Send for Circulars.HAY SCALES.

TngrersoWs Portable Hay
HAY PRESSE&
HAY PRESSES.
HAY PRESSES.

CHURCH BELLS

CHURCH BELLS.

CHURCH BELLS.

TOWN CLOCKS.

TOWN CLOCKS.

For Baling Hay, Flax, Broom Corn,
Rags, Wool and Getton. Simple-4&ea*
P k d b t en. Hundreds

For futt particulars address

gs, Wool a
Power—worked by two
in use. Send for Circulars.

Cast Steel Sells,
Wejgh less—cost less—heaijd further
than other first class Bells. Never
break by frosts. -Warranted 12 montha.
Send for circulars and testimonials.—
Fixtures made By myself, at lowest
prices. Send for Circulars.
Town Clocks,

Of the most approved character, of m y
own manufacture, warranted equal to
any in use, at greatly reduced prices.

557-eow-tf
JAMES 6 . DUDLEY,

93 Main S t , Buffalo, N. Y.

TTTARM F O R S A L E . — O n e of the best' and best situ-
J ? ated formsin Monroe Co., lying 6 mires west o f this C%, in
the town of Gates, on the :Buffalo road, will be sold at a great
bargain if application is made soon. A small farm of 60 to 80
acres, near tfie City, or a house and lo t worth 4to $5,009 in the
city, would be taken m partpayment For particulars apply ©a
ttie premises, or at No. 6 Wl street, at thTofficetlf JOHN M.
FKBNOH & Co., of . ,: • M.<HUNTINGDON

Rochester, N ! Y , August^, 1860. ^ U J N 1 1 J > " * ^ j f

T9» F A? l M E R .??-"I^HfNiqs, & BUILDERS.
X Oar "Irrepressible Conflict" is against high prices. We

oflferyou, at74Main St* Rochester, I r o S a U i ^ a a ^ O a !
Paints. Colors, Windows, Doors,^6nds, i3oes,Spi
Corn.Hoes,.Cultivators, «na other articles too

MOORE, HEBING 4c CO.535-tf

A MBRICAN
i Y - PEOM

JARVIS & BAKER'S ISl^NDS,
IN THB

SOUTH PACEBTC OCELAJS,
IMPORTED BY THB

jajP
Office, 6S William* Street,

NEW YORK.,
0. S. MARSHALL, Pres't. H. MATHER, Sec'v-

J. K. CHAPPELL, Agent, 69 Exchange St , Rochester, N. X-

[BETH FOR T H E MILLION - SOMBTHINO NBW.
J?i,ffic& N £ 7 MansJoii House Block, 68 State Street „
ochester, N. ,Y, .. J52S-tf.] ,. . E. F. WILSON.

T i I , ^ E * T P a ¥ e 8 Perpetual Ki ln , Patented July,
JLJ 1857.—Superior to any in use for Wood or CoaL 2^cords,
of wood, or 1 ^ tttBS of coal to 100 bbls.-coal not mixed with
stone. Address [434-tf.J C. D. PAGE, Rochester,

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Newspapers Collection 
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SILENTLY down, gracefully down,
Over the forest and over the town,
Robing th<» earth in a pure white gown,

Wafting to and fro;
Drifting, circling, eddying round,

Comes the feathery snow.

Gonti.v it falls, quietly falls,
Covering huts and covering halls,
Building its miniature cities and walls

Over the earth below;
Spreading in sheets and rolling in bal ls-

Dancing, frolicking snow.

Cold and bleak, frozen and bleak,
Flying about in a merry freak,. s
Twirling around the mountain peak

Down to the valley below;
Losing itself in the rippling creek,

Fickle and fleeting snow. •

Over the ground, the frozen ground,
The crystal flakes chase each other round,
Forming a valley or building a mound,

When the north winds blow,
With their icy breath and moaning sound,

Drifting the virgin snow.

Clinging to trees, the evergreen trees,
Forming fantastic images,
Scattered as the merry breeze

Rushing onward doth go;
Losing itself in the snowy seas,

Fair and fragile snow.

Sweeping away, melting away,
When the sun with its golden ray
Into the arbor creeps to play,

Where the violets grow;
Melting, wasting, hiding away,

Frail and beautiful Bnow.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

EDITH RAYMOND.
•A. LOVE STOKY

BY KATE CAMERON.

"EDITH!" My father spoke in (the tender tone of
voice he always used in uttering my^name; it might
fee because it was my dead Mother's name, it might
be because my countenance was so faithful a por-
traiture of her, his first and long-lost love.

How well do I remember that, evening in the early
spring-time! "We were assembled in our handsomely
furnished parlor,—the folding-doors which led to
the drawing-room were closed,— the windows were
draped with curtains of rich damask,—the carpet
was bright in hue and soft to the tread,— and the
whole apartment betokened the presence of wealth
and luxury. Our home was in the city, and my father
was a rich man. He was seated now in a large,
velvet easy-chair, and a paper was in his hand, but
for several moments I had felt his gaze upon my face,
and knew that he was watching, me, as I basily plied
the needle. Mama> (I never called her mother, that
name was sacred to the sainted one at whose knee I
had first learned to lisp it,) mama sat on the other
side of the center-table, reading the latest novel. My
•half-sister, the beautiful BERTHA, was at the piano
practicing her music lesson, for she was only sixteen,
while I, six years her senior, had long been emanci-
pated from all studies, save the desultory oneB which
I pursued alone.

"EDITH, my child, you are growing pale and thin:
as soon as it is a little warmer I must send you into
the country, and the pure mountain breezes will
plant fresh roses upon your cheek. Your Uncle
PHILIP will be glad to receive a visit from you,—I
will write to him to-morrow."

Uncle PHILCP MORELAND was my mother's eldest
brother, and lived in a quiet New England village;

"Very well, father," I answered, " I would like
to go."

My lady-mama looked up from her book with an
expression, half pride, and half contempt, and said,
decidedly, " BERTHA and I shall go to the Springs."

"And I," rejoined my father, "shall find it very
comfortable at home with books and business."

"Mr. EAYMOND," said his wife, (she never called
Mm 'EDGAR,' in the loving way my own mother
used to,) " I do wish you would be less of a hermi^—
it would be far more respectable if you were to
accompany us, and you ought to have some regard
for the' opinion of the world."

'A shadow crossed my father's brow, but he merely
said, "You can go, but I prefer remaining at home."
This stern, cold manner, was nothing, new to me; I
tad thought of it many times, and perhaps I rather
blamed my father for not being more yielding and
conciliatory in his conduct toward his haughtywife.
I could not see as plainly as he did, how mercenary
were her motives in,her successful endeavor to ob-
tain the offer ef hjs hand; for his heart she little
cared, and the feeling existing between them was
unworthy the name of LOVE.. NO wonder that
silvered locks, and deep lines of care, made my
father look prematurely old; while all that Mrs.
EAYMOND sought for, was admiration for herself
and daughter, and lavish means to add to their
charms.

For weeks before the May morning when I was to
start for Glenwood, our sewing-room was a scene of
busy disorder,— a chaos of silks, muslins, and costly
gossamer-like robes, which by the patient skill of
dresg-maker and seamstress, aided by my own nimble
fingers, were gradually added to the wardrobe of
mama and BERTHA, in the shape of fashionable and
eleganjt dresses. My garments were left until the
last, and then, were merely cut and basted, as I
should have ample time to finish them during my
quiet sojourn in the country; they were compara-
tively few in number, ancl simple in style and texture.
At my own. request I had for several years received
from my father a certain allowance, made liberal by
his generosity, and this I always devoted to the
replenishing of my wardrobe and little library,
leaving an occasional surplus for benevolent pur-
poses, for I had early learned the pleasure to be
derived from ministering to the wants of others.

Mania and BERTHA were not to leave until several
weeks later, but they deemed it expedient to get over
all the bustle and labor of preparation while I was
there to render them my assistance,—this was
nothing new, and, as usual, I had submitted without
a word of remonstrance. At length, my trunks were
packed; a.fmr choice books for leisure hours, and
some useful^presents for my good*uncle and aunt
were among the contents. My father's kiss, and
"Goodbye, EDITH, GOD bless you, my child," were
•f far more value -to my heart than the embrace of
my selfish mama and the beautiful BERTHA.

A long day's ride brought me to my destination, a
neat farm hoaee, situated amid picturesque scenery,
and wearing such a cheerful and home-like look, that

I felt at once I should there find the quiet content-
ment which was not often a guest in my city abode.
Uncle PHILIP and Aunt FANNY received me with
sincere aad unaffected cordiality. They were both
descending into the valley of old age, but their
hearts still beat quick and warm with, ready sympathy
for the young. Their only child, a daughter in the
bloom of youth, had been removed from them by the
Angel of Death,—they lived quite alone with their
faithful domestics, and seemed to rejoice that my
presence would drive all loneliness from their fire-
side. And to me, those long, sunny days at Glen-
wood seemed to flit by on rainbow pinions. There
were many little things which I could do to add to
the oomfort of my kind friends, and many an hour
did I spend, busily sewing for aunt, and listening to
uncle's oft-told but never wearisome reminiscences
of my own loved mother, or some story connected
with the childhood of his darling pet, MABEL.

But Glenwood was Boon to have another guest, and
for me a new, strange happiness. One day Aunt
FANNY received a letter from her nephew in Boston,
announcing his speedy arrival. He was tired, he
wrote, of the hot and dusty city, and longed to spend
a few quiet weeks with his friends in the blessed
country; he should delight in sketching the beautiful
soenery that Nature had so lavishly bestowed upon
them.

"PAUL is an Artist, my dear," said his aunt, turn-
ing to me, " and I am very glad you are here to help
entertain him."

I too was very glad, and yet I could scarce help
chiding myself for the interest I felt in one .whom I
had never beheld. On the afternoon of his expected
arrival, I was conscious of an unusual desire to
create a favorable impression, when I arranged my
toilette before the little, old-fashioned glass in the
" spare bed-room," assigned to my use. As I plaited
my long, black hair, I half envied BERTHA her golden
ringlets,—it seemed as though they would better suit
an artist's fancy,— and I could not but wish that I
had been a blonde instead of a brunette, albeit
I could see my complexion was clear, and my cheeks,
as father had predicted, were blooming with a fresh
and healthful hue. I could not easily determine in
•v̂ hat dress to appear, but at length decided on a rose-
colored tissue which I had never before worn. In
my hair I placed a few green leaves, and half-opened
rose buds, and felt that I had never been dressed in
better taste.

Taking my embroidery in my hand, I joined Aunt
FANNY in the little parlor. She was seated in her
low rocking-chair, with the 6onstant knitting-needles
making a cheerful clicking in the quiet room. Very
pleasant was the cosey parlor, with its plain, antique
furniture, and the family portraits in their quaint
costumes hung about the walls. There were snowy
curtains at .the windows, looped back with blue
ribbons; and on the mantel, table, and stand, were
vases which I had that morning arranged, fragrant
with Syringa and wild Honeysuckle.

At aunt's request, 1 placed the books I had brought
with me upon the table, as she thought their rich
bindings would be quite an ornament to the room,
besides, PAUL was fond of poetry. Aunt FANNY, it
must be confessed, with all her goodness of heart,
had not many literary pretensions, and must be ex-
cused for following the example of too many others,
and judging merely from external appearances.

We sat very quietly for a few moments, each occu-
pied with her own work and thoughts. The balmy
June air came in at the open windows laden with the
countless sweets of the country. Uncle PHILIP sat
in the front portico watching for the afternoon stage.
At length Aunt FANNY broke the silence by com-
menting on my appearance.

" I declare, EDITH, you do look just as handsome
as a picture. I can't help thinking of poor ALICE,
PAUL'S mother. She was just about your height,
and looked a good deal like you, only she had brown
hair andhazel eyes. She was ten years younger than

and seemed just like a baby when at eighteen she
married Mr. VERNON and went to live in Boston,
poor child, she only lived three years. PAUL is very
like her," she continued, "and always makes me
think of her."

But here she was interrupted by the sound of ap-
proaching wheels, and Uncle PHILIP'S exclamation,—
'The stage is coining, FANNY!" and both hastened
,o the gate to meet their welcome visitor. I kept my

seat by the window, and saw a tall young man alight
from the lumbering vehicle, kiss aunt, and shake
hands with uncle. He wore a traveling suit, and as
they came up the neatly gravelled walk, between the
straight flower beds, he took off his broad-brimmed
straw hat, and I saw that his forehead was white and
high, and that dark curls clustered around it; there
was a pleasant smile upon his lips, which did not

anish when they entered the house; and we were
duly introduced to each other. Indeed, I thought I
saw a look of agreeable surprise in his clear, brown
eyes, as he bowed politely, and said he was very
happy to make Miss RAYMOND'S acquaintance.

After a little conversation with his friends, who
[istened to his words with the utmost attention, for
;hey were both very proud of him, he rose and began
looking over the books upon the table. " Ah! Aunt
F,ANNY, you have an addition to your library," he
remarked.

"Oh! those are all EDITH'S," was the reply, " I
asked her to put them there,-because I thought they
w.ould please you."

I could not help feeling grateful for aunt's frank-
ness, for 1 had been thinking Mr. VERNON would
consider me rather egotistic in displaying so many
volumes, with '"EDITH EAYMOND, New York,"
written upon the fly leaf. He glanced at them all,
apparently satisfied with the selection, and said, " I
approve of Miss RAYMOND'S taste, and hope she will
some time read in them to me."

1 Very presumptuous he is getting," thought I, yet
I said nothing.

But formality could not long exist in the social air
of Glenwood. The next day we were " P A U L " and
" E D I T H " to each other, and if uncle's happy home
had seemed pleasant to me before, it was now a per-
fect Paradise. I was the young artist's companidn
in Many of. his rambles ; together we climbed the
mountains, and wandered through the valleys. There
was not a single beautiful or picturesque spot within
the circuit of many miles that we did not visit, and
while PAUL was sketching the fine scenery, I will-
ingly read aloud in our favorite authors. *

Uncle PHILIP and Aunt FANNY seemed well pleased
at our growing intimacy; yet weeks passed on, and
there was not one word of love sp»ken between us.
We needed no outward utterance, for our's was the
true communion of kindred souls. In our hearts we
both felt the power of the poet's assertion:

" Words are little aid
To Love, whose vows are ever made
By the heart's beat alone. Oh I silence is
Love's own peculiar eloquence of bliss."

July had vanished, and August already entered its
second week, PAUL was about leaving fpr the White

Mountains, and early in September I was to return tc
my city home. Then it was that we pledged tin
mutual vows, before only recorded upon the tablet of
each heart. Uncle and aunt joyfully gave us their
blessing, and we were both happy. I thought of that
"happiness which makes the soul afraid," but why
should I tremble? Were we not all the world to
each other,— and what had we to fear?

It was agreed that immediately after my arrival in
New York, PAUL should write to my father, asking
his consent t% our union, which was to take place th
following spring, — this was understood to be a
merely formal procedure, as there was not the
shadow of a doubt as ta its result. And so we
parted, with a faith in our mutual constancy, which
naught could have shaken.

How slowly did the days roll on, after PAUL had
gone,—had they not been cheered by the bright
hopes which ever hovered around me, I should have
found the remaining month of my sojourn intoler-
ably wearisome. But it was some consolation to hear
the oft-reiterated praises of my lover, from the partial
lips of our kind relations. And then, in less than
six months, we were to meet in my own home, and
I thought with fond pride of introducing him to our
family. How favorably would my father's mind be
impressed by his noble bearing and manly indepen
dence! How envious would mama/and BERTHA be,,
that I had won the devotion of so gifted and hand-
some an admirer. Yes, it would be a decided
triumph, amply repaying me for many a half forgot-
ten mortification:

On a delightful September morning, I took a fond
leave of my good uncle and aunt,—they could not
have been more kind and affectionate to an own
daughter, and I felt that they would always be very
dear to me. How different seemed my homeward
journey, to that over the same route four short
months before! Then all the future looked uncertain
and aimless, now my heart's deepest yearnings had
been answered. I loved and was beloved. My father's
greeting was warm and loving in an unwonted de-
gree; indeed I fancied that Uncle PHILIP had made
known to him the state of affairs, there was so much
tenderness in his manner as he called me his own
dear child.

Mama and BERTHA were expected in a few days;
but meanwhile PAUL'S letter to my father came, and
I was called into the library to answer a few ques-
tions of paternal anxiety, and then I received the
heart felt blessing of my dear parent. He answered
the letter at once, and handed it to me for my
approval. It was kind and cordial in every expres-
sion, and I felt it would be very precious to PAUL,—
my own dear PAUL.

Father thought it best to inform mama of the
engagement as soon as she returned; and she con-
gratulated me accordingly, although I rather doubted
her sincerity. The weeks glided away, all brightened
by the sunlight of love and happiness. January was
the month appointed for PAUL'S visit. The long let-
ters which I weekly received from him all mentioned
that tinie as a bright spot in the future. At that
meeting the wedding-day was to be named; it would
probably occur in May, and I had already commenced
some of my sewing, thinking I would av®id tha
hurry and confusion so often attendant upon a brief
season of preparation. The week came which was
o bring the dear guest to our mansion, but the day

of his arrival was still unknown to me. I watched
and listened for two days with the increasing anxiety
which the expectant heart ever feels. I could not
fix my mind upon any employment,—I grew nervous
and impatient.

The morning of the third day I awoke with a
severe head-ache; the pain was intense, and I felt I
must spend' the day in my room. Twisting my long
hair in a loose coil, and throwing a morning dress
on, I made myself as comfortable as possible on a
lounge, close ta the glowing grate. My windows
were darkened, and I was trying in vain to compose
myself to a refreshing slumber, when a servant
tapped at my door, and answering my summons, she
handed me a neatly engraved card, " PAUL VERNON."

I had scarce thought of the possibility of his com-
ng that day; but I said,."tell him I will be down

directly," and when again alone, I stepped to'the
mirror, and tried to arrange my hair. I was shocked
to see how pale and haggard I looked; the pain in my
head was almost blinding me, I could scarcely open
my eyes, and I felt that even the partial gaze of a
lover would find but little, that was attractive in my
appearance; but fit would not do to linger, and I
wrapped a crimson shawl around me to relieve the
pallor of my cheeks, and went down stairs. I was
so weak that I leaned on the bannister for support,
and when I reached the parlor door, I paused for a
moment to gain strength to enter. I now dreaded
the meeting as much as I had before longed for it. I
opened the door softly, and there stood PAUL, gazing
earnestly upon the large portrait of BERTHA, which
hung at one end of the room. He turned at my
entran and exclaimed, "Why, EDITH, how you
look What is the matter?" I could but feel that
he was contrasting me'with the blooming face upon
the canvass, arid I answered, " I do feel sick this
morning, dear PAUL, but I am very glad to see you
here." This seemed to recall his thoughts, and he
kissed me tenderly, telling me he was also rejoiced
to see me, but deeply regretted finding me ill. " It
id only a head-ache," I replied, " I shall soon be
quite well." •

He glanced again, involuntarily, at the painting,—
'Where did you get that picture, EDITH? and whom

does it represent?"
" I do not remember the artist's name," was my

response, "but the subject is my sister BERTHA."
"BERTHA!" he ejaculated, "is she then so beauti-

ful, so angelic? but EDITH, darling," he added,, "you
are very pale, let me lead you to the sofa." And
with a skillful hand he arranged the pillows, and I
was soon reclining upon the easy couch, with PAUL
seated near me, talking to me in a low, sweet voice.
[Conclusion next week.]

PRIM PEOPLE.—There is a set of people whom we
sannoi bear—the pinks of fashionable propriety —

whose every word is precise, and whose every move-
ment is unexceptionable — but who, though well
versed in all the catalogues of polite behavior, have
not a particle of soul or cordiality about them. We
allow that their manner may be abundantly correct.
There may be eleganoe in every position, not a smile
out of place, and not a step that would not bear the
measurement of the severest scrutiny. This is all
rery fine; but what we want is the gaiety of social

intercourse; the frankness that speaks affability to
all, that chases "timidity form every bosom, and tells
every man in tke company to be confident and happy.
This is what we conceive to be the virtue of the text,
and not the sickening formality of those who walk by
rule; and would reduce the whole of, the human life
to a wire-bound system of mysery and constraint.

SOME LITTLE JOKEBS.

WHAT miss will ruin any man? Mis-management,
WHAT miss always makes her lover go astray

Mis-lead.
A COUNTRY editor, speaking of a blind sawyer,

•says:— "Although he can't see, he can saw."
AN Irish lover remarked that it is a great pleasun

to be alone, especially when your " swateheart ii
wid ye."

AT what period of life does a young lady devote
herself to arithmetic? When she begins to sigh fo
(cipher) a lover.

. A YOUNG gentleman lately advertised for a wife
through the papers, and got answers from eighteen
husbands, stating that he could have theirs.

A WESTERN paper says:—"Wanted, at this office
an editor who can please everybody. Also, a fore
man who can so arrange the paper as to allow every
man's advertisement to head the column."

THE red, white, and blue —the red cheeks, the
white teeth, and blue eyes of a lovely girl — are as
good a flag as a young soldier in the battle of life
need, fight for.
j ' • • •

"ADVANCE IN BREADSTUFFB."—Two or three years
siricg, during a season of excitement in the grain
market, and when prices were clear up " in the
pictures," a merchant, residing in one of the flourish
ing villages in the eastern part of the State, sent an
order to one of our milling firms in the Flour City,
for a number of barrels of a favorite brand of flour.
The desired article was forwarded, and with it the
bill, which " aggregated pretty roundly," in the esti'
mation of the purchaser. The flour went off "like
hot cakes," however, and the "outside pressure'
was so strong on the merchant that he was constrain'
ed to order a second shipment of the same brand,
Closing his letter as follows:—" Bi making your bill,
please bear in mind that there is a future state—let us
pray!" ' *

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

M I S C E L L A N E O U S E N I G M A .

I AM composed of 19 letters.
My 1,12, 8,19 was a Jewish king. '
My 2, 8, %Z is a Latin preposition.
My-3,16,16, 7,1 are more valuable than words.
My 4,16, 5 is used by fishermen.
My 5, 2, 17 is a name applied to a sailor.
My 6, 3,1, 12 is a city of Italy.
My 7, 6,13 this enigma is not very.
My 8,19, 4, 7 is a bone of the arm.
My 9,,15, 2,16 is a useful metal.
My 10,15, 7, is a large body of water.
My 11,15, 4,13 is a coin of the United States.
My 12, 6 is a preposition.
My 13,16,17,1,15 can be said of but few writers.
My 14, 2,17, 6 is a musical instrument. • '
My 15, 7,10, 6 is one of the points of the compass.
My 16, 8, 6,1, 5,1 are easily found.
My 17, 2,13 is an offensive quadruped.
My 18,'16, 7,17 was a Hebrew month.
My 19, 2, 5, 3, 4 is learned at college.

My whole is a celebrated edifice in England.
St. Armand, C. B., 1861. L. B. HIBBARD.
fl3P*~ Answer in two weeks.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

B I O G R A P H I C A L E N I G M A .

I AM composed of 16 letters.
My 1, 6,15,11,16, 5 was an eminent Irish naturalist.
My 2, 6, 6, 6,16 was an American poet, historian, and editor.
My 3,11,12, 8,15, 16" was a brave and active officer in the

Revolution.
My 6, 4, 9, 8, 4,14 was the first Christian King of Britain.
My 7, 5, 8,13 was a distinguished metaphysician.
My'9,16, 6, 5 was a great English botanist.
My 10,15, 3, 5 was an eminent Scotch critic.
My 13, 5,12,10, 2, 3 wasan English divine and mathematician.
My 7,11, 9, 8,16, 6 was a French dramatic writer.
My 10, 2,16,16,11,10, 3,15,12, 5 was a deservedly celebrated

lady.
My whole was the name of an English writer who died in

1761.
Glendale, Ohio, 1861. J. M. C.
fggr Answer in/two weeks.

A L O T O F P U Z Z L E S .

ALL the papers are very busy just now in originating puz-
zles to tax the ingenuity of both young and old, incited
thereto, doubtless, by the first given below, which has wor-
ied the Parisians for some time. It is. said that all the slates,

dead walls, and shop doors, are now bein^acrificed to this
interesting exercise in mathematics. DraPa series of lines,
thus:

Then, with.three strokes of the finger, and without return-
ing upon any line already touched, wipe them all out

Another puzzle is to make'four lines, thus:

I I I I
Then, by adding five other straight lines, make ten of the
whole.

The-following is an improvement upon the last Put down
six lines, thus:

I I I I I I
Add five straight lines and make nine.

Take seventeen matches, pencils, or anything of that
description, and arrange them on a table, or level surface, in
the annexed shape.

!

Of which five matches or pencils m ^ t be picked up, In order
that three squares only shall remain.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

A L G E B B A . I C A L P B O B L E M .

A OENTLBHAN purchased a span of horses, fpr which he
gave his note of $800 on interest, at six per cent, for such a
length of time as will make the interest equal to one, plus
the quotient of the principle, divided by the square root of
the sum of the principle and interest. Required the length
of time for which the note was given. W. F. BENSON.

Hickory Corners, Barry Co., Mich., 1861.
JgF° Answer in two weeks.

A N S W E B S T O E N I G M A S , &o., I N K o . 579 .

Answer to Classical Enigma:—William Hickling Prescott.
Answer to Illustrated Rebus:—Big pig, little pig, root,

tog, or die.
Answer to Mathematical Problem:—55 feet.
Answer to Charade:—A-corn.
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INFORMS the Trade and the Public that he has just issued, i»
handsome style, a new and complete series of

Irving's Whole Works-Sunnyside Edition.
(INCLUDING WASHINGTON.)

On tinted paper, with Steel Vignettes: neatly put up in boxes.
Complete in 21 vols.. 1'̂ mo, cloth, $28 00
Half calf, extra, or Antique, 47 00
Sheep extra, white paper (no plates,) v 30 00

Irving's Works — Stumyside Edition.
(OMITTING WASHINGTON.).

Samo style as above, in boxes.
Complete in 16 vols., with Vignettes, cloth, . . . $20 00
Sheep (white,) DO plates, 22 09
Half calf, extra, or Antique, 36 00
The above ar»> now ready in the best styles of binding, and

may be ordered through any bookseller, and can be suppled at
once.

Irving's Life of Washington.
I. THE POPULAR EDITION IN 12MO.

Complete in 5 vols., 12mo, cloth, $7 00
Sheep '. s 60

II. THE SUNNYSIDE EDITION IN 12MO.
On tinted paper, with 24 Steel Plates and 24 Wood Outs.

Complete in 5 vols., 12m#, cloth, $8 00
Half calf, extra, , "jfe 00

HI. THE LIBRARY EDITION, LARGE TYPE.
Complete in 5 vols., 8v<J., with Maps, &c, cloth,.. . $10 00
Sheep, 12 so
Half calf, extra, /. x6 00

V. THE ILLUSTRATED EDITION.
(With 102 Engravings on Steel, and numerous Wood Cuts.)

5 vols., imp. 8vo, large paper, cloth, $20 00
Halfimorocco, extra, 30 00

Irving's Washington for the People.
To meet a large demand for this great National work in the

most ECONOMICAL FORM, and so that it may be placed in every
intelligent family in the land, an edition has been prepared by
the publisher, of the • • • • * . '

WHOLE WORK IN ONE LARGE VOLUME,
on clear legible type, with full Index and Appendix ILLUS-
TRATED with TWENTY STEBL PLATES.

Price in cloth (to Subscribers only,) $S 00
Cloth extra, marble edges, • *. 6 60
Sheep extra,. . . i : 6 00
It will also be issued in Twenty-six Numbers, (each No. con-

taining Two Steel Plates.) Price, Twenty-five cents each.
SALMAGUNDI. By IRVING & PAULDING, 1 vol., cloth, $1 25

Life and Letters of Washington Irving.
By PIERRE M.IRVING. Esq., his literary executor. In prepa-

ration, and will be published as early as practicable. Probably
filling .3 vols., 12mo.

Bayard Taylor's Travels.
Complete in 8 vols. Cloth, $10; sheep, $12; half calf, extra, $18;

half calf, antique, $18.
1. Europe. ViewsaFoot. Opiates $125
2. Mexico and California. Eldorado, 125
3. Palestine, &c. The Lands of the Saracen. 2 plates, 125
4. Central Africa, the White Nile, &c. Plates,..: 168
5. India, China, ajid Japan. 2 steel plates. 150 '
6. Northern Travel. Norway, Lapland, &c. Portrait and

View, 1 125
7. Greece and Russia. Two plates, ; .". 125
8. At Home and Abroad. 500 pj., 2 plates 125

"As a vivid delineator, it would be difficult to overmatch Mr.
Taylor."—Liverpool Standard.,

"There is no romance to us^uite equal to one of Bayard Tay-
lor s books pi travel. Fact, under his wonderful pen, is more
charming than Fiction."—Hartford Republican.

" One of the most enterprising, practical, and charming of
modern travelers."—New Bedford aercwy.

"There is a charm in everything that Bayard Taylor writes."
"Bayard Taylor, the prince of modern travelers."—Maryland

Democrat.

Papers for the People.
[Embracing History, Biography, Voyages. Travels, Narratives,

&e., prepared by able writers expressly for the work.]
Edited by W. & R. CHAMBERS. In monthly parts, each part

containing 64 large pages, with an engraving. Price 25 cents; or
in 3 vols., royaj 8vo.

The World's Progress: A Dictionary of Dates.
Edited by G. P PUTNAM, A. M., Horn Mem. Conn. Hist. Soc,

Wisconsin Hist. Soc, &c. A new edition, revised and brought
down to 1860. In one volume, large 12mo., $2 00.

Cyclopaedia of Universal Biography.
By PARKS GODWIN. A New Edition continued to 1860. Large

12mo., $200.
These two manuals are believed to be the most comprehensive

and useful boô ks of reference of their kind in the market.

STANDARD TEJZT BOOKS.
Prof. St. John's Manual of Geology.

For the use of Colleges and Schools. Dlustrated 12th edition.
12ma, $100.

E. P. Smith's Manual of ^Political Economy.
New Edition. 12mo. cloth, $100/ Used in several Colleges as

a Text-Book—and well calculated for popular reading.

N O W P U B L I S H I N G FOR SUBSCRIBERS.

THE NATIONAL EDITION OF IRVING'S WORKS.
Crayon Miscellany. 1 vol.
Capt Bonneville. 1vol.
Oliver Goldsmith. 1 vol.

2vols.
1vol.
lvol.
1vol.

10 volumes issued. (Jam., 1861.,) The whole will be ready Dee., '61.
Also recently published, uniform with' this series, as a com-

panion volume, at the same price, SALMAGUNDL By IRVING
PAULDING, &C. Edited,-with Notes, by E. A. Duyckinck, Esa-

I3P~ This edition will be sold exclusively to Subscribers, and
will be greatly superior to any ever before issued. A very
handsome set of these universally popular works is thus placed
within the means of all—the publication being extended over
21 months.

*.• Subscriptions received for the whole Series,* or for the
WORKS, (withontthe Washington or Sajmagundi.) 16 volumes.

Mr. D. M. DEWEY is Agent for Rochester, N. Y.
From the Boston Daily Advertiser.

"Among the literary enterprises of the day, none excite more
interest with lovers of American literature than the publication
of a, new and beautiful edition of the works of Irving. This
series is beaubfuyy printed on tinted paper, and is worthy of
the national reputation of the author."

SC«€SES1ItIOHT9 ^OR" WHJSEHtttD LIBRARIES — Of
Essential and. Standard B«bks, and the most economical mode
of obtaining them. With impartial lists of 2$9, 600,1,000, and V
260 volumes of the best literature and the most desirable edi-
ions. ». P. PUTNAM, Library Commission Agency. 532

Broadway, New York. Post-free for 2 stamps.
A CLASSIFIED GENERAL CATALOGUE of all important

Books in the market, English and American, with prices, sent
post free, for 36 cents.

Knickerbocker's New York,
1 vol.

Sketch Book. vol. 1
Columbus and his Companions

3 vols.
Bracebridge Hall. 1 vol.
Tales of a Traveler. 1 vol.
Astoria. 1 vol.

Oliver Gol
Mahomet.
Granada.
Alhambra.
Wolferf s Roost.
Life of Washington.

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER,
• THE LARGEST CIRCULATED

AGRICULTURAL, LITERARY AND FAMILY WEEKLY,
IS PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY

B7 D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. T.

Te rms in Advance:
Subscription-^Two DOLLARS A YEAR. TO Clubs and

Agents as follows:—Three Copies one year, for $5; Six, and one
free to club agent, for $10; Ten, and one free, for $15; Fifteen,
and one free, for $21; Twenty, and one free, for $25; and any
greater number at same rate—only $1,25 per copy—with an
xtra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club
apers directed to individuals and sent to as many different

Post-Offices as desired As we pre-pay American postage'on
papers sent to the British Provinces, our Canadian agents and
iriends must add 12% cents per copy to the club rates of the
IURAL. The lowest price of copies sent to Europe, &&, is $2,60

—including postage. I3T" Agents who take Special Premiums
or clubs formed previous to April 1st, are also entitled to bne
ixtra (free) copy of the paper for a club of either Six at $10, Ten
t $15, or Twenty at $25;— and those who do not compete for or

wish the premiums can have an extra copy for every ten subscri-
ers over twenty. Any one who has formed and received pre-

mium for a club, (for 1861,) can get a second premium by sending
lother club, or receive a free copy of tiie paper for every addi-

ional ten subscribers forwarded.
I3p- THE above Terms and Rates are invariable, and those

who remit less than specified for a single copy«r club, will be
credited only as per rates, and receive, the paper accordingly
Any. person who is not an agent sending the club rate ($1,50 or
1,25) for a single copy (the price of which is $2) will only receive

the. paper the length of time the money pays for at full single
opy price. People who send us less than published rates, and
request the paper for a year, or a return of the money, cwrmot
ie accommodated—foi it would be unjust to others to comply,

id a great inconvenience to return remittances. The only way
o get the RURAL for less than $2 a year is to form or join a club.

Advertising—THIRTY-FIVE CENTS A LINE, each inser-
tion. A price and a half for extra display, or 62# cents per line

f space. SPECIAL NOUSES, (following reading matter, leaded,)
ixty Cents a Line. 13?" THE RURAL NEW-YOBKER has a far

larger circulation than any similar journal In the world, and is
undoubtedly the best advertising medium of its class in America.

I3P-ANY person so disposed can act as local agent for the
SURAL NW-YORKBR, and those who volunteer in the good

See " Good Pay far. Doing Good" in last week's RURAL.
B a c k Numbers of this Volume wi l l be sent to

New Subscribers, UHtil o therwise announced ;
but a l l wishing them should Subscribe Soon.
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